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Introduction 

1 This  Guidance  applies  to  all  Myanmar  flagged  ships  fitted with ECDIS, AIS, 
VDR and BNWAS as referred to SOLAS Chapter V. 

2 Ship owners, managers, masters and deck officers of ships fitted with 
ECDIS, AIS,VDRs and BNWAS are strongly encouraged to use this 
relevant guidance to improve their understanding and facilitate safe and 
efficient usage of Navigation equipment. 

3 As advised by the IMO Maritime Safety Committee, the Department of 
Marine Administration uses IMO resolutions. 

4 This  Guidance may  be  subject  to  amendments  from  time  to  time and 
any amendments will be circulated through Directive or Guideline. 

5 This Guidance is herewith set out by the Department of Marine 

Administration stated in the Directive 06/2018 on 22nd January 2018.
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PART I 
UNIFIED INTERPRETATION ON THE APPENDIX TO THE SOLAS 

CONVENTION REGARDING THE RECORDS OF EQUIPMENT 
CONCERNING NAUTICAL CHARTS AND ECDIS 

Completion of items 2.1 and 2.2 of part 3 of the Form E and items 2.1 and 2.2 
of Part 5 of Forms P and C 

1 The Maritime Safety Committee, at its ninety-fourth session (17 to 21 
November 2014), approved a unified interpretation on the Appendix to the 
SOLAS Convention regarding the records of equipment concerning nautical charts 
and ECDIS, prepared by the Sub-Committee on Navigation, Communications and 
Search and Rescue (NCSR), at its first session, as set out in the annex. 

2 Member Governments are invited to bring this unified interpretation to the 
attention of all parties concerned. 

Note: The Department of Marine Administration brings this unified interpretation 
to the attention of all parties concerned 
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UNIFIED INTERPRETATION ON THE APPENDIX TO THE SOLAS 
CONVENTION REGARDING THE RECORDS OF EQUIPMENT 

CONCERNING 
NAUTICAL CHARTS AND ECDIS 

Completion of items 2.1 and 2.2 of Part 3 of the Form E and items 2.1 and 2.2 of 
Part 5 of Forms P and C 

SOLAS regulation V/19.2.1.4 
All ships, irrespective of size, shall have ... nautical charts and nautical 

publications to plan and display the ship's route for  the intended voyage and to 
plot and monitor  positions throughout the voyage. An electronic chart display and 
information system (ECDIS) is also accepted as meeting the chart carriage 
requirements of this subparagraph. Ships to which paragraph 2.10 applies shall 
comply with the carriage requirements for ECDIS detailed therein; 

SOLAS regulation V/27 
Nautical charts and nautical publications, such as sailing directions, lists of 

lights, notices to mariners, tide tables and all other nautical publications necessary 
for the intended voyage, shall be adequate and up to date. 

Record of Equipment for the Cargo Ship Safety Equipment Certificate (Form 
E) – Part 3 Details of navigational systems and equipment 

Item Actual provision 
2.1  Nautical  charts/Electronic  chart  display  and 
information  system (ECDIS)2
2.2  Back-up arrangements for ECDIS 

2 Delete as appropriate
Record of Equipment for the Passenger Ship Safety Certificate (Form P) and 
Record of Equipment for the Cargo Ship Safety Certificate (Form C) – Part 
5 Details of navigational systems and equipment 

Item Actual 
i i2.1  Nautical  charts/Electronic  chart  display  and 

information  system (ECDIS)3

2.2 Back-up arrangements for ECDIS
3 Delete as appropriate

Interpretation 
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Items 2.1 and 2.2 of Part 3 of the Form E and items 2.1 and 2.2 of Part 5 of 
Forms P and C shall be completed according to the following scenarios: 
1. Nautical Charts only

Item Actual 
2.1  Nautical  charts/Electronic  chart  display  and 
information  system (ECDIS) 

"Provided" 

2.2 Back-up arrangements for ECDIS " - " 

2. Two ECDIS only (no nautical charts)
Item Actual 

 2.1  Nautical  charts/Electronic  chart  display  and 
information  system 
( ) 

"Provided" 

2.2 Back-up arrangements for ECDIS "ECDIS" 

3. ECDIS + Nautical Charts
Item Actual
2.1  Nautical  charts/Electronic  chart  display  and 
information  system (ECDIS) 

"Both 
provided" 

2.2 Back-up arrangements for ECDIS "ECDIS" or 
"Nautic

l * Enter as appropriate.
Or 

2.1  Nautical  charts/Electronic  chart  display  and 
information  system (ECDIS) 

"Provided" 

2.2 Back-up arrangements for ECDIS "Nautical 
Charts" 

NOTES: 
1 The ship's management is responsible to determine  what  form  of  charts  is 

to  be used onboard as the primary means of navigation. Where paper charts 
are used as the primary means of navigation then they may also be regarded 
as the ECDIS back-up arrangements. 

2 Paper charts or ECDIS provided as the "back-up arrangement" may  be  used 
alternatively with the primary ECDIS, and not be limited to use only when 
the primary ECDIS is inoperable. 
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PART II – ECDIS – GUIDANCE FOR GOOD PRACTICE 

1 The Maritime Safety Committee, at its ninety-fifth session (3 to 12 June 
2015), approved the ECDIS – Guidance for Good Practice, drawing together relevant 
guidance from seven previous ECDIS circulars into a single, consolidated document. 

2 The undeniable safety benefits of navigating with Electronic Chart Display 
and Information Systems (ECDIS) were recognized through Formal Safety 
Assessments submitted to the Organization and experience gained by the voluntary 
use of ECDIS for many years. ECDIS was mandated for carriage by High-Speed 
Craft (HSC) as early as 1 July 2008. Subsequently, the mandatory carriage of 
ECDIS for ships other than HSC (depending on the ship type, size and construction 
date, as required by SOLAS regulation V/19.2.10) commenced in a phased manner 
from 1 July 2012 onwards. 

3 ECDIS is a complex, safety-relevant, software-based system with multiple 
options for display and integration. The ongoing safe and effective use of ECDIS 
involves many stakeholders including seafarers, equipment manufacturers, chart 
producers, hardware and software maintenance providers, shipowners and operators, 
and training providers. It is important that all these stakeholders have a clear and 
common understanding of their roles and responsibilities in relation to ECDIS. 

4 ECDIS was accepted as meeting the chart carriage requirements of SOLAS 
regulation V/19 in 2002. Over the years, IMO Member States, hydrographic offices, 
equipment manufacturers and other organizations have contributed to the development 
of guidance on a variety of ECDIS-related matters. Over the years, IMO has issued a 
series of complementary circulars on ECDIS. 

5 While most useful IMO guidance on  ECDIS was developed in this 
incremental manner, the information needed to be consolidated, where possible, to 
have ECDIS-related guidance within a single circular, which could be easily kept up 
to date without duplication or need for continual cross-referencing. Such 
consolidation of information offers clear and unambiguous understanding of the 
carriage requirements and use of ECDIS. 
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6 The consolidated guidance termed "ECDIS – Guidance for Good Practice" is 
set out in the annex to this circular (referred to as "Guidance" hereafter). Ship 
operators, masters and deck officers on ECDIS-fitted ships are encouraged to use 
this guidance to improve their understanding and facilitate safe and effective use of 
ECDIS. 

7 The Maritime Safety Committee, at its ninety-eighth session (7 to 16 June 
2017), based on a recommendation from the fourth session of the  Sub-Committee 
on Human Element, Training and Watchkeeping (30 January to 3 February 2017), and 
noting the need to clarify the requirement of ECDIS familiarization as specified in the 
STCW Convention, 1978, as amended, and the ISM Code, approved the revision of 
the ECDIS – Guidance for Good Practice, as set out in the annex. 

8 Members of the Organization and all Contracting Governments to the SOLAS 
Convention are invited to bring  this  circular  to  the  attention  of  all  entities 
concerned. In particular, port States are invited to make the guidance available to their 
port State control inspectors, and flag States to shipowners, masters, recognized 
organizations, flag State control inspectors and surveyors. An electronic copy of this 
circular can be downloaded from the Organization's website at: 
(http://www.imo.org/OurWork/Circulars/Pages/Home.aspx). 

9. This circular revokes MSC.1/Circ.1391, MSC.1/Circ.1503 and Corrigenda 1,
SN.1/Circ.207/Rev.1, SN.1/Circ.266/Rev.1, SN.1/Circ.276, SN.1/Circ.312, 
STCW.7/Circ.10 and STCW.7/Circ.18. 

*** 

Note: 
The Department of Marine Administration  brings this  circular  to  the  attention  of 
all  entities concerned. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1 The undeniable safety benefits of navigating with Electronic Chart Display 
and Information Systems (ECDIS) were recognized through Formal Safety 
Assessments submitted to the Organization and experience gained by the voluntary use 
of ECDIS for many years. ECDIS was mandated for carriage by High-Speed Craft 
(HSC) as early as 1 July 2008. Subsequently, the mandatory carriage of ECDIS for 
ships other than HSC (depending on the ship type, size and construction date, as 
required by SOLAS regulation V/19.2.10) commenced in a phased manner from 1 
July 2012 onwards. 

2 ECDIS is a complex, safety-relevant, software-based system with multiple 
options for display and integration. The ongoing safe and effective use of ECDIS 
involves many stakeholders including seafarers, equipment manufacturers, chart 
producers, hardware and software maintenance providers, shipowners and operators, 
and training providers. It is important that all these stakeholders have a clear and 
common understanding of their roles and responsibilities in relation to ECDIS. 

3 This ECDIS – Guidance for Good Practice, referred to as "Guidance" 
hereafter, draws together relevant guidance from seven previous ECDIS circulars into 
a single, consolidated document. The guidance is laid out in seven sections, namely: 

A. Chart carriage requirement of SOLAS 
B. Maintenance of ECDIS software 
C. Operating anomalies identified within ECDIS 
D. Differences between raster chart display system (RCDS) and ECDIS 
E. ECDIS training 
F. Transitioning from paper chart to ECDIS navigation 
G. Guidance on training and assessment in the operational use of 

ECDIS simulators 

4 This guidance is intended to assist smooth implementation of ECDIS and its 
ongoing safe and effective use on board ships. Ship operators, masters and deck 
officers on ECDIS-fitted ships are encouraged to use this guidance to improve their 
understanding and facilitate safe and effective use of ECDIS. 

5 Although this guidance replaces seven IMO ECDIS-related circulars, there 
remain several other IMO circulars that also address ECDIS matters to varying degree 
and reference should also be made to these circulars where necessary. A list 
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containing the IMO ECDIS performance standards and the other IMO circulars that 
relate to ECDIS is provided in the reference section. 

A CHART CARRIAGE REQUIREMENT OF SOLAS 

6 The mandatory carriage of ECDIS, as required by SOLAS regulation 
V/19.2.10, is subject to a staged entry into force between 1 July 2012 and 1 July 
2018. As per SOLAS regulations V/18 and V/19, for a ship to use ECDIS to meet 
the chart carriage requirements of SOLAS, the ECDIS equipment must conform to 
the relevant IMO performance standards. ECDIS units on board are required to 
comply with one of two performance standards (either IMO resolution A.817(19), as 
amended or resolution MSC.232(82)), depending on the date of their installation. 
Essentially, where an ECDIS is being used to meet the chart carriage requirements 
of SOLAS, it must: 

.1 be type-approved; 

.2 use up-to-date electronic nautical charts (ENC); 

.3 be maintained so as to be compatible with the latest applicable 
International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) standards; and 

.4 have adequate, independent back-up arrangements in place. 

7 According to SOLAS regulation V/18, ECDIS units on board ships must be 
type-approved. Type approval is the certification process that ECDIS equipment must 
undergo before it can be considered as complying with IMO performance 
standards. The process is carried out by flag Administration-accredited type-approval 
organizations or marine classification societies in accordance with the relevant test 
standards developed by, inter alia, the International Electro technical Commission (IEC) 
(e.g. IEC 61174). 

8 In accordance with SOLAS regulation V/19.2.1.4, ships must carry all nautical 
charts necessary for the intended voyage. As defined by SOLAS regulation V/2.2, 
nautical charts are issued officially by or on the authority of a Government, 
authorized Hydrographic Office or other relevant government institutions. Ships 
required to fit ECDIS and ships choosing to use ECDIS to meet the chart carriage 
requirements of SOLAS should carry Electronic Navigational Charts (ENCs) or,   

9 where ENCs are not available at all or are not of an appropriate scale for the 
planning and display of the ship's voyage plan, Raster Navigational Charts (RNC) 
and/or any needed paper charts should be carried. 
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10 IHO provides an online chart catalogue that details the coverage of ENCs 
together with references to coastal State guidance on any requirements for paper 
charts (where this has been provided). The catalogue also provides links to IHO 
Member States' websites where additional information may be found. The IHO online 
chart catalogue can be accessed from the IHO website at: www.iho.int 

11 As per SOLAS regulation V/27, all nautical charts necessary for the intended 
voyage shall be adequate and up to date.  For ships using ECDIS to meet the 
chart carriage requirement of SOLAS, all ENCs and RNCs must be of the latest 
available edition and be kept up to date using both the electronic chart updates (e.g. 
ENC updates) and the latest available notices to mariners. Additionally, ECDIS 
software should be kept up to date such that it is capable of displaying up-to-date 
electronic charts correctly according to the latest version of IHO's chart content and 
display standards. 

12 Relevant appendices of IMO performance standards for ECDIS specify the 
requirements for adequate independent back-up arrangements to ensure safe 
navigation in case of ECDIS failure. Such arrangements include: 1) facilities enabling 
a safe take-over of the ECDIS functions in order to ensure that an ECDIS failure 
does not result in a critical situation; 2) a means to provide for safe navigation for 
the remaining part of the voyage in case of ECDIS failure. 

B MAINTENANCE OF ECDIS SOFTWARE 

13 ECDIS in operation comprises hardware, software and data. It is important for 
the safety of navigation that the application software within the ECDIS works fully in 
accordance with the Performance Standards and is capable of displaying all the 
relevant digital information contained within the ENC. 

14 ECDIS that is not updated to the latest version of the IHO Standards may not 
meet the chart carriage requirements as set out in SOLAS regulation V/19.2.1.4. 

15 For example, in January 2007, Supplement No.1 to the IHO ENC Product 
Specification was introduced in order to include, within the ENC, the then recently 
introduced IMO requirements for Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas (PSSA),  

Archipelagic Sea Lanes (ASL) and to cater for any future safety of navigation 
requirements. 

16 Any ECDIS which is not upgraded to be compatible with the latest version of the 
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IHO ENC Product Specification or the Presentation Library may be unable to correctly 
display the latest charted features. Additionally, the appropriate alarms and 
indications may not be activated even though the features have been included in the 
ENC. Similarly, any ECDIS which is not updated to be fully compliant with the 
latest version of the IHO Data Protection Standard may fail to decrypt or to properly 
authenticate some ENCs, leading to failure to load or install. An up-to-date list of all 
the relevant IHO standards relating to ECDIS equipment can be accessed from the IHO 
website (www.iho.int). 

17 The need for safe navigation requires that manufacturers should provide a 
mechanism to ensure software maintenance  arrangements  are adequate. This may 
be achieved through the provision of software version information using a website. 
Such information should include the IHO Standards which have been implemented. 

18 Administrations should inform shipowners and operators that proper ECDIS 
software maintenance is an important issue and that adequate measures need to be 
implemented by masters, shipowners and operators in accordance with the 
International Safety Management (ISM) Code. 

C OPERATING ANOMALIES IDENTIFIED WITHIN ECDIS 

19 A number of ECDIS operating anomalies have been identified. Due to the 
complex nature of ECDIS, and in particular because it involves a mix of hardware, 
software and data, it is possible that further anomalies may exist. 

20 These anomalies are particularly apparent in ECDIS units that have been built 
and type-approved  to  ECDIS  Performance  Standards  (resolution  A.817(19),  as 
amended), 
(i.e. before 2009). However, ECDIS units type-approved to the revised ECDIS 
Performance Standards (resolution MSC.232(82)) are still vulnerable to the 
limitations in as set out in appendix 1, item 5(a). 

21 An ECDIS anomaly is an unexpected or unintended behaviour of an ECDIS unit 
which may affect the use of the equipment or navigational decisions made by the 
user. Examples include, but are not limited to: 

.1 failure to display a navigational feature correctly, such as: 
.1 navigation areas recently recognized by IMO such as PSSA and ASL 
.2 navigational lights with complex characteristics; and 
.3 underwater features and isolated dangers; 
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.2 failure to detect objects by "route checking" in voyage planning mode; 

.3 failure to alarm correctly; and 

.4 failure to manage a number of alarms correctly. 

22 The existence of such anomalies highlights the importance of maintaining 
ECDIS software to ensure that it is capable of displaying up-to-date electronic 
charts correctly according to the latest version of the IHO's chart content and display 
standards. It is recommended that appropriate checks are made with the equipment 
manufacturer. This is of particular importance where ECDIS is the only source of chart 
information available. 

23 IHO has produced an ECDIS Data Presentation and Performance Check 
(DPPC) dataset that allows mariners to check some important aspects of the operation 
of their ECDIS. This dataset contains two fictitious ENC cells which deck officers 
can load into their ECDIS units to assess operating performance and to determine 
whether there may be any display anomalies that either need to be remedied or 
otherwise managed in the way that the ECDIS is operated. If the check highlights a 
problem, the accompanying guidance notes with the check dataset offer suggested 
courses of action. The check dataset and accompanying instructions can be obtained 
from ENC service providers, or can be downloaded from the IHO website at: 
www.iho.int 

24 A list of the known anomalies with advice and information on whether or 
not the DPPC dataset checks for each anomaly is set out in   appendix 1.  

25 Given the widespread use and the implementation of the ECDIS carriage 
requirement, the Committee considered it important that any anomalies identified by 
mariners are reported to and investigated by the appropriate authorities to ensure their 
resolution. 

26 In order to better understand the extent of the issue, Administrations are 
invited to collect, investigate and disseminate information about ECDIS anomalies. 
Administrations or designated bodies are invited to: 

.1 encourage vessels under their flag to report such anomalies, with 
sufficient detail on the ECDIS equipment and ENCs, to allow analysis; 

.2 treat the identity of the reporter as confidential; 

.3 agree to share information with other IMO Member States and 
international organizations on request; and 
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.4 issue  alerts  to  mariners  where  such  anomalies  might  affect  safety 
of navigation. 

D DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RASTER CHART DISPLAY SYSTEM 
(RCDS) AND ECDIS 

27 ECDIS may be operated in one of the two modes: 
.1 the ECDIS mode when ENCs are used; and 
.2 the RCDS mode when ENCs are not available and RNCs are used 

instead.  
Although in recent years ENC coverage has increased rapidly there could be 
some areas for which suitably detailed ENCs may not have been issued. 

28 The RCDS mode does not have the full functionality of ECDIS and can only be 
used together with an appropriate portfolio of up-to-date paper charts. Limitations of the 
RCDS mode is set out in appendix 2. 

E ECDIS TRAINING 

29 The  information  provided  below  aims  to  assist  Member  States,   Parties  
to the 1978 STCW Convention, as amended, companies and seafarers in ensuring that 

training programmes on the use of ECDIS provided to masters and deck officers1 

serving on ships fitted with ECDIS meet the mandatory training requirements of the 
1978 STCW Convention, as amended: 

.1 under the provisions of the STCW Convention and Code, all 
officers in charge of a navigational watch on ships of 500 gross 
tonnage or more must have a thorough knowledge and ability to use 
nautical charts and nautical publications (refer STCW Code, Table A-
II/1); 

.2 masters and officers in charge of a navigational watch (both at 
management and operational level) serving  on ships fitted with ECDIS 
should as a minimum, undertake appropriate generic ECDIS training, 
meeting the competence requirements of the 2010 Manila Amendments 
to  the STCW Convention and Code; 

.3 the 2010 Manila Amendments to the STCW Convention and Code 
have reinforced ECDIS training requirements and introduced several 
additional specific competencies in the use of ECDIS for officers both at 
management and operational level serving on ECDIS-fitted ships(refer 
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to STCW Code, Tables A-II/1 and A-II/2). Training in accordance with 
the 2010 Manila Amendments became effective from 1 July 2013; 

.4 masters and officers certificated under chapter II of the STCW 
Convention serving on board ships fitted with ECDIS are to be familiarized 
(in accordance with STCW Convention, regulation I/14) with the ship's 
equipment including ECDIS; 

.5 STCW Convention, regulation I/14, paragraph 1.5, as well as section 6.3 
of the International Safety Management (ISM) Code, require 
companies to ensure seafarers are provided with familiarization. A ship 
safety management system should include familiarization with the 
ECDIS equipment fitted, including its backup arrangements, sensors 
and related peripherals. ECDIS manufacturers are encouraged to 
provide training resources including type-specific materials. These 
resources may form part of the ECDIS familiarization; 

.6 STCW Convention, regulation I/14, paragraph 1.4, requires companies 
to maintain evidence of the training and ensures that it is readily 
accessible. For   certificates   of    competency    that    have    expiry   
dates beyond 1 January 2017, port State control authorities should 
accept the certificate issued as prima facie evidence that the seafarer 
has met the standard of companies should also maintain evidence of the 
familiarization in compliance with STCW Convention, regulation I/14, 
paragraph 1.5; 

.7 Administrations  should  inform  their  port  State  control  officers  of 
the requirements for ECDIS training as detailed in sub-paragraph 6 above; 
and 

.8 attention is also drawn to: 
- STCW.7/Circ.16 – Clarification of transitional provisions 

relating  to the 2010 Manila Amendments to the STCW 
Convention and Code; 

1 Training and assessment in the use of ECDIS is not required for those who serve 
exclusively on ships not fitted with ECDIS. This limitation shall be reflected in the 
endorsements issued to the seafarer concerned (refer to tables A-II/1 and A-II/2 of the 
STCW Code). 

- STCW.7/Circ.17 – Advice for port State control officers on 
transitional arrangements leading up to the full implementation of 
the requirements of the 2010 Manila Amendments to the STCW 
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Convention and Code on 1 January 2017; and 

- STCW.7/Circ. 24/Rev.1 – Guidance for Parties, 
Administrations, port State control authorities, recognized 
organizations and other relevant parties on the requirements of 
the STCW Convention, 1978, as amended 

F TRANSITIONING FROM PAPER CHART TO ECDIS NAVIGATION 

29 As an initial step, shipowners and operators should undertake an assessment of 
the issues involved in changing from paper chart to ECDIS navigation. Ships' masters 
and deck officers should participate in any such assessment so as to capture any 
practical concerns or needs of those that would be required to use ECDIS. Such a 
process will help facilitate an early understanding of any issues to be addressed and 
will aid masters and deck officers prepare for change. 

30 Documenting the assessment of issues, combined with the development of 
ECDIS standard operating procedures, will help lead to the adoption of robust 
ECDIS navigation practices, simplification of masters and deck officers' training and 
facilitate smooth handovers. 

31 In addition, shipowners and operators should ensure that their ships' masters 
and deck officers are provided with a generic  ECDIS training and an ECDIS 
familiarization programme so that the ships' masters and deck officers fully understand 
the use of ECDIS for passage planning and navigation. 

32 In addition to national and international rules and regulations, IMO model course 
1.27 on Operational Use of Electronic Chart Display and Information Systems 
(ECDIS) and IMO performance standards, IHO has published an online publication 
"Facts about electronic charts and carriage requirements". It is a recommended 
source of information on ECDIS hardware, training and the technical aspects of 
electronic chart data. Copies are available free of charge from various sources 
including: www.iho.int 

33 Shipowners and operators should always refer to their national 
Administrations for the latest information on ECDIS carriage and use. 

G GUIDANCE ON TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT IN THE 
OPERATIONAL USE OF ECDIS SIMULATORS 

34 When simulators are being used for training or assessment in the operational 
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use of Electronic Chart Display and Information Systems (ECDIS), the following 
interim guidance should be taken into consideration in any such training or assessment. 

35 Training and assessment in the operational use of the ECDIS should: 
.1 incorporate the use of ECDIS simulation equipment; and 
.2 conform to standards not inferior to those given in paragraphs 35 to 37 

below. 

36 ECDIS simulation equipment should, in addition to meeting all applicable 
performance standards set out in section A-I/12 of the STCW Code, as amended, be 
capable of simulating navigational equipment and bridge operational controls which 
meet all applicable performance standards adopted by the Organization, incorporate 
facilities to generate soundings and: 

.1 create a real-time operating environment, including navigation control 
and communications instruments and equipment appropriate to the 
navigation and watchkeeping tasks to be carried out and the 
manoeuvring skills to be assessed; and 

.2 realistically simulate "own ship" characteristics in open‑ water 
conditions, as well as the effects of weather, tidal stream and currents. 

37 Demonstrations of, and practice in, ECDIS use should be undertaken, where 
appropriate, through the use of simulators. Training exercises should preferably be 
undertaken  in  real  time, in  order to increase trainees' awareness of the hazards of  
the improper use of ECDIS. Accelerated timescale may be used only for 
demonstrations. 

38 Detailed guidance is provided in appendix 3. 
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Appendix 1 

LIST OF ECDIS APPARENT OPERATING AND 
DISPLAY ANOMALIES (NOT IN PRIORITY ORDER) 

In the following list, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5(b), 6, 7, and 11 are checked against the IHO 
DPPC dataset dated November 2011: 

1 Inability to correctly display symbols for IMO-approved features such as 
ASLs or PSSAs – ECDIS equipment that does not have the latest version of the IHO 
Presentation Library installed will, instead of displaying the correct symbol, either 
show question marks (?) or nothing at all. In some cases the ECDIS may fail to load an 
ENC that includes such data. An ECDIS retains its type approval certificate regardless 
of the version of the Presentation Library installed. 

Workaround – interrogate any "?" symbol displayed using the "pick report" or 
refer to paper charts and/or publications. 

2 Incorrect display of foul areas and obstructions in some ECDIS equipment – 
some ECDIS models do not show some underwater features in Standard display mode 
as expected (however they do activate appropriate alarms). These features are only 
displayed when the "All" or "Other" display mode is used. Also in some cases different 
symbols are used to depict these features. 

Workaround – use Mode "All" or "Other". 

3 On some occasions some stranded/dangerous wrecks and obstructions may 
not display in any mode; it is believed that this is limited to some ECDIS versions 
from a single manufacturer who has now produced a software amendment to resolve the 
problem. 

Workaround – use paper charts. 

4 An object that falls on a contour line may fail to display in "Standard" mode in 
some ECDIS equipment. 

Workaround – use Mode "All" or "Other". 

5 Small (point) land areas, especially those depicted only on small scale (usage 
band 1 and 2) ENCs may not always be clearly displayed and do not always activate 
alarms in route planning or route monitoring modes in some ECDIS equipment: 

(a) it is possible for small land features to be obscured by other chart detail 
such as names or contour labels; and 
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(b) some ECDIS equipment may not conduct route checks on small scale ENCs 
and may therefore not provide an appropriate warning. Where this is the case 
the land area may not be detected by the "look-ahead" function during 
route monitoring. 

Workaround – careful manual inspection of the largest scale ENC available. 

Due to the limitations of ECDIS referred to in 5(a) above, mariners (even those 
using the most modern systems) should always undertake careful visual inspection of the 
entire planned route using the "Other/All" display mode to confirm that it, and any 
deviations from it, are clear of dangers. 

6 Incorrect display of the coloured arcs of light sectors – some ECDIS may not 
display the coloured arcs of complex lights as intended. This is especially prevalent 
where the sectors straddle 0/360deg (North). 

Workaround – use "pick report" function to check light sectors. 

7 Some early models of ECDIS are unable to display correctly time-variable 
data encoded in ENCs. For example features with Date Start and Date End attributes 
used for the implementation of new traffic routeing measures in ENCs may not be 
depicted correctly; the result being that both old and new instances are displayed 
simultaneously. Tests for this were not included in IEC61174 Edition1. 

Workaround – use "pick report" function to determine Start/End date/time. 

8 Tidal stream data not available in usable form – some early models of ECDIS 
only provide a comma-separated list of values which is difficult to interpret and use. 

Workaround – use Tidal Stream Atlases external to ECDIS. 

9 Display of anchorage, berth and channel names may not be easily visible to the 
mariner and the radius of a maximum swinging circle may not be shown. 

Workaround – use "All" or "Other" display mode and "pick report" function to 
obtain swinging circle information; VTS/Port Authority communications will be 
able to clarify any necessary names. 

10 Three hundred and sixty degree landfall lights not always prominent in 
comparison to shorter range sector lights. 

Workaround – mariners to be aware – use "pick report" to verify light 
characteristic. 

11 ENCs may include certain shoal soundings, especially reported depths, which 
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have been encoded in such a way that they do not display in "Standard" Mode and might 
not activate an alarm even where the depth is less than the safety contour setting. 
Most Hydrographic Offices have reported to IHO that they have updated the 
relevant ENCs to ensure that significant depths are displayed in Standard Mode. 

Workaround – operate in a display Mode where all soundings are shown. 

12 Areas of foul ground that have no known depth value may be depicted in some 
ECDIS as isolated dangers and shown in "Standard" mode; this can result in 
unnecessary screen clutter. 

Workaround – no workaround for clutter problem, mariners to be aware and use 
"pick report" function to determine if the feature is a danger. 

13 Where ECDIS includes an option to show isolated dangers in waters shoaler than 
the safety contour value the symbology used may vary between manufacturers. 

Workaround – mariners to be aware and to use "All" or "Other" Mode when 
operating in such areas. 

14 Screen clutter can be a problem when displaying smaller scale ENCs for areas 
where larger scale coverage is also loaded in ECDIS. This can be more apparent 
when the user zooms out. This is due to a combination of each manufacturer's ENC 
loading strategy and the individual ENC producer's encoding policy. Where 
Hydrographic Offices use SCAMIN (scale minimum) attributes on chart features then 
this problem is minimized. The intention of the IHO standard is that ECDIS should not 
display ENC data which has a compilation scale significantly different from the 
display scale in use. Improvements could be made, in future, by adopting a 
standardized ENC loading strategy based on a scale range defined within the ENC. 

Workaround – the situation can be improved through use of the standard 
display mode during  voyage monitoring and appropriate (but not over) use 
of the zoom function. This technique has been included in the syllabus of IMO 
model course 1.27 on Operational Use of Electronic Chart Display and Information 
Systems (ECDIS). 

15 In some ECDIS equipment the text for some notes in the ENC may be truncated or 
not displayed at all, and therefore is not available to the mariner. 

Workaround – no workaround available; mariners should advise ENC service 
providers where they observe this problem. 

16 Unnecessary alarms and indications – feedback from mariners shows that 
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ECDIS can produce excessive and distracting alarms. This is due to a combination 
of the interpretation of the requirements  of the ECDIS Performance Standards and 
the ENC encoding. Some control over the number of alarms and indications is 
available to the mariner in ECDIS built to the  revised Performance Standards 
(resolution MSC.232(82)), but this is not always recognized. 

Workaround – the methods available to minimize alarms are included in the 
syllabus of IMO model course 1.27 on Operational Use of Electronic Chart 
Display and Information Systems (ECDIS). 
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Appendix 2 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RASTER CHART DISPLAY SYSTEM (RCDS) 
AND ECDIS 

The mariners' attention is drawn to the following limitations of the RCDS mode: 

1 Unlike ENC, where there are no displayed boundaries, RNCs are based on 
paper charts and as such have boundaries which are evident in ECDIS; 

2 RNCs will not trigger automatic alarms (e.g. anti-grounding). However, 
alarms and indications can be generated with the manual addition, during passage 
planning, e.g. of clearing lines, ship safety contour lines, isolated danger markers and 
danger areas to mitigate these limitations; 

3 Horizontal datums and chart projections may differ between RNCs. Mariners 
should understand how a chart's horizontal datum relates to the datum of the position 
fixing system in use. In some instances, this may appear as a shift in position. This 
difference may be most noticeable at grid intersections; 

4 A number of RNCs cannot be referenced to either WGS-84 or PE 90 geodetic 
datums. Where this is the case, ECDIS should give a continuous indication; 

5 The display of RNCs features cannot be simplified by the removal of features 
to suit a particular navigational circumstance or task at hand. This could affect the 
superimposition of radar/ARPA; 

6 Without selecting different scale charts the look-ahead capability may be 
limited. This may lead to inconvenience when determining range and bearing or the 
identity of distant objects; 

7 Orientation of the RCDS display to other than chart-up, may affect the 
readability of chart text and symbols (e.g. course-up, route-up); 

8 It is not possible to interrogate RNC features to gain additional information 
about charted objects. Whether using ENC or RNC, in the planning process a mariner 
should consult all relevant publications (such as sailing directions, etc.); 

9 With RNC, it is not possible to display a ship's safety contour or safety depth 
and highlight it on the display unless these features are manually entered during route 
planning; 
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10 Depending on the source of the RNC, different colours may be used to show 
similar chart information. There may also be differences in colours used during day and 
night time; 

11 An RNC is intended to be used at the scale of the equivalent paper chart. 
Excessive zooming in or zooming out can seriously degrade the displayed image. If the 
RNC is displayed at a larger scale than the equivalent paper chart, the ECDIS will 
provide an indication; and 

12 ECDIS provides an indication in the ENC which allows a determination of the 
quality of hydrographic the data. When using RNCs, mariners are invited to 
consult the source diagram or the zone of confidence diagram, if available. 
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Appendix 3 

GUIDANCE ON TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT IN THE 
OPERATIONAL USE OF ECDIS SIMULATORS 

GENERAL 

Goals of an ECDIS training programme 

1 The ECDIS trainee should be able to: 
.1 operate the ECDIS equipment, use the navigational functions of 

ECDIS, select and assess all relevant information and take proper action 
in the case of a malfunction; 

.2 state the potential errors of displayed data and the usual errors of 
interpretation; and 

.3 explain why ECDIS should not be relied upon as the sole reliable aid 
to navigation. 

Theory and demonstration 

2 As the safe use of ECDIS requires knowledge and understanding of the 
basic principles governing ECDIS data and their presentation rules as well as 
potential errors in displayed data and ECDIS-related limitations and potential 
dangers, a number of lectures covering the theoretical explanation should be 
provided. As far as possible, such lessons should be presented within a familiar 
context and make use of practical examples. They should be reinforced during 
simulator exercises. 

3 For safe operation of ECDIS equipment and ECDIS-related information (use 
of the navigational functions of ECDIS, selection and assessment of all relevant 
information, becoming familiar with ECDIS man–machine interfacing), practical 
exercises and training on the ECDIS simulators should constitute the main content of 
the course. 

4 For the definition of training objectives, a structure of activities should be 
defined. A detailed specification of learning objectives should be developed for 
each topic of this structure. 
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Simulator exercises 

5 Exercises should be carried out on  individual ECDIS simulators, or full-
mission navigation simulators including ECDIS, to enable trainees to acquire the 
necessary practical skills. For real‑ time navigation exercises, navigation simulators 
are recommended to cover the complex navigation situation. The exercises should 
provide training in the use of the various scales, navigational modes, and display 
modes which are available, so that the trainees will be able to adapt the use of the 
equipment to the particular situation concerned. 

6 The choice of exercises and scenarios is governed by the simulator facilities 
available. If one or more ECDIS workstations and a full-mission simulator are 
available, the workstations may primarily be used for basic exercises in the use of ECDIS 
facilities and for passage‑ planning exercises, whereas full-mission simulators may 

primarily be used for exercises related to passage‑ monitoring functions in real 
time, as realistic as possible in connection with the totalworkload of a navigational 
watch. The degree of complexity of exercises should increase throughout the 
training programme until the trainee has mastered all aspects of the learning subject. 

7 Exercises should produce the greatest impression of realism. To achieve this, 
the scenarios could be located in a fictitious sea area. Situations, functions and actions 
for different learning objectives which occur in different sea areas can be integrated 
into one exercise and experienced in real time. 

8 The main objective of simulator exercises is to ensure that trainees understand 
their responsibilities in the operational use of ECDIS in all safety-relevant aspects and 
are thoroughly familiar with the system and equipment used. 

Principal types of ECDIS and their display characteristics 

9 The trainee should gain knowledge of the principal types of ECDIS in use; 
their various display characteristics, data structure and an understanding of: 

.1 differences between vector and raster charts; 

.2 differences between ECDIS and ECS; 

.3 differences between ECDIS and RCDS; 

.4 characteristics of different types of ECDIS; and 
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.5 characteristics of systems for special purposes (unusual situations/ 
emergencies). 

Risks of over-reliance on ECDIS 

10 The training in ECDIS operational use should address: 
.1 the limitations of ECDIS as a navigational tool; 

.2 potential risk of improper functioning of the system; 

.3 system limitations, including those of its sensors; 

.4 hydrographic data inaccuracy; limitations of vector and raster 
electronic charts (ECDIS vs RCDS and ENC vs RNC); and 

.5 potential risk of human errors. 

Emphasis should be placed on the need to keep a proper look-out and to perform 
periodical checking, especially of the ship's position, by ECDIS-independent methods. 

Detection of misrepresentation of information 

11 Knowledge of the limitations of the equipment and detection of 
misrepresentation of information is essential for the safe use of ECDIS. The following 
factors should be emphasized during training: 

.1 performance standards of the equipment; 

.2 radar data representation on an electronic chart, elimination of 
discrepancy between the radar image and the electronic chart; 

.3 possible projection discrepancies between an electronic and paper charts; 

.4 possible scale discrepancies (overscaling and underscaling) in displaying 
an electronic chart and its original scale; 

.5 effects of using different reference systems for positioning; 

.6 effects of using different horizontal and vertical datums; 

.7 effects of the motion of the ship in a seaway; 

.8 ECDIS limitations in raster chart display mode; 

.9 potential errors in the display of: 

.1 the own ship's position; 

.2 radar data and ARPA and AIS information; 
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.3 different geodetic coordinate systems; and 

.10 verification of the results of manual or automatic data correction: 

.1 comparison of chart data and radar picture; and 

.2 checking  the  own  ship's  position  by  using  other 
independent position‑ fixing systems. 

12 False interpretation of the data and proper action to be taken to avoid errors 
of interpretation, should be explained. The implications of the following should be 
emphasized: 

.1 ignoring overscaling of the display; 

.2 uncritical acceptance of the own ship's position; 

.3 confusion of display mode; 

.4 confusion of chart scale; 

.5 confusion of reference systems; 

.6 different modes of presentation; 

.7 different modes of vector stabilization; 

.8 differences between true north and gyro north (radar); 

.9 using the same data reference system; 

.10 using the appropriate chart scale; 

.11 using the best-suited sensor to the given situation and circumstances; 

.12 entering the correct values of safety data: 

.1 the own ship's safety contour; 

.2 safety depth (safe water); and 

.3 events; and 
.13 proper use of all available data. 

13 Appreciation that RCDS is only a navigational aid and that, when operating in 
the RCDS mode, the ECDIS equipment should be used together with an appropriate 
portfolio of up-to-date paper charts: 

.1 appreciation of the differences in operation of RCDS mode as 
described in appendix 2; and 
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.2 ECDIS, in any mode, should be used in training with an appropriate 
portfolio of up‑ to-date charts. 

Factors affecting system performance and accuracy 

14 An elementary understanding should be attained of the principles of ECDIS, 
together with a full practical knowledge of: 

.1 starting and setting up ECDIS; connecting data sensors: satellite and 
radio navigation system receivers, radar, gyro‑ compass, log, echo-
sounder;  accuracy  and  limitations  of these sensors, including effects of  
measurement errors and ship's position accuracy, manoeuvring on the 
accuracy  of course indicator's performance, compass error on the 
accuracy of course indication, shallow water on the accuracy of log 
performance, log correction on the accuracy of speed calculation, 
disturbance (sea state) on the accuracy of an echo-sounder performance; 
and 

.2 the current performance  standards for electronic chart display and 

information systems adopted by the Organization2. 

Practice 

Setting up and maintaining display 

15 Knowledge and skills should be attained in: 

.1 the correct starting procedure  to obtain the optimum display of 
ECDIS information; 

.2 the selection of display presentation (standard display, display base, all 
other information displayed individually on demand); 

.3 the correct adjustment of all variable radar/ARPA display controls for 
optimum display of data; 

.4 the selection of convenient configuration; 

.5 the selection, as appropriate, of required speed input to ECDIS; 

.6 the selection of the timescale of vectors; and 

2    See relevant/appropriate performance standards adopted by the Organization. 
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.7 performance checks of position, radar/ARPA, compass, speed input 
sensors and ECDIS. 

Operational use of electronic charts 

16 Knowledge and skills should be attained in: 

.1 the main characteristics of the display of ECDIS data and selecting 
proper information for navigational tasks; 

.2 the automatic functions required for monitoring ship's safety, such as 
display of position, heading/gyro course, speed, safety values and 
time; 

.3 the manual functions (by the cursor, electronic bearing line, range 
rings); 

.4 selecting and modification of electronic chart content; 

.5 scaling (including underscaling and overscaling); 

.6 zooming; 

.7 setting of the own ship's safety data; 

.8 using a daytime or night-time display mode; 

.9 reading all chart symbols and abbreviations; 

.10 using different kinds of cursors and electronic bars for obtaining 
navigational data; 

.11 viewing an area in different directions and returning to the ship's 
position; 

.12 finding the necessary area, using geographical coordinates; 

.13 displaying indispensable data layers appropriate to a navigational 
situation; 

.14 selecting appropriate and unambiguous data (position, course, speed, 
etc.); 

.15 entering the mariner's notes; 

.16 using north-up orientation presentation and other kinds of orientation;  and 

.17 using true- and relative‑ motion modes. 
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Route planning 

17 Knowledge and skills should be attained in: 

.1 loading the ship's characteristics into ECDIS; 

.2 selection of a sea area for route planning: 

.1 reviewing required waters for the sea passage; and 

.2 changing over of chart scale; 

.3 verifying that proper and updated charts are available; 

.4 route planning on a display by means of ECDIS, using the graphic 
editor, taking into consideration rhumb line and great-circle sailing: 
.1 using  the  ECDIS  database  for   obtaining    navigational, hydro- 

meteorological and other data; 

.2 taking into consideration turning radius and wheel‑ over 
points/lines when they are displayed on chart scale; 

.3 marking dangerous depths and areas and exhibiting guarding 
depth contours; 

.4 marking waypoints with the crossing depth contours and 
critical cross‑ track deviations, as well as by adding, replacing and 
erasing of waypoints; 

.5 taking into consideration safe speed; 

.6 checking pre-planned route for navigational safety; and 

.7 generating alarms and warnings; 

.5 route planning with calculation in the table format, including: 
.1 waypoints selection; 

.2 recalling the waypoints list; 

.3 planning notes; 

.4 adjustment of a planned route; 

.5 checking a pre-planned route for navigational safety; 

.6 alternative route planning; 

.7 saving planned routes, loading and unloading or deleting routes; 

.8 making a graphic copy of the monitor screen and printing a 
route; 
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.9 editing and modification of the planned route; 

.10 setting of safety values according to the size and 
manoeuvring parameters of the vessel; 

.11 back-route planning; and 

.12 connecting several routes. 

Route monitoring 

18 Knowledge and skills should be attained in: 

.1 using independent data to control ship's position or using alternative systems 
within ECDIS; 

.2 using the look-ahead function: 

.1 changing charts and their scales; 

.2 reviewing navigational charts; 

.3 vector time selecting; 

.4 predicting the ship's position for some time interval; 

.5 changing the pre-planned route (route modification); 

.6 entering  independent  data for  the  calculation of  wind  drift   and 
current allowance; 

.7 reacting properly to the alarm; 

.8 entering corrections for discrepancies of the geodetic datum; 

.9 displaying time markers on a ship's route; 

.10 entering ship's position manually; and 

.11 measuring coordinates, course, bearings and distances on a chart. 

Alarm handling 

19 Knowledge and ability to interpret and react properly to all kinds of alarm 
systems, such as navigational sensors, indicators, data and charts alarms and 
indicator warnings, including, switching the sound and visual alarm signalling system 
on/off, should be attained in case of: 

.1 absence of the next chart in the ECDIS database; 

.2 crossing a safety contour; 

.3 exceeding cross-track limits; 
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.4 deviation from planned route; 

.5 approaching a waypoint; 

.6 approaching a critical point; 

.7 discrepancy between calculated and actual time of arrival to a waypoint; 

.8 information on under-scaling or over-scaling; 

.9 approaching an isolated navigational danger or danger area; 

.10 crossing a specified area; 

.11 selecting a different geodetic datum; 

.12 approaching other ships; 

.13 watch termination; 

.14 switching timer; 

.15 system test failure; 

.16 malfunctioning of the positioning system used in ECDIS; 

.17 failure of dead-reckoning; and 

.18 inability to fix vessel's position using the navigational system. 

Manual correction of a ship's position and motion parameters 

20 Knowledge and skills should be attained in manually correcting: 

.1 the ship's position in dead-reckoning mode, when the satellite and 
radio navigation system receiver is switched off; 

.2 the ship's position, when automatically obtained coordinates are 
inaccurate; and 

.3 course and speed values. 

Records in the ship's log 

21 Knowledge and skills should be attained in: 
.1 automatic voyage recording; 
.2 reconstruction of past track, taking into account: 

.1 recording media; 

.2 recording intervals; 

.3 verification of database in use; 

.3 viewing records in the electronic ship's log; 
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.4 instant recording in the electronic ship's log; 

.5 changing ship's time; 

.6 entering the additional data; 

.7 printing the content of the electronic ship's log; 

.8 setting up the automatic record time intervals; 

.9 composition of voyage data and reporting; and 

.10 interface with a voyage data recorder (VDR). 

Chart updating 

22 Knowledge and skills should be attained in: 

.1 performing manual updating of electronic charts. Special attention 
should be paid to reference ellipsoid conformity and to conformity of 
the measurement units used on a chart and in the correction text; 

.2 performing semi-automatic updating of electronic charts, using the 
data obtained on electronic media in the electronic chart format; and 

.3 performing automatic updating of electronic charts, using update files 
obtained via electronic data communication lines. 

In the scenarios where non-updated data are employed to create a critical situation, 
trainees should be required to perform ad hoc updating of the chart. 

Operational use of ECDIS where radar/ARPA is connected 

23 Knowledge and skills should be attained in: 

.1 connecting ARPA to ECDIS; 

.2 indicating target's speed vectors; 

.3 indicating target's tracks; 

.4 archiving target's tracks; 

.5 viewing the table of the targets; 

.6 checking alignment of radar overlay with charted geographic features; 

.7 simulating one or more manoeuvres; 

.8 corrections to own ship's position, using a reference point captured by 
ARPA; and 

.9 corrections using the ARPA's cursor and electronic bar. 
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See also STCW Code section B-I/12, Guidance regarding the use of simulators 
(pertaining to radar and ARPA), especially paragraphs 17 to 19 and 36 to 38. 

 Operational use of ECDIS where AIS is connected 

24 Knowledge and skills should be attained in: 

.1 interface with AIS; 

.2 interpretation of AIS data; 

.3 indicating target's speed vectors; 

.4 indicating target's tracks; and 

.5 archiving target's tracks. 

Operational warnings, their benefits and limitations 

25 Trainees should gain an appreciation of the uses, benefits and limitations of 
ECDIS operational warnings and their correct setting, where applicable, to avoid 
spurious interference. 

System operational tests 

26 Knowledge and skills should be attained in: 
.1 methods of testing for malfunctions of ECDIS, including functional self-

testing; 

.2 precautions to be taken after a malfunction occurs; and 

.3 adequate back-up arrangements (take over and navigate using the back-up 
system). 

Debriefing exercise 

27 The instructor should analyse the results of all exercises completed by all 
trainees and print them out. The time spent on the debriefing should take between 10% 
and 15% of the total time used for simulator exercises. 
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PART III – REVISED GUIDELINES FOR THE ONBOARD OPERATIONAL 
USE OF SHIPBORNE AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS (AIS) 

(Resolution A. 1106(29)) (Adopted on 2 December 2015) 

THE ASSEMBLY, 

RECALLING Article 15(j) of the Convention on the International Maritime 
Organization concerning the functions of the Assembly in relation to regulations and 
guidelines concerning maritime safety, 

RECALLING ALSO the provisions of regulation V/19 of the International 
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), 1974, as amended, requiring all 
ships of 300 gross tonnage and upwards engaged on international voyages, cargo 
ships of 500 gross tonnage and upwards not engaged on international voyages and 
passenger ships irrespective of size to be fitted with an automatic identification 
system  (AIS),  as  specified  in  SOLAS regulation V/19.2.4, taking into account the 
recommendations adopted by the Organization, 

RECALLING FURTHER resolution A.917(22), as amended by resolution 
A.956(23), by which it adopted Guidelines for the onboard operational use of 
shipborne automatic identification systems (AIS), 

HAVING CONSIDERED the recommendations made by the Maritime Safety 
Committee at its ninety-fourth session, 

1 ADOPTS the Revised guidelines for the onboard operational use of shipborne 
automatic identification systems (AIS), set out in the annex to the present resolution; 

2 INVITES Governments concerned to take into account the annexed revised 
guidelines when implementing SOLAS regulations V/11, 12 and 19; 

3 ALSO INVITES Governments which are considering setting or have set 
regional frequencies or otherwise make use of AIS channel management, including 
changing to narrow-band operation for whatever reason, to take into account the 
possible impact on the use of AIS at sea and that it should only be used for urgent 
temporary situations. In such cases Governments should notify the Organization of 
such areas and designated frequencies, for urgent circulation of that information to all 
Member Governments; 
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4 REQUESTS the Maritime Safety Committee to keep the revised guidelines 
under review and amend them as appropriate; 

5 REVOKES resolution A.917(22), as amended by resolution A.956(23). 
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Annex 
REVISED GUIDELINES FOR THE ONBOARD 

OPERATIONAL USE OF SHIPBORNE AUTOMATIC 
IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS (AIS) 

PURPOSE 

1 These Guidelines have been developed to promote the safe and effective use 
of shipborne Automatic Identification Systems (AIS), in particular to inform the 
mariner about the operational use, limits and potential uses of AIS. Consequently, 
AIS should be operated taking into account these Guidelines. 

2 Before using shipborne AIS, the user should fully understand the principle of 
the current Guidelines and become familiar with the operation of the equipment, 
including the correct interpretation of the displayed data. A description of the AIS 
system, particularly with respect to shipborne AIS (including its components and 
connections), is contained in annex 1. 

CAUTION 
Not all ships carry AIS. 
The officer of the watch (OOW) should always be aware that other ships, in 
particular leisure craft, fishing boats and warships, and some coastal shore 
stations including Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) centres, might not be fitted with 
AIS. 
The OOW should always be aware that AIS fitted on other ships as a 
mandatory carriage requirement might, under certain circumstances, be 
switched off on the master's professional judgement. 

3 The internationally-adopted shipborne carriage requirements for AIS are 
contained in SOLAS regulation V/19. The SOLAS Convention requires AIS to be 
fitted on certain ships through a phased implementation period spanning from 1 July 
2002 to 1 July 2008. In addition, specific ship types (e.g. warships, naval auxiliaries and 
ships owned/operated by Governments) are not required to be fitted with AIS. Also, 
small ships (e.g. leisure craft, fishing boats) and certain other ships may be exempt 
from carrying AIS. Moreover, ships fitted with AIS might have the equipment  switched 
off.  Users  are  therefore  cautioned always to bear in mind that  
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information provided by AIS may not be giving a complete or correct "picture" of 
shipping traffic in their vicinity. The guidance in this document on the inherent 
limitations of AIS and their use in collision avoidance situations (see paragraphs 40 to 
44) should therefore be observed.

Objectives of AIS 

4 AIS is intended to enhance: safety of life at sea; the safety and efficiency of 
navigation; and the protection of the marine environment. SOLAS regulation V/19 
requires that AIS exchange data ship-to-ship and with shore-based facilities. 
Therefore, the purpose of AIS is  to help identify ships, assist in  target tracking, 
assist in search and rescue operation, simplify information exchange (e.g. reduce 
verbal mandatory ship reporting) and provide additional information to assist 
situation awareness. In general, data received via AIS will improve the quality of the 
information available to the OOW, whether at a shore surveillance station or on 
board a ship. AIS is a useful source of supplementary information to that derived 
from navigational systems (including radar) and therefore an important 'tool' in 
enhancing situation awareness of traffic confronting users. 
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DESCRIPTION OF AIS 

Figure 1 – AIS system overview 

5 Class A shipborne equipment complies with relevant IMO AIS carriage 
requirement. Class B shipborne equipment provides functionalities not in full 
accordance with IMO AIS carriage requirement. Class B devices may be carried on 
ships which are not subject to the SOLAS carriage requirements. 

6 Shipborne AIS (see figure 1): 
- transmits  ship's  own  data  to  other  ships  and  vessel  traffic  service 

(VTS) stations; and 
- receives and makes available data of other ships and VTS stations and 

other AIS stations, such as AIS-SARTs, AIS-ATON, etc. 

7 When used with the appropriate display, shipborne AIS enables provision of 
fast, automatic information by calculating Closest Point of Approach (CPA) and 
Time to Closest Point of Approach (TCPA) from the position information transmitted 
by the target vessels. 

8 AIS operates primarily on two dedicated VHF channels. Where these channels 
are not available regionally, the AIS is capable of being automatically switched to 
designated alternate channels by means of a message from a shore facility. Where no 
shore-based AIS or Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) Sea Area 
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A1 station is in place, the AIS should be switched manually. However, this capability 
should only be considered for use in urgent, temporary situations, noting the possible 
adverse effects on AIS at sea. 

9 The capacity of the system allows for a great number of ships to be 
accommodated at the same time. Priority in the system is given to Class A devices. 
Class B devices operate at a reduced reporting rate or when free time slots are available. 

10 The AIS is able to detect ships within VHF/FM range around bends and 
behind islands, if the  landmasses  are  not  too  high.  A  typical  value  to  be 
expected  at  sea is 20 to 30 nautical miles depending on antenna height. With the 
help of repeater stations, the coverage for both ship and VTS stations can be improved. 

11 Information from a shipborne AIS is transmitted continuously and 
automatically without any intervention or knowledge of the OOW. An AIS shore 
station might require updated information from a specific ship by "polling" that ship, 
or alternatively, might wish to "poll" all ships within a defined sea area. However, the 
shore station can only increase the ships' reporting rate, not decrease it. 

AIS INFORMATION SENT BY SHIPS 
Ship's data content 

12 The AIS information transmitted by a ship is of three different types: 
- static information, which is entered into the AIS on installation and need 

only be changed if the ship changes its name, Maritime Mobile Service 
Identity (MMSI), location of the electronic position fixing system (EPFS) 
antenna, or undergoes a major conversion from one ship type to another; 

- dynamic information, which, apart from "Navigational status" 
information, is automatically updated from the ship sensors connected to 
AIS; and 

- voyage-related information, which might need to be manually entered 
and updated during the voyage. 
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13 Details of the information referred to above are given in table 1 below: 
Information item Information generation, type and quality of 

information 
Static 
MMSI Set on installation 

 h  hi  i h  d di  if h  hi  hCall sign and name Set on installation 
 h  hi  i h  d di  if h  hi  hIMO Number Set on installation 

Length and beam Set on installation or if changed 
Type of ship Select from pre-installed list 
Location of electronic 
position fixing system 
(EPFS) antenna 

Set on installation or may be changed for bi-directional 
vessels or those fitted with multiple antennas 
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Dynamic 
Ship's position with 
accuracy indication 

Automatically updated from the position sensor 
connected to AIS The accuracy indication is 

Position Time 
 i  C 

Automatically updated from ship's main position 
 d  A S Course over ground 

(COG) 
Automatically updated from ship's main position sensor 
connected 

Speed over ground 
(SOG) 

Automatically updated from the position sensor 
d  A S  Heading Automatically updated from the ship's heading sensor 
d Navigational status Navigational status information has to be manually

entered by the OOW and changed as necessary, for 
example: 

- underway by engines 
- at anchor 
- not under command (NUC) 
- restricted in ability to manoeuvre (RIATM) 
- moored 
- constrained by draught 
- aground 
- engaged in fishing 

Rate of turn (ROT) Automatically updated from the ship's ROT sensor or 
derived from the gyro. 

Voyage-related 
Ship's draught To  be  manually  entered  at  the  start  of  the  voyage 

using  the maximum draft for the voyage and amended 
Hazardous cargo (type) To be manually entered at the start  of the voyage 

confirming whether or not hazardous cargo is being 
carried, namely: 

- DG (Dangerous goods) 
Destination and ETA To be manually entered at the start of the voyage and 

k    d    Route plan (waypoints) To be manually entered at the start of the voyage, at the 
di i

Safety-related 
Short safety-related 
messages 

Free  format  short  text  messages  would  be  manually 
entered, 

Table 1 – Data sent by ship 
*Due to the amendment of MARPOL categorization of hazardous cargo by
resolution MEPC.118(52), cargo type may be categorized as A, B, C or D, rather 
than X, Y, Z or OS on older AIS equipment, as described in SN.1/Circ.227 and 
SN.1/Circ.227/Corr.1. 
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The table below indicates the equivalence of the old and new category indications: 

Current MARPOL Equivalent 

X A 
Y B 
Z C 

OS D 

14 The data is autonomously sent at different update rates: 
- dynamic information: dependent on speed and course alteration 

(see tables 2 and 3); 
- static and voyage-related data: every 6 minutes or on request (AIS 

responds automatically without user action); and 
- safety-related text message: as required. 

Type of ship General reporting 
Ship at anchor or moored and not moving faster than 3 3 min 
Ship at anchor or moored and moving faster than 3 

 
10 

 Ship 0-14 knots 10 
 Ship 0-14 knots and changing course 3 1/3 s 

Ship 14-23 knots 6 
Ship 14-23 knots and changing course 2 
Ship >23 knots 2 
Ship >23 knots and changing course 2 

Table 2 – Class A shipborne equipment reporting intervals 

Crafts not subject to SOLAS Nominal 
Class B "SO" shipborne equipment not moving faster 

   
3 min 

Class B "SO" shipborne equipment moving 2-14 knots 30 
 Class B "SO" shipborne equipment moving 14-23 knots 15 
 Class B "SO" shipborne equipment moving ˃  23 knots 5 s 

Class B "CS" shipborne equipment not moving faster 
   

3 min 
Class B "CS" shipborne equipment moving faster than 30 

Table 3 – Class B shipborne equipment reporting intervals 
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Short safety-related messages 

15 Short safety-related messages are fixed or free format text messages 
addressed either to a specified destination (MMSI) or all ships in the area. Their 
content should be relevant to the safety of navigation, e.g. an iceberg sighted or a 
buoy not on station. Messages should be kept as short as possible. The system allows 
up to 158 characters per message but the shorter the message the more easily it will 
find free space for transmission. At present these messages are not further regulated, to 
keep all possibilities open. 

16 Operator acknowledgement may be requested by a text message. The 
operator should be aware that there are special safety-related messages and special 
user identities form devices such as the AIS-SART. Details are given in SN.1/Circ.322, 
as amended. There is no need for acknowledgement by a text message. 

17 Short safety-related messages are only an additional means of broadcasting 
maritime safety information. Whilst their importance should not be underestimated, 
use of such messages does not remove any of the requirements of the GMDSS. 

18 The operator should ensure that he displays and considers incoming safety-
related messages and should send safety-related messages as required. 

19 According to SOLAS regulation V/31 (Danger messages) 
"The master of every ship which meets with dangerous ice, a dangerous 
derelict, or any other direct danger to navigation, or ...is bound to 
communicate the information by all the means at his disposal to ships at his 
vicinity, and also to the competent authorities..." 

20 Normally this is done via VHF voice communication, but "by all the means" 
now implies the additional use of the AIS short messages application, which has the 
advantage of reducing difficulties in understanding, especially when noting down the 
correct position. 

Confidentiality 

21 When entering any data manually, consideration should be given to the 
confidentiality of this information, especially when international agreements, rules or 
standards provide for the protection of navigational information. 
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OPERATION OF AIS ON BOARD 

OPERATION OF THE TRANSCEIVER UNIT 

Activation 

22 AIS should always be in operation when ships are underway or at anchor. If 
the master believes that the continual operation of AIS might compromise the safety 
or security of his/her ship or where security incidents are imminent, the AIS may 
be switched off. Unless it would further compromise the safety or security, if the 
ship is operating  in a mandatory ship reporting system, the master should report 
this action and the reason for doing so to the competent authority. Actions of this 
nature should always be recorded in the ship's logbook together with the reason for 
doing so. The master should however restart the AIS as soon as the source of danger 
has disappeared. If the AIS is shut down, static data and voyage-related information 
remains stored. Restart is done by switching on the power to the AIS unit. Ship's 
own data will be transmitted after a two-minute initialization period. In ports AIS 
operation should be in accordance with port requirements. 

Manual input of data 

23 The OOW should manually input the following data at the start of the voyage 
and whenever changes occur, using an input device such as a keyboard: 

- ship's draught; 

- hazardous cargo; 

- departure, destination and ETA; 

- route plan (way points); 

- the correct navigational status; and 

- short safety-related text messages. 

It is recommended to use the United Nations Code for Trade and 
Transport Locations (UN/LOCODE) for the entry of the port of destination. In 
addition, it is recommended that the existing destination field be used for entering 
both the port of departure and the next port of call (space for 20 characters of 6 bit 

ASCII is available) using the UN/LOCODE.1 

1SN/Circ.244. 
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Check of information 

24 To ensure that own ship's static information is correct and up-to-date, the 
OOW should check the data whenever there is a reason for it. As a minimum, this 
should be done once per voyage or once per month, whichever is shorter. The data 
may be changed only on the authority of the master. 

25 The OOW should also periodically check the following dynamic information: 
- positions given according to WGS 84; 

- speed over ground; and 

- sensor information. 

26 After activation, an automatic built-in integrity test (BIIT) is performed. In the 
case of any AIS malfunction an alarm is provided and the unit should stop transmitting. 

27 The quality or accuracy of the ship sensor data input into AIS would not 
however be checked by the BIIT circuitry before being broadcast to other ships and 
shore stations. The ship should therefore carry out regular  routine  checks  during a 
voyage  to validate the accuracy of the information being transmitted. The frequency 
of those checks would need to be increased in coastal waters. 

DISPLAY OF AIS DATA 

28 The AIS provides data that can be presented on the minimum display or on 
any suitable display device, as described in annex 1. 

Minimum display 

29 The minimum mandated display provides not less than three lines of data 
consisting of bearing, range and name of a selected ship. Other data of the ship can 
be displayed by horizontal scrolling of data, but scrolling of bearing and range  is not 
possible.  Vertical scrolling will show all the other ships known to the AIS. 

Graphical display 

30 Where AIS information is used with a graphical display, the following target 
types may be displayed: 

Sleeping target A sleeping target indicates only the presence of a vessel equipped 
with AIS in a certain location. No additional information is presented until 
activated, thus avoiding information overload. 
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Activated target If the user wants to know more about a vessel's motion, the target 
(sleeping) may be activated so that the display shows immediately: 

- a vector (speed and course over ground); 

- the heading; and 

- ROT  indication  (if  available)  to  display  actually  initiated 
course changes. 

Selected target If the user wants detailed information on a target (activated or 
sleeping), it may be selected. Then the data received, as well as the calculated CPA 
and TCPA values, will be shown in an alpha-numeric window. 

The special navigation status will also be indicated in the alpha 
numeric data field and not together with the target directly. 

Dangerous target If an AIS target (activated or not) is calculated to pass preset 
CPA and TCPA limits, it will be classified and displayed as a dangerous target and an 
alarm will be given. 

Lost target      If a signal of any AIS target at a distance of less than a preset 
value is not received, a lost target symbol will appear at the latest 
position and an alarm will be given. 

Other targets  Other targets such as AIS-SART, AIS-AToN, may be displayed 
with special symbols (see SN.1/Circ.243/Rev.1 on Guidelines 
for the  presentation  of navigational-related symbols, terms and 
abbreviations). 

Symbols 

31 The user should be familiar with the symbology used in the graphical display 
provided. 

INHERENT LIMITATIONS OF AIS 

32 The OOW should always be aware that other ships, in particular leisure craft, 
fishing boats and warships, and some coastal shore stations including VTS centres, 
might not be fitted with AIS. 

33 The OOW should always be aware that other ships fitted with AIS as a 
mandatory carriage requirement might switch off AIS under certain circumstances by 
professional judgement of the master. 
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34 In other words, the information given by the AIS may not be a complete 
picture of the situation around the ship. 

35 The users must be aware that transmission of erroneous information implies a 
risk to other ships as well as their own. The users remain responsible for all 
information entered into the system and the information added by the sensors. 

36 The accuracy of AIS information received is only as good as the accuracy of the 
AIS information transmitted. 

37 The OOW should be aware that poorly configured or calibrated ship sensors 
(position, speed and heading sensors) might lead to incorrect information being 
transmitted. Incorrect information about one ship displayed on the bridge of another could 
be dangerously confusing. 

38 If no sensor is installed or if the sensor (e.g. the gyro) fails to provide data, the 
AIS automatically transmits the "not available" data value. However, the built-in 
integrity check cannot validate the contents of the data processed by the AIS. 

39 It would not be prudent for the OOW to assume that the information received from 
other ships is of a comparable quality and accuracy to that which might be available on its 
own ship. 

USE OF AIS IN COLLISION AVOIDANCE SITUATIONS 

40 The potential of AIS as an assistance for anti-collision device is recognized and 
AIS may be recommended as such a device in due time. 

41 Nevertheless, AIS information may merely be used to assist in collision 
avoidance decision-making. When using the AIS in the ship-to-ship mode for anti-
collision purposes, the following cautionary points should be borne in mind: 

.1 AIS is an additional source of navigational information. It does not 
replace, but supports, navigational systems such as radar target-
tracking and VTS; and 

.2 the use of AIS does not negate the responsibility of the OOW to comply 
at all times with the Collision Regulations, particularly rule 7 when 
determining whether risk of collisions exists. 
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42 The user should not rely on AIS as the sole information system, but should 
make use of all safety-relevant information available. 

43 The use of AIS on board ship is not intended to have any special impact on 
the composition of the navigational watch, which should continue to be 
determined in accordance with the STCW Convention. 

44 Once a ship has been detected, AIS can assist in tracking it as a target. By 
monitoring the information broadcast by that target, its actions can also be 
monitored. Many of the problems common to tracking targets by radar, namely clutter, 
target swap as ships pass close by and target loss following a fast manoeuvre, do not 
affect AIS. AIS can also assist in the identification of targets, by name or call sign and 
by ship type and navigational status. 

ADDITIONAL AND POSSIBLE FUTURE APPLICATIONS 

AIS IN VTS OPERATIONS 

Pseudo Targets broadcast by VTS 

45 VTS centres may send information about vessels which are not carrying AIS 
and which are tracked only by VTS radar via the AIS to vessels equipped with AIS. 
Any VTS/generated/synthetic target broadcast by VTS should be clearly identified 
as such. Particular care should always be taken when using information which has 
been relayed by a third party. Accuracy of these targets may not be as complete as 
actual directly-received targets, and the information content may not be as extensive. 

Text messages 

46 VTS centres may also send short messages either to one ship, all ships, or 
ships within a certain range or in a special area, e.g.: 

- (local) navigational warnings; 

- traffic management information; and 

- port management information. 

47 A VTS operator may request, by a text message, an acknowledgement from 
the ship's operator. 

Note: The VTS should continue to communicate via voice VHF. The importance of 
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verbal communication should not be underestimated. This is important to enable the 
VTS operator to: 

- assess vessels' communicative ability; and 

- establish  a  direct  communication  link  which  would  be  needed  in 
critical situations. 

(D) GNSS corrections 

48 (D)GNSS corrections may be sent by VTS centres via AIS. 

MANDATORY SHIP REPORTING SYSTEMS 

49 AIS is expected to play a major role in ship reporting systems. The information 
required by coastal authorities in such systems is typically included  in  the  static 
voyage-related and dynamic data automatically provided by the AIS system. The use 
of the AIS long-range feature, where information is exchanged via communications 
satellite, may be implemented to satisfy the requirements of some ship reporting systems. 

AIS IN SAR OPERATIONS 

50 AIS may be used in search and rescue operations. By receiving messages 
from AIS-SART, operators get more accurate information, especially on the 
position of survival craft. In combined aerial and surface searches AIS may allow 
the  direct  presentation  of  the  position  on   other  displays  such   as   radar   or  
ECS/ECDIS, which facilitates the task of SAR craft. For ships in distress without 
AIS, the On Scene Coordinator (OSC) could create an AIS target. 

AIDS TO NAVIGATION 

51 AIS, when fitted to selected fixed and floating aids to navigation can provide 
information to the mariner such as: 

- position; 

- status; 

- tidal and current data; and 

- weather and visibility conditions. 
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AIS IN AN OVERALL INFORMATION SYSTEM 

52 AIS will play a role in an overall international maritime information system, 
supporting voyage planning and monitoring. This will help Administrations to 
monitor all the vessels in their areas of concern and to track dangerous cargo. 

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 

- SOLAS Convention, chapter V 

- Recommendation on performance standards for a universal shipborne 
Automatic Identification System (AIS), (MSC.74(69), annex 3) 

- Performance Standards for survival craft AIS search and rescue 
transmitters (AIS-SART) for use in search and rescue operations 
(resolution MSC.246(83)) 

- Guidance on the use of the UN/LOCODE in the destination field in AIS 
messages (SN/Circ.244) 

- ITU Radio Regulations, appendix 18, table of transmitting frequencies 
in the VHF maritime mobile band 

- Technical characteristics for an automatic identification system using 
time division multiple access in the VHF maritime mobile frequency 
band (Recommendation ITU-R M.1371-5) 

- IEC Standard 61993 Part 2: Class A shipborne equipment of the 
Universal Shipborne Automatic Identification System (AIS) Operational 
and Performance Requirements, Methods of Testing and required Test 
Results 
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APPENDIX 1 
DESCRIPTION OF AIS 

COMPONENTS 

1 In general, an onboard AIS (see figure 1) consists of: 
- antennas; 

- one VHF transmitter; 

- two multi-channel VHF receivers; 

- one channel 70 VHF receiver for channel management; 

- a central processing unit (CPU); 

- an electronic position-fixing system, Global Navigation Satellite System 
(GNSS) receiver for timing purposes and position redundancy; 

- interfaces to heading and speed devices and to other shipborne sensors; 

- interfaces to radar/Automatic Radar Plotting Aids (ARPA), Electronic 
Chart System/Electronic Chart Display  and Information System 
(ECS/ECDIS) and Integrated Navigation Systems (INS); 

- built-in integrity test (BIIT); and 

- minimum display and keyboard to input and retrieve data. 

With the integral minimum display and keyboard unit, the AIS would be able 
to operate as a stand-alone system. A stand-alone graphical display or the integration 
of the AIS data display into other devices such as INS, ECS/ECDIS or a 
radar/ARPA display would significantly increase the effectiveness of AIS, when 
achievable. 

2 All onboard sensors must comply with the relevant IMO standards concerning 
availability, accuracy, discrimination, integrity, update rates, failure alarms, 
interfacing and type-testing. 

3 AIS provides: 
- a BIIT running continuously or at appropriate intervals 

- monitoring of the availability of data; 

- an error detection mechanism of the transmitted data; and 

- an error check on the received data. 
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CONNECTIONS 

The connection of AIS to external navigational display systems 

4 The AIS can be connected either to an additional dedicated AIS display unit, 
possibly one with a large graphic display, or as an input to existing navigational 
system devices such as a radar display, ECS, ECDIS, or INS. Such system 
interconnection and data integration is recommended." 

The connection of AIS to external portable navigational equipment 

5 It is becoming common practice for pilots to possess their own portable 
navigational equipment, which they carry on board. Such devices can be connected 
to shipborne AIS equipment and display the targets they receive. Some 
Administrations require this connection to be provided at the bridge front. 
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APPENDIX 2  
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 

1 AIS operates primarily on two dedicated VHF channels (AIS1 – 161,975 
MHz and AIS2 – 162,025 MHz). Where these channels are not available regionally, 
the AIS is capable of automatically switching to alternate designated channels. 
However, this capability should only be considered for use in urgent, temporary 
situations, noting  the possible adverse effects on AIS at sea. 

2 The required ship reporting capacity according to the IMO performance 
standard amounts to a minimum of 2000 time slots per minute (see figure 1 below). 
The ITU Technical Standard for the Universal AIS provides 4500 time slots per 
minute. The broadcast mode is based on a principle called (S)TDMA (Self-organized 
Time Division  Multiple  Access)  that allows the system to be overloaded by 400 to 
500% and still provide nearly 100% throughput for ships closer than 8 to 10 NM to 
each other in a ship-to-ship mode. In the event of system overload, only targets 
far away will be  subject to drop-out in order to give preference to targets close 
by that are a primary concern for ship-to-ship operation of AIS. In practice, the 
capacity of the system allows for a great number of ships to be accommodated at 
the same time. 

Figure 1 – Principles of TDMA 
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PART IV – AMENDMENTS TO THE GUIDELINES FOR THE 
INSTALLATION OF A SHIPBORNE AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION 

SYSTEM (AIS) (SN/Circ.227) 

1 The  Sub-Committee  on  Safety  of   Navigation   (NAV),   at   its   fiftieth  
session (5 to 9 July 2004), agreed on the amendments to the guidelines for the 
installation of a shipborne Automatic Identification System (AIS) (SN/Circ.227), as 
set out at annex. The amendments describe the connection of the shipborne AIS 
installations to a power source. 

2 The Maritime Safety Committee, at its seventy-ninth session (1 to 10 
December 2004), concurred with the Sub-Committee's view and approved the annexed 
amendments. 

3 Member Governments are  invited  to  bring  these  amendments  to  the 
attention  of all concerned. 

*** 

Note; 
The Department of Marine Administration brings these amendments to the 
attention of all concerned 
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ANNEX 

AMENDMENTS TO THE GUIDELINES FOR INSTALLATION OF A 
SHIPBORNE AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (AIS) 

(SN/Circ.227) 

2.4 Power source 

1 The existing text of paragraph 2.4 is replaced by the following: 
"The AIS should ideally be connected through an uninterrupted power supply 
(UPS) to the ship's power supply as defined in S0LAS chapter II-1." 
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PART V –GUIDELINES FOR THE INSTALLATION OF A SHIPBORNE 
AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (AIS) 

1 The Sub-Committee on  Safety  of   Navigation   (NAY),   at   its   forty-eighth  
session (8 to 12 July 2002), agreed on guidelines for the installation of a Shipborne 
Automatic Identification System (AIS) and also agreed that  they  should  be  issued 
for  use  on  a  voluntary  basis. The Guidelines describe the shipborne AIS 
installation matters and are meant to be used by manufacturers, installers and 
surveyors to ensure good installation practices. 

2 The Maritime Safety Committee, at its seventy-sixth session (2 to 13 
December 2002), concurred with the Sub-Committee's views,  approved  the 
Guidelines  as  set  out  at  annex and encouraged their use for AIS installation 
purposes on a voluntary basis. 

3 Member Governments are invited to bring the annexed guidelines to the 
attention of all concerned. 

Note 

*** 

The Department of Marine Administration brings the annexed guidelines to the 
attention of all concerned. 
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1        General 

The Automatic Identification System (AIS) Class A is defined by IMO and has been 
made a carriage requirement by the latest revision of SOLAS chapter Y. AIS provides 
information that may be used for the navigation of the ship. It is therefore essential 
that the information provided by AIS be reliable. 

The AIS itself has been standardised by the International Telecommunications Union 
(ITU) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and is subject to type 
approval. In order to fulfil the reliability requirements of information exchange, care 
should be taken to ensure that the AIS is correctly installed. 

This document contains guidelines for manufacturers, installers, yards, suppliers and 
ship surveyors. It does not replace documentation supplied by the manufacturer. 

The guidelines take into account the following conventions, regulations, instructions and 
guidelines: 

• IMO resolution MSC.90(73) Annex 7, Adoption of amendments to the
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974, as  amended.

• IMO resolution MSC.74(69) Annex 3, Recommendation on
performance standards for AIS.

• ITU Radio Regulations (RR).

• IEC 60092 (series), Electrical Installations on Ships.

• IEC 60533 Electrical and Electronic Installations in Ships -
Electromagnetic Compatibility.

1.1 Survey 
Surveys on Convention ships should be carried out in accordance with the rules 
laid down in resolution A.746(18) "Survey Guidelines under the harmonised system 
of survey and certification", and "Protocol of 1988 relating to the International 
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974, as amended." 

1.2 Documentation 
For the AIS installation the following drawings shall be submitted: 

• Antenna layout

• AIS arrangement drawing

• Block diagram (interconnection diagram)
An initial installation configuration report should be produced during installation and 
kept on board. 
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2 AIS Installation 
2.1 lnterference to the Ship's VHF Radiotelephone 

The AIS shipborne equipment, like any other shipborne transceiver operating in 
the YHF maritime band, may cause interference to a ship's YHF radiotelephone. 
Because AIS is a digital system, this interference may occur as a periodic (e.g. every 
20 s) soft clicking sound on a ship's radiotelephone. This affect may become more 
noticeable when the YHF radiotelephone antenna is located near the AIS YHF antenna 
and when the radiotelephone is operating on channels near the AIS operating 
channels (e.g. channels 27, 28 and 86). 

Attention should be paid to the location and installation of different antennas in order 
to obtain the best possible efficiency. Special attention should be paid to the 
installation of mandatory antennas like the AIS antennas. 

2.2 VHF Antenna lnstallation 
2.2.1 Location 

Location of the mandatory AIS YHF antenna should be carefully considered. 
Digital communication is more sensitive than analogue/voice communication to 
interference created by reflections in obstructions like masts and booms. It may be 
necessary to relocate the YHF radiotelephone antenna to minimize interference effects. 

To minimise interference effects, the following guidelines apply: 
• The AIS YHF antenna should have omnidirectional vertical polarisation.

• The AIS YHF antenna should be placed in an elevated position that is
as free as possible with a minimum of 2 metres in horizontal direction
from constructions made of conductive materials. The antenna should
not be installed  close to any large vertical obstruction. The objective
for the AIS YHF antenna is to see the horizon freely through 360°.

• The AIS YHF antenna should be installed safely away from interfering
high-power energy sources like radar and other transmitting radio
antennas, preferably at least 3 m away from and out of the transmitting
beam.

• Ideally there should not be more than one antenna on the same
level.  The AIS YHF antenna should be mounted directly above or
below  the  ship's   primary  YHF  radiotelephone antenna, with no
horizontal separation and with a minimum of 2 m vertical separation. If
it is located on the same level as other antennas, the distance apart should
be at least 10 m.
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2.2.2 Cabling 
The cable should be kept as short as possible to minimise attenuation of the 

signal. Double screened coaxial cables equal or better than RG214 are recommended. 

All outdoor installed connectors on the coaxial cables should be waterproof by 
design to protect against water penetration into the antenna cable. 

Coaxial cables should be installed in separate signal cable channels/tubes and 
at least 10 cm away from power supply cables. Crossing of cables should be done at 
right angles (90°). Coaxial cables should not be exposed to sharp bends, which may 
lead to change the characteristic impedance of the cable. The minimum bend 
radius should be 5 times the cable's outside diameter. 

2.2.3 Grounding 
Coaxial down-leads should be used for all antennas, and the coaxial screen 

should be connected to ground at one end. 

2.3 GNSS Antenna installation 
Class  A  AIS  should  be  connected  to  a  GNSS antenna. 

2.3.1 Location 
The GNSS antenna should be installed where it has a clear view of the sky. 

The objective is to see the horizon freely through 360° with a vertical observation of 
5 to 90° above the horizon. Small diameter obstructions, such as masts and booms, do 
not seriously degrade signal reception, but such objects should not eclipse more than a 
few degrees of any given bearing. 

Locate the antenna at least three meters away from and out of the transmitting 
beam of high- power transmitters (S-Band Radar and/or Inmarsat systems). This 
includes the ship's own AIS YHF antenna if it is designed and installed separately. 

If a DGNSS system is included or connected to the AIS system, the installation 
of the antenna should be in accordance with IEC 61108-4, Ed 1, annex D. 

2.3.2 Cabling 
To achieve optimum performance, the gain of the antenna pre-amplifier 

should match the cable attenuation. The resulting installation gain (pre-amplifier gain 
- cable attenuation) should be within 0 to 10 dB. 

The coaxial cable between the antenna and the AIS shipborne station 
connector should be routed directly in order to reduce electromagnetic interference 
effects. The cable should not be installed close to high-power lines, such as radar or 
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radio-transmitter lines or the AIS YHF antenna cable. A separation of one meter or 
more is recommended to avoid degradation due to RF- coupling. Crossing of antenna 
cables should be done at 90° to minimise magnetic field coupling. 

All outdoor installed connectors on the coaxial cables should be waterproof by 
design to protect against water penetration into the antenna cable. 

2.4 Power source 
The  AIS  should  be  connected  to  an  emergency  power source. 

2.5 Synchronization 
After installation, the AIS should be synchronised properly on UTC and that 

position information, if provided, should be correct and valid. 

3 Bridge Arrangement 

3.1 Minimum Keyboard and Display 

The functionality of the Minimum Keyboard and Display (MKD) should be 
available to the mariner at the position from which the ship is normally operated. This 
can be by means of the AIS' internal MKD (integrated or remote) or through the 
equivalent functionality on a separate display system 

3.2 Pilot plug 

A pilot input/output port is part of an AIS Class A station. A plug connected to 
this port should be installed on the bridge near the pilot's operating position so that 
a pilot can connect a Personal Pilot Unit (PPU). 

The pilot plug should be configured as follows: 
• AMP/Receptacle (Square Flanged (-1) or Free-Hanging (-2)), Shell

size 11, 9-pin, Std. Sex 206486-1/2 or equivalent with the following
terminations:
- TX A is connected to Pin 1 

- TX B is connected to Pin 4 

- RX A is connected to Pin 5 

- RX B is connected to Pin 6 

- Shield is connected to Pin 9 

3.3 Display system 
If there is navigational equipment capable of processing and displaying AIS 

information such as ECDIS, radar or an integrated system available on board the 
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ship, the AIS Class A mobile system may be connected to that system via the 
AIS Presentation  Interface (PI). The PI (input/output) should meet the requirements 
of IEC 61162-2. 

The display system can also include the functionality of an MKD, see 3.1. 

3.4 lnstallation of the BllT (Built-in lntegrity Test) function 

The AIS requires that an alarm output (relay) be connected to an audible alarm 
device or the ships alarm system, if available. 

Alternatively, the BIIT alarm system may use the alarm messages output on 
the PI, provided its alarm system is AIS compatible. 

4 Dynamic data input 

4.1 External Sensors 

The AIS has interfaces (configurable as IEC 61162-1 or 61162-2) for position, 
heading and rate of turn (ROT) sensors. In general, sensors installed in compliance 
with other carriage requirements of SOLAS Chapter Y should be connected to the 

AIS.1 The sensor information transmitted by AIS should be the same information
being used for navigation of the ship. The interfaces should be configured as given 
in annex 3. Interfacing problems might occur if the existing sensors found on board do 
not have serial (IEC 61162) outputs. 

4.2 Position, COG and SOG 

GNSS sensors normally have IEC 61162 outputs for position, COG and SOG 
suitable for directly interfacing the AIS. However, it is important to note that: 

• The Geodetic Datum of the position data transmitted by the sensor is
WGS 84 and that an IEC 61162 DTM sentence is configured.

• AIS is able to process two reference points for its antenna position,
one for external and one for an internal sensor. If more than one external
reference point is used, the appropriate information needs to be input to
the AIS to adjust reference point information.

1  Installation of the AIS does NOT establish a need to install additional sensors above 
carriage requirements. 
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4.3 Heading 

A compass providing heading information is a mandatory sensor input to the AIS. 
A converter unit (e.g. stepper to NMEA) will be needed to connect AIS if the ship's 
compass does not provide an IEC 61162 output. Some ships of less than 500 gross 
tonnage may not carry a  compass providing heading information. 

4.4 Rate of Turn 

All ships may not carry a Rate-Of-Turn (ROT) Indicator according to 
resolution A.526(13). However, if a rate-of-turn indicator is available and it includes an 
IEC 61162 interface, it should be connected to the AIS. 

If ROT information is not available from a ROT indicator, the direction of turn 
may (optionally) be derived from heading information through: 

• The compass itself,

• An external converter unit (see paragraph 4.3),

• The AIS itself (see annex 1).

4.5 Navigational Status 
A simple means should be provided for the operator to input the ship's 

navigational status (e.g. underway using engine, at anchor, not under command, 
restricted in ability to maneuver, etc) information into the AIS. The AIS may be 
connected to the ship's navigational status lights. 

5 Static Information 
The AIS standards require  that certain  static, voyage-related, and dynamic  

information be entered manually, normally by means of the MKD, or by means of 
IEC 61162 sentences "SSD" and "YSD" via the presentation interface if such 
provisions exist. 

5.1 Entered at initial installation of AlS 
Information that should be entered at the initial installation of the AIS includes: 
• Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI) number

• IMO vessel number

• Radio call sign

• Name of ship

• Type of ship

• Dimension/reference for position of the electronic position fixing
device (EPFD) antenna (see paragraph 5.2)
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Access to MMSI, IMO number and other AIS controls (like power and 
channel settings) will be controlled, e.g. by password. 

The Call Sign, Name of Ship and Type of Ship should be input to the AIS, either 
manually using the MKD or by means of IEC 61162 sentences "SSD" and "YSD" via 
the PI. Type of Ship information should be in accordance with the table given in annex 
2 (Table 18 from Rec. ITU-R M.1371-1). 

For example, a cargo ship not carrying dangerous goods, harmful substances, 
or marine pollutants; would use identifier "70". Pleasure craft would use identifier 
"37". Note that those ships whose type identifier begins with a "3" should use the 
fourth column of the table. 

Depending on the vessel, cargo and/or the navigational conditions, this 
information may be voyage related and would therefore need to be changed before 
beginning or at some time during the voyage. This is defined by the "second digit" in 
the fourth column of the table. 

5.2 Reference point of position 

The AIS stores one "external reference point" for the external GNSS 
antenna position and one "internal reference point" if an internal GNSS is to be used 
as fallback for position reporting. The locations of theses reference points have to be 
set during installation using values A, B, C, D; as described in paragraph 5.3. 

The  external  reference  point  may  also  be  a  calculated  common  reference 
position. 

Additionally, the content of the Ship Static Data ("SSD") sentence on the 
PI, including the "reference point for position" is being processed by the AIS, and 
the AIS' memory for the "external reference point" is set in accordance with the 
content of this "SSD" (e.g. used by an INS). 

5.3 Ship's dimensions 

Ship's dimensions should be entered using the overall length and width of the 
ship indicated by the values A, B, C, and D in the following figure. 

Ship's dimensions (A+B and C+D) should be identical when entering internal and 
external reference points. 
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Distance 
(m) 

A 0 - 511 ; 
511 =511 m or greater 

B 0 - 511 ; 
511 = 511 m or greater 

C 0 - 63 ; 
63 = 63 m or greater 

D 0 - 63 ; 
63 = 63 m or greater 

reference 
point 

      A

    B 

      C     D 
The  dimension  A  should  be  in  the direction of the CD
transmitted heading information (bow) 
Reference point of reported position not available, but 
dimensions of ship are available:  A = C = 0 and B 
0 and D 0. Neither reference point of   

reported position  nor dimensions of ship 
available: A = B = C = D = 0 (=default) 

For use in the message table, A = most 
significant field, D = least significant field 

In the rare case of an EPFD antenna installed in the portside corner of a rectangular 
bow, the values A and C would be zero. Should this be the case, one of these values 
should be set to 1 in order to avoid misinterpretation as "not available" because 
A=C=0 is used for that purpose. 

6 Long-range function 
The   AIS'   long-range   function   needs   a   compatible   long-range  
communication   system 
(e.g. Inmarsat-C or MF/HF radio as part of the GMDSS). 

If this is available, a connection between that communication system and the Class A 
mobile unit can be made. This connection is needed to activate the LR function of AIS. 
Its input/output port should meet the requirement of IEC 61162-2. 
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Annex 1 
RATE OF TURN 

The AIS provides the Rate of Turn (ROT) information to other ships in order 
to early detect ships manoeuvres. There are two possible parameters indicating turning 
of a ship derived from two different sensors (see Figure 3: ROT sensor input): 

• the heading from a GYRO or THD and
• the rotation rate itself from a Rate of Turn-indicator.

If a Rate of Turn Indicator according to resolution A.526(13) is connected, the 
AIS should use this information to broadcast both direction and value of turn on the 
YDL. 

If valid ROT or HDG data is available from other external sources (Gyro, INS,...), 
the AIS should use this information to broadcast the direction of turn on the YDL, if 

greater than 5o in 30 s (might also be implemented as 2.5° in 15 s by configuration);
the AIS may also derive ROT information from HDG internally for that purpose. 

If no ROT information is available, the AIS should transmit default values 
indicating "not available". ROT data should not be derived from COG information. 
If a ship is not required to carry Turn-Indicator or if external sensor fails, the AIS should 
react according to following priorities: 

ROT sensor fallback conditions 

Pr
io

ri
ty

 Affected data in msg 
1, 2, 3  

 

contents of ROT field 
1. Rate of Turn Indicator in 

use   1
0..+ 126 = turning right at up to 708° 
per minute or higher; 0..- 126  = 
turning left at up to 708° per minute or 
higher 
Yalues between 0 and 708°/min 

should be coded by 
ROTAIS=4.733

2. other ROT source in use  2 + 127 = turning right at more than 5o/30s 
(No TI available) 

0 no turn 
3. no valid ROT information

available
-128 (80 hex) indicates no turn information 
available (default) 

1 Rate of Turn Indicator according to resolution A.526(13); determined by talker ID 
2 i.e. based on HDG information 
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direction indication 
±127 if 
>5  30min

Rate of Turn sensor input overview 

HDG            
sensor 

      d(HDG)
   dt 

# 1, 2, 3 

RO
( 
min
) 

ROT 
( min) 

Rate of 
Turn 
indicat
or 
(A.526
(13)) 

ROT
sens
or (  
min) 
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Annex 2 

TYPE OF SHIP TABLE 

Identifiers to be used by ships to report their type 

Identifier No. Special craft 
50 Pilot vessel 
51 Search and rescue vessels 
52 Tugs 
53 Port tenders 
54 Yessels with anti-pollution facilities or equipment 
55 Law enforcement vessels 
56 Spare - for assignments to local vessels 
57 Spare - for assignments to local vessels 
58 Medical transports (as defined in the 1949 Geneva Convention and Additional 
59 Ships according to Resolution No 18 (Mob-83) 

Other 
First digit (*) Second digit (*) First digit (*) Second digit (*) 
1 - reserved 
for future use 

0 - All ships of this type - 0 - Fishing 

2 - WIG 1 - Carrying DG, HS, or 
 

- 1 - Towing 
IMO  hazard  or 

pollutant category A 
3   -   see  
right column 

2 - Carrying DG, HS, or 
MP IMO  hazard  or 
pollutant 

 B 

3 - Yessel 2 - Towing and length 
of the tow exceeds 200 
m or breadth exceeds 25 

 4 - HSC 3 - Carrying DG, HS, or 
 

- 3 - Engaged in 
dredging or underwater 
operations 

IMO  hazard  or 
pollutant 

 C 5 - see above 4 - Carrying DG, HS, or 
MP IMO  hazard  or 
pollutant 

  

- 4-Engaged  in 
diving operations 

5 - reserved for future use - 5-Engaged   in   military 
 operations 

6-Passenger 6 - reserved for future use - 6 - Sailing 
ships 
7-Cargo ships 7 -reserved for future use - 7 - Pleasure Craft 

8 - Tanker(s) 8 - reserved for future use - 8 - reserved for future use 
9-Other types 9- No additional 

  
- 9 - reserved for future use 

of ship

DG:   Dangerous Goods.  
HS: Harmful Substances.  
MP:   Marine Pollutants. 
(*) NOTE - The identifier should be constructed by selecting the appropriate first 
and second digits. 
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Annex 3  
RECOMMENDED IEC 61162 SENTENCES 

To connect external sensors it is recommended to configure the following 
sentences as indicated below. 

Preferred IEC 61162-1 Sensor Sentences 

Data IEC 61162-1 Sentence formatters 
preferred optional

Reference datum DTM 
Positioning 
system: Time 
of position 

  

    GNS 
     GLL 

GGA , RMC 

Speed Over Ground (SOG) YBW YTG, OSD, RMC 
Course Over Ground (COG) RMC YTG, OSD 
Heading HDT OSD 
RAIM indicator GBS 
Rate Of Turn (ROT) ROT 
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PART VI – CORRIGENDA TO SN/CIRC.227 ON GUIDELINES FOR THE 
INSTALLATION OF A SHIPBORNE 

AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (AIS) 

1 The Sub-Committee on Safety of Navigation (NAV), at its fifty-fourth 
session (30 June to 4 July 2008), agreed on an amendment to annex 2 of the guidelines 
for the installation of a Shipborne Automatic Identification System (AIS). 

2 The amendment contains the consequential change with regard to the entry 
into force of resolution MEPC.118(52), concerning the change in the categorization 
and listing of Noxious Liquid Substances and other substances. The Sub-Committee 
noted that the number of categories to be reported was the same, and therefore it 
was sufficient to revise the reference documentation SN/Circ.227, annex 2, to 
reflect the new classification letters corresponding to the same digits as currently in 
use by the AIS shipborne equipment. Practically this means that the reference hazard 
or pollutant categories A, B, C and D are changed to the hazard or pollutant 
categories X, Y, Z and OS, by using the same digits 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

3 Users of AIS equipment are invited to note this equivalence when using the 
displays of existing AIS installations. 

4 The   Maritime   Safety   Committee,   at    its    eighty-fifth    session    (26   
November to 5 December 2008), concurred with the Sub-Committee’s views, 
approved the corrigenda to the Guidelines for the installation of a shipborne 
Automatic Identification System (AIS), as set out at annex. 

5 Member Governments are invited to bring the annexed amended annex 2 of the 
guidelines to the attention of all concerned. 

*** 

Note: 
The Department of Marine Administration brings the annexed amended annex 2 of 
the guidelines to the attention of all concerned. 
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ANNEX 
ANNEX 2 

TYPE OF SHIP TABLE 
Identifiers to be used by ships to report their type 

Identifier Special craft
5 Pilot vessel
5 Search and rescue vessels
5 Tugs
5 Port tenders
5 Vessels with anti-pollution facilities or equipment
5 Law enforcement vessels
5 Spare – for assignments to local vessels
5 Spare – for assignments to local vessels
5 Medical transports (as defined in the 1949 Geneva Convention and
5 Ships according to Resolution No 18 (Mob-83)

Other
First digit Second digit (*) First digit (*) Second digit (*)
1– eserved for 
future use 

0 – All ships of this type - 0 – Fishing 

2 – WIG 1 – Carrying DG, HS, 
or MP IMO hazard or 
pollutant category X 
(**)

- 1 – Towing 

3 – see right 
column 

2 – Carrying DG, HS, or 
MP IMO hazard or 
pollutant category Y 
(**) 

3 – Carrying DG, HS, or 
MP IMO hazard or 

  

3 – Vessel 2 – Towing and length 
of the tow exceeds 
200 m or breadth 

   4 – HSC - 3 – Engaged in 
dredging or 
underwater 

 5– see above 4 – Carrying DG, HS, 
or MP IMO hazard or 
pollutant category OS 
(**) 

- 4 – Engaged in diving 
operations 

5 – reserved for future use - 5 – Engaged in 
military 

6–senger 
ships 

6 – reserved for future use - 6 – Sailing 

7–Cargo ships 7 – reserved for future use - 7 – Pleasure Craft 

8– Tanker(s) 8 – reserved for future use - 8 – reserved for future use 
9–Other 

types of 
ship 

9–No additional 
    information 

- 9 – reserved for future use 

DG:   Dangerous Goods.  
HS: Harmful Substances. 
 MP:   Marine Pollutants. 

(*)  NOTE  – The identifier should be constructed by selecting the appropriate first 
and second digits. (**) NOTE –  The  digits  1,  2,  3  and  4  reflecting  categories 
X,  Y,  Z  and  OS  formerly  were 

categories A, B, C and D. 
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PART VII – GUIDELINES ON ANNUAL TESTING OF THE AUTOMATIC 
IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (AIS) 

1 The Maritime Safety Committee, at its eighty-third session (3 - 12 October 
2007), approved the Guidelines on annual testing of the Automatic Identification 
System (AIS) developed by the Sub-Committee on Flag State Implementation, as set 
out in the annex. 

2 The purpose of an annual testing is to determine that AIS is operational as 
defined in appropriate performance standards not inferior to those adopted by the 

Organization*.

3 To assist in achieving this aim, it is recommended that all AIS be subject  to 
a standard method of testing as detailed in the annexed Guidelines. 

4 Member Governments are invited to bring these Guidelines to the attention of 
shipping companies, shipowners, ship operators, equipment manufacturers, 
recognized organizations, shipmasters and all parties concerned. 

*** 

Note: 
The Department of Marine Administration brings these Guidelines to the attention 
of shipping companies, shipowners, ship operators, equipment manufacturers, 
recognized organizations, shipmasters and all parties concerned. 

* Refer to Recommendation on performance standards for a universal shipborne
automatic identification system (AIS) (resolution MSC.74(69), annex 4)
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ANNEX 

GUIDELINES ON ANNUAL TESTING OF 
THE AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION 

SYSTEM (AIS) 

1 The annual testing of the automatic identification system (AIS) should be 
carried out by a qualified radio inspector authorized by the administration or a 
recognized organization. 

2 The annual testing of the AIS installation should include: 
.1 installation details including antenna layout, initial configuration 

report, interconnection diagrams, provision of the pilot plug and power 
supply arrangements; 

.2 checking the correct programming of the ships static information; 

.3 the ability of the AIS to receive ships dynamic information from the 
appropriate sensors; 

.4 the ability to correctly input the ships voyage related data; 

.5 a performance test of the equipment including radio frequency 
measurements; and 

.6 an on-air test that the unit is working correctly using for example an 
appropriate Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) station or a suitable test 
equipment. 

3 To accommodate performance test to align with the appropriate survey under 
the Harmonized System of Survey and Certification (HSSC), the annual testing may 
be carried out: 

.1 up to 3 months before the due date of the passenger ship renewal 
survey or the cargo ship safety equipment renewal survey; and 

.2 3 months before or after the due date of the cargo ship safety 
equipment periodical/annual survey (the maximum period between 
subsequent test is governed by the time window associated  to the 
subsequent surveys, unless either certificate has been extended as 
permitted by SOLAS regulation I/14, in which case a similar 
extension may be granted by the Administration). 
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4 The annual testing should be recorded in the form of the model test 
report given in the appendix. If the language used is neither English, nor French, 
nor  Spanish,  the  text should include a translation into one of these languages. A 
copy of the test report should be retained on board the ship. 
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APPENDIX 
AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (AIS) TEST REPORT 

Name of ship/call sign: 
  MMSI number: 
 bPort of registry:

 f iIMO Number
 bGross tonnage
 Date keel laid: 

1. Installation details
Item Status

1.1 AIS transponder type: 
1.2 Type approval certificate 
1.3 Initial installation configuration report on board? 
1.4 Drawings provided? (Antenna-, AIS-arrangement and block 

 
 

1.5 Main source of electrical power, 
1.6 Emergency source of electrical power, 
1.7 Capacity to be verified if the AIS is connected to a battery 
1.8 Pilot plug near pilots operating position? 
1.9 120 V AC provided near pilot plug? (Panama and St. Lawrence  

2. AIS programming - Static information
2.1 MMSI number 
2.2 IMO number 
2.3 Radio call sign 
2.4 Name of ship 
2.5 Type of ship 
2.6 Ship length and beam 
2.7 Location of GPS antenna 

3. AIS programming - Dynamic information
3.1 Ships position with accuracy and integrity status (Source:  
3.2 Time in UTC (Source: GNSS) 
3.3 Course over ground (COG) (will fluctuate at dockside) (Source  
3.4 Speed over ground (SOG) (zero at dockside) (Source: GNSS)  
3.5 Heading (Source: Gyro) 
3.6 Navigational status 
3.7 Rate of turn, where available (ROT) 
3.8 Angle of heel, pitch and roll, where available 
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4. AIS programming - voyage related information
4.1 Ships draught 
4.2 Type of cargo 
4.3 Destination and ETA (at masters discretion) 
4.4 Route plan (optional) 
4.5 Short safety-related messages 

5. Performance test using measuring instrument
5.1 Frequency measurements AIS ch. 1 and 2, GMDSS ch. 70 
5.2 Transmitting output, AIS ch. 1 and 2, GMDSS ch. 70 
5.3 Polling information ch. 70 
5.4 Read data from AIS 
5.5 Send data to AIS 
5.6 Check AIS response to "virtual vessels" 

6. "On air" performance test
6.1 Check reception performance 
6.2 Confirm reception of own signal from other ship/VTS 
6.3 Polling by VTS/shore installation 

Electromagnetic interference from AIS observed to other installations?: 

Remarks: 
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The AIS has been tested according to IMO SN/Circ.227 and resolution 
MSC.74(69), annex 3 
Name of Radio Inspector Date and place Name of Radio Inspector 

Company 
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PART VIII – GUIDELINES ON VOYAGE DATA RECORDER (VDR) 
OWNERSHIP AND RECOVERY 

l   The Maritime Safety Committee, at its seventy-fifth session (l5 to 24 May 2002), 
approved the annexed Guidelines on voyage data recorder  (VDR)  ownership  and 
recovery  which have been developed to support provisions of the revised SOLAS 
regulation V/l5, as amended by resolution MSC.99(73), and, in particular, to support 
the carriage  requirements for voyage data recorders contained in the revised SOLAS 
regulation V/20, which are expected to enter into force on l July 2002. 

2 These Guidelines reflect the five basic issues relevant to VDR ownership 
and recovery, which are ownership, custody, recovery, read-out and access to the VDR 
information, as envisaged by the revised SOLAS chapter V. 

3 In view of the complexity of the matter, close co-ordination and co-
operation among interested parties, as appropriate, in any recovery operation of a VDR 
is encouraged. 

4 Member Governments are invited to bring the annexed Guidelines to the 
attention of all parties concerned. 

*** 

Note: 
The Department of Marine Administration brings the annexed Guidelines to the 
attention of all parties concerned. 
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ANNEX 
GUIDELINES ON VOYAGE DATA RECORDER (VDR) OWNERSHIP AND 

RECOVERY 
Ownership of VDR information 

l  The ship owner will, in all circumstances and at all times, own the VDR and 
its information. However, in the event of an accident the following guidelines would 
apply. The owner of the ship should make available and maintain all decoding 
instructions necessary to recover the recorded information. 

Recovery of VDR and relevant information 

2 Recovery of the VDR is conditional on the accessibility of the VDR or the 
information contained therein. 

.l Recovery of the VDR information should be undertaken as soon as 
possible after an accident to best preserve the relevant evidence for use by 

both the investigatorl and the ship owner. As the investigator is very
unlikely to be in a position toinstigate this action soon enough after the 
accident, the owner must be responsible, through its on-board standing 
orders, for ensuring the timely preservation of this evidence. 

.2 In the case of abandonment of a vessel during an emergency, masters 
should, where time and other responsibilities permit, take the necessary 
steps to preserve the VDR information until it can be passed to the 
investigator. 

.3 Where the VDR is inaccessible and the information has not been 
retrieved prior to abandonment, a decision will need to be taken by the 

flag State in co-operation with any other substantially interested States2

on the viability and cost of recoveringthe VDR balanced against the 
potential use of the information. If it is decided to recover the VDR the 
investigator should be responsible for co-ordinating its recovery. The 
possibility of the capsule having sustained damage must be considered 
and  specialist  expertise  will  be required to ensure the best  chance  of 
recovering and preserving the evidence. In addition, the assistance and 
co- operation of the owners, insurers and the manufacturers of the VDR 
and those of the protective capsule may be required. 
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Custody of VDR information: 

3 In all circumstances, during the course of an investigation, the investigator 
should have custody of the original VDR information in the same way that the 
investigator would have custody of other records or evidence under the Code for 
the Investigation of Marine Casualties and Incidents. 

Read-out of VDR information: 

4 In all circumstances the investigator is responsible to arrange down loading and 
read-out of the information and should keep the ship owner fully informed. In some 
cases, the assistance of specialist expertise may be required. 

Access to the VDR information: 

5 A copy of the VDR information must be provided to the ship owner at an early 
stage in all circumstances. 

6 Further access to the information will be governed by the applicable domestic 
legislation of the flag State, coastal State and other substantially interested States as 
appropriate and the guidelines given in the Code for the Investigation of Marine 
Casualties and Incidents. 

7 Any disclosure of VDR information should be in accordance with section l0 of 
the Code for the Investigation of Marine Casualties and Incidents. 
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PART IX – GUIDELINES ON ANNUAL TESTING OF VOYAGE DATA 
RECORDERS (VDR) AND SIMPLIFIED VOYAGE DATA RECORDERS  

(S-VDR) 

1 The  Maritime  Safety   Committee   at   its   seventy-third   session   (27  
November   to 6 December 2000) approved the revision of SOLAS regulation V/20 which 
included the requirement for voyage data recorder (VDR) systems to be the subject of an 
annual performance test. 

2 At its seventy-ninth session (1 to  10  December  2004),  the  Maritime  Safety 
Committee adopted amendments to regulation V/20 to include the requirement  for 
VDRs which may be simplified voyage data recorders (S-VDR), to be fitted on 
existing cargo ships on a phased-in carriage requirement. Such VDRs were also to be 
the subject of an annual performance test. 

3 The Maritime Safety  Committee,  at  its  eighty-second  session  (29 
November  to 8 December 2006), approved the Guidelines on annual testing of 
Voyage Data Recorders (VDR) and simplified Voyage Data Recorders (S-VDR), as set 
out in the annex. 

4 The purpose of an annual performance test is to determine that a VDR/S-VDR is 
operational as defined in the manufacturer’s specification. In addition, because of 
the “black box” nature of this equipment, there is a need to have a document 
which clearly lists all the interfaces which have been checked to confirm  
compliance with the appropriate International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) test 
standards. This transparency is essential for surveyors or inspectors of flag 
Administrations port States or recognized organizations. 

5 To assist in achieving this aim, it is recommended that all VDR and S-VDR be 
subject to a standard method of testing as detailed in the annexed Guidelines. 

6 Member Governments are invited to bring these Guidelines to the attention of 
shipping companies, shipowners, ship operators, equipment manufacturers, recognized 
organizations, shipmasters and all parties concerned. 

*** 
Note: 
The Department of Marine Administration brings these Guidelines to the attention of 
shipping companies, shipowners, ship operators, equipment manufacturers, 
recognized organizations, shipmasters and all parties concerned 
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ANNEX 
GUIDELINES ON ANNUAL TESTING OF VDR AND S-VDR 

1 The annual testing of VDR/S-VDR required by SOLAS regulation V/20 
should be carried out by the manufacturer or a person authorized by the 
manufacturer. 

2 The examination of the VDR/S-VDR installation should include: 
.1 confirmation that no alarms are present prior to commencement of the 

test; 
.2 confirmation that when the external power is removed the power 

supply alarm is activated, the equipment continues to operate for  at 
least 1 h 55 min and automatically stops recording no later than 2 h 5 
min after the external power is removed; 

.3 confirmation that the acoustic beacon is functional using the 
appropriate manufacturer’s test equipment  or by the substitution of a 
certified fully operational unit; 

.4 confirmation that the overall condition of the equipment is satisfactory 
and that any batteries within the  equipment  (acoustic  beacon  and 
power  supply)  are in date; 

.5 confirmation that accurate maintenance records of the VDR are  available; 

.6 confirmation that the items to be recorded, specifically those data 
items available and required to be recorded at the time of original 
commissioning as defined in resolution A.861(20) and resolution 
MSC.163(78) for VDR and S- VDR, respectively, are satisfactorily 
stored for the duration of the 12-hour recording period; 

.7 confirmation that the capsule float-free arrangements, where required 
or fitted, are satisfactory as originally accepted at commissioning; and 
that any battery, release mechanism or other datable items are within 
their expiry date; and, 

.8 confirmation that the equipment is restored to normal operation mode 
following completion of the tests. 

3  The manufacturer must complete a review, record any changes and issue the 
completed test report within 45 days. To accommodate performance checks to 
align with the appropriate survey under the Harmonized System of Survey and 
Certification (HSSC), the  annual  performance  check   may be carried out up to 
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3 months before the due date for a passenger ship and -/+ 3 months of the 
due date for a cargo ship. (The maximum period between subsequent checks is, 
therefore, 15 months for passenger ships and 18 months for cargo ships, unless 
either certificate has been extended as permitted by SOLAS regulation I/14, in 
which case a similar extension may be granted.) 

4 The annual test should be recorded  in  the  form  of  the model  test  report 
given  in the appendix to this document. If the language used is neither English nor 
French  nor Spanish, the text should include a translation into one of these 
languages. 
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APPENDIX 
VOYAGE DATA RECORDER PERFORMANCE TEST REPORT 

Note – Insert Yes for success, No for failure or N/A for non fitted interfaces in these 
boxes, as appropriate.

Ship’s details 

Yes No N/A 

Ship’s name 
Flag 
IMO number 
Date keel laid 
Gross tonnage
Voyage data recorder details 
Manufacturer
Model
System serial number
Software version number
Date fitted
Inspection Details 
Name person conducting 
Company
Inspection date
Inspection location
1. Pre-existing alarms

   Confirm that no alarms were present at start of procedure 
2. Power supply alarm check
Remove source of external power. Confirm that alarm is 
Record time (hh.mm) 
3. Reserve power source check
Allow VDR to continue running for 1 hour 55 minutes from ‘2’ above. 
Confirm that equipment is still operating at this time, with 
no additional 

 Record time (hh.mm) 
4. Reserve power source shutdown check
2 hours 05 minutes from ‘2’ above confirm that the VDR has 
automatically 

  Record time (hh.mm)
5. Battery expiry dates
Battery Expiry date (where applicable) 
Acoustic beacon 
Reserve power 

 6. Acoustic beacon test
Using function manufacturer’s  test  equipment  confirm 
that  acoustic  beacon nal or by the substitution of a 
certified fully operational unit. 

is 
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7. Overall condition of equipment
Inspect equipment and record condition, tick if satisfactory: 
Sub unit Notes on condition
Protective capsule
External cables
Main unit
8. Interfaces: Operation and recording
Date and time Preferably external to 

ship (e.g. Global 
Navigation Satellite 
System.) 

Ship’s position Electronic Positioning 
system 

Speed (through 
water or over 
ground) 

Ship’s designated speed 
and distance measuring 
equipment 

 

Heading Ship’s compass 
Bridge audio 1 or more bridge 

microphones 
Communications 
Audio 

VHF 

Radar data- post 
display 

 

Masterradar display 

Water depth Echo sounder 
Main alarms All mandatory alarms on 

bridge 
 

Rudder order and 
response 

Steering gear and 
autopilot 

Engine order 
and response 

Telegraphs, controls 
and thrusters 

Hull openings status All mandatory status 
information displayed on 
bridge 

 

Watertight and fire 
door status 

All mandatory status 
information displayed on 
bridge 

 

Acceleration and 
hull 
stresses 

Hull stress and response 
monitoring equipment 
where fitted 

Wind speed and 
direction 

Anemometer where 
fitted 
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9. Change or repair of sensors
Check maintenance records of VDR 
Confirm any defects properly rectified 
Person authorized by the Manufacturer Ship’s representative 

Date Date 
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If the manufacturer does not complete a review and issue a completed test 
report within 45 days, this test report should go forward for certification. 
7. Manufacturer’s analysis
Note  −  This  confirms  the  endorsement  by  the  manufacturer  of 
the  tests  and  that the  master record/database has been checked. 
Manufacturer’s analysis of 12-hour log is attached and 
in accordance with International Electrotechnical 
Commission (IEC) 61996 Maritime navigation and 
radiocommunication equipment and systems – Shipborne 
voyage  data  recorder (VDR) – Performance 
requirements – Methods of testing and required test 
results section 4.6  –  Data  items  to  be recorded 
(resolution A.861(20), section 5.4). Confirmation that all 
data is available throughout the 12-hour recording. 
Date  and  time 
of above log. 

8. Observations  and  additional  manufacturer’s requirements
Note −  This specifically provides for the logging of significant events that may 
have occurred on board since the previous test, including the refitting of 
equipment or major unit change to existing equipment. − Any or all of which may 
have an impact on the availability or quality of the VDR/S-VDR input signal. 

This performance test was conducted in accordance with SOLAS regulation 
V/18.8 and forms part of the procedure for the issue of the Annual 
Performance Test Certificate. The results, information and any comments 
should be relayed to the manufacturer in accordance with the instructions 
contained within the Operation Manual. Subject to satisfactory results, an 
Annual Performance Test Certificate will then be issued. 

In accordance with the principles of harmonization of Certificates, the 
Certificate, when issued, will remain valid  until  the  next  annual  re-validation 
of  that  Certificate,  subject to the equipment  being maintained in appropriate 
operational condition. 
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PART X – GUIDANCE ON THE BRIDGE NAVIGATIONAL WATCH 
ALARM SYSTEM (BNWAS) AUTO FUNCTION 

1 The Maritime Safety Committee, at its ninety-third session (14 to 23 May 
2014), with a view to providing more specific guidance on the automatic 
function specified in resolution MSC.128(75) – Performance standards for a 
bridge navigational watch alarm system (BNWAS), approved the guidance, 
prepared by the Sub-Committee on Safety of Navigation at its fifty-ninth session 
(2 to 6 September 2013), as set out in the annex. 

2 Member Governments are invited to use the guidance as an interim measure 
until such time as the performance standards can be reviewed and revised and, 
furthermore, bring this guidance to the attention of all parties concerned. 

*** 

Note: 
The Department of Marine Administration uses the guidance as an interim measure 
until such time as the performance standards can be reviewed and revised and, 
furthermore, bring this guidance to the attention of all parties concerned. 
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ANNEX 
GUIDANCE ON THE BRIDGE NAVIGATIONAL WATCH ALARM SYSTEM 

(BNWAS) AUTO FUNCTION 
 

1 SOLAS regulation V/19.2.2.3 requires the provision of a Bridge Navigational 
W atch Alarm System (BNW AS), which shall be in operation whenever the ship is 
under way at sea, whilst SOLAS regulation V/18 requires BNW AS to conform to 
appropriate  performance standards not inferior to those adopted by the Organization 
(i.e. resolution MSC.128(75)). 
 

2 Resolution MSC.128(75) – Performance standards for a bridge navigational watch 
alarm system (BNWAS), section 4.1.1.1 states that "the BNWAS should incorporate 
the following operational modes: 

- Automatic       (Automatically  brought  into  operation  whenever  the  
ships heading or track control system is activated and 
inhibited when this system is not activated) 

- Manual ON         (In operation constantly) 
- Manual OFF       (Does not operate under any circumstances)". 

 

3 At the fifty-fifth session of the NAV Sub-Committee, concerns were raised with 
respect to the use of the Automatic mode and NAV 55 concluded that the 
Automatic mode of the performance standard was therefore not usable on a ship 
compliant with the SOLAS Convention. It was considered that it would not be possible 
to change the performance standards before the date at which the carriage 
requirements came into force (1 July 2011). In order to conform with the performance 
standards, therefore, equipment would include the Automatic mode, despite that this 
operational mode should not be used on ships which are subject to the SOLAS 
Convention. 
 

4 From the operational point of view, automatic interface with activation of the 
ship's heading or track control system (HCS/TCS) is a superfluous function because 
SOLAS regulation V/19.2.2.3 requires the BNW AS to be in operation whenever the 
ship is under way at sea. This creates an inconsistency between SOLAS regulation 
V/19.2.2.3 and the "Automatic mode" provisions in the performance standard. In 
addition, from the technical point of view, it is noted that this issue is also addressed in 
the "note" to section 3.1.1 of IEC 62616:2010 – Maritime navigation and 
radiocommunication equipment and systems – Bridge navigational watch alarm system 
(BNW AS), which states: 
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"NOTE: The Automatic mode is not suitable for use on a ship conforming with 
regulation SOLAS V/19.2.2.3 which requires the BNWAS to be in operation 
whenever the ship is underway at sea". 

 

5 Accordingly, as an interim measure and pending a revision of the 
Performance standards for a bridge navigational watch alarm system (BNWAS) – 
(resolution MSC.128(75)), the automatic operational mode, if it is available, should not 
be used. 
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	Proficiency in Safety Familiarization and Basic Training
	(Revalidation Course)

	PR2.1 PSCRB(R) Sym
	Teaching System and Method of Demonstration for

	PR3.1 AFF(R) Sym
	Teaching System and Method of Demonstration for

	PR4.1 MFA(R) Sym
	Teaching System and Method of Demonstration for
	Proficiency in Medical First Aid
	(Revalidation Course)

	PR5.1 AMC(R) Sym
	Teaching System and Method of Demonstration for Proficiency in
	Seafarers Designated to take charge of Medical Care on Board Ship
	(Revalidation Course)

	PR6.1 CMC(R) Sym
	Teaching System and Method of Demonstration for
	Crowd Management Course
	(Revalidation Course)
	The ability to assist passengers en route to muster and embarkation stations

	PR7.1 TF(R) Sym
	Teaching System and Method of Demonstration for

	PR8.1 TFG (R) Sym
	Teaching System and Method of Demonstration for

	PR9.1 ACT(R) Sym
	Teaching System and Method of Demonstration for

	PR10.1 AOT(R) Sym
	Teaching System and Method of Demonstration for

	PR11.1 AGT(R) Sym
	Teaching System and Method of Demonstration for


	6.2 Revalid (MED) Sym
	ER1.1 MEO I , II, IV & V (R) Sym
	ER2.1 MEO III (R) Sym
	ER3.1 ETO (R) SYm
	ER4.1 III-4 (R) Sym
	ER5.1  ETR (R) Sym


	MET Syllabus
	1.1 Cover DKO Syllabus
	1.2 DKO Syllabus
	D1.2 DKO I & II Syllabus
	ANNEX (D1.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR COMBINED WRITTEN EXAMINATION OF
	DECK OFFICER CLASS I & II - CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY
	Master and Chief Mate on ships of 3,000 gross tonnage or more
	(STCW Regulation II/2)
	Sustainable development
	Understanding marine ecosystem
	global regulatory framework
	technical panorama

	SYLLABUS FOR ORAL EXAMINATION OF
	DECK OFFICER CLASS I
	CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY
	(STCW  Regulation II/2)
	1. NAVIGATION
	1.1 Plan and Conduct Safe Navigation
	.1 voyage planning and navigation for all conditions including ships’ routeing and reporting systems in accordance with VTS procedures;
	.2 IALA systems of  Buoyage.

	1.2 Forecast weather and oceanographic conditions
	.1 understand and interpret a synoptic chart and use of weather routing services.;
	.2 knowledge of characteristics of various weather systems, including tropical revolving storms, the avoidance of storm centres and dangerous quadrants;
	.3 practical measures to be taken when navigating in or near ice and dealing with ice accumulation on board;
	.4 danger messages and obligatory reporting requirements.

	1.3 Establishing Safe Navigational Watch-keeping Arrangements and Procedures
	.1 a thorough knowledge of the principles of navigational watch-keeping at sea, including under pilotage, at anchor and in port;
	.2 a thorough knowledge of the content, application and intent of the COLREGS;
	.3 knowledge and application of the ICS Bridge Procedures Guide;
	.4 limitations and risks involved with the use of ECDIS and RCDS to assist command decision-making; inter-relationship and optimum of all navigational information available;
	.5 specific knowledge of modern electronic navigational aids (GPS, DGPS, LORAN,GNSS, GLONASS. Galileo, AIS, LRIT, INS, IBS, VDR, SVDR, BNWAS), methods of correction and accuracy of  position fixing methods;
	.6 a knowledge of principles of establishing a safe engineering watch at sea, anchor and in port.

	1.4 Compasses
	.1 the operation and care of various types of compasses;
	.2 care and maintenance of the magnetic compass and binnacle;
	.3 knowledge of the purpose and use of compass correctors (candidates will not be required to demonstrate a compass correction procedure);
	.4 knowledge of how to find the magnetic bearing of a distant object and subsequent construction of a deviation card.

	1.5 Coordinate search and rescue operations
	.1 A thorough knowledge of and ability to apply the procedures contained in the International Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue (IAMSAR) Manual.

	1.6 Manoeuvre the Ship
	2. CARGO HANDLING AND STOWAGE
	2.1 Plan and Ensure Safe Loading, Stowage, Securing, Care During Voyage and Unloading of Cargoes
	2.2 Assess reported defects and damage to cargo spaces hatch covers and ballast tanks and take appropriate action
	.1 knowledge of the limitations on strength of the vital constructional parts of a standard bulk carrier and ability to interpret given figures for bending moments and shear forces;
	.2 ability to explain how to avoid the detrimental effects on bulk carriers of corrosion, fatigue and inadequate cargo handling.

	2.3 Carriage of dangerous goods
	.1 International regulations, standards, codes and recommendations on the carriage of dangerous cargoes, including the lnternational Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG) Code and the International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes (IMSBC) Code;
	.2 Carriage of dangerous, hazardous and harmful cargoes; precautions during loading and unloading and care during the voyage.

	3. RESPONSE TO EMERGENCIES
	3.1
	Response to Navigational Emergencies
	.1 precautions when beaching a ship;
	.2 grounding: action to be taken when imminent, after grounding and re-floating, and subsequent surveys;
	.3 measures to be taken following exceptional circumstances including loss of rudder and/or propeller and impairment of watertight integrity of the ship through any cause;
	.4 emergency towing arrangements and towing procedures;
	.5 plan and co-ordinate SAR operations, including establishing and maintaining effective communications.

	3.2 Response to Other Emergencies
	.1 preparation of contingency plans for response to emergencies;
	.2 actions to be taken when disabled and in distress;
	.3 organisation of fire and abandon ship exercises;
	.4 methods and aids for fire prevention, detection and extinction;
	.5 functions and use of life saving appliances;
	.6 abandoning ship and survival procedure;
	.7 SAR plans for passenger ships;
	.8 maintenance of operational conditions of life saving appliances, fire fighting appliances and other safety systems;
	.9 knowledge of the effect on trim and stability of a ship for damage control;
	.10 action to limit damage and salve the ship following a fire, explosion, collision or grounding, including protection of the marine environment;
	.11 action to safe guard all persons on board in emergencies;
	.12 assisting a ship or aircraft in distress.

	4. SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
	4.1
	Compliance with Pollution Prevention Requirements
	.1 responsibilities under International Convention for Prevention of Pollution including masters’ duties, obligations and liabilities, including the keeping of records;
	.2 methods and equipment to prevent pollution.

	4.2 Seaworthiness of the Ship
	.1 effect of heavy weather on the ship’s structure;
	.2 effect upon ship behavior of lists, stiff and tender stability conditions, large angles of heel and associated righting precautions: the effect upon different cargoes;
	.3 the importance of free surface effects and the identification and correction of an angle of loll;
	.4 specific effects on stability and stress caused by ship type or nature of trade.

	4.3 Use of Leadership and Managerial Skill
	.1 knowledge of personnel management, organisation and training including disciplinary procedures;
	.2 ability to apply task and workload management;
	.3 knowledge and ability to apply effective resource management;
	.4 knowledge and ability to apply decision-making techniques
	.5 application of hours of work and rest legislation.

	4.4 Maintain Safety of Ships Crew and Passengers
	.1 manage to maintain safe engineering watch
	.2 master’s responsibility with respect to stowaways and prevention of smuggling;
	.3 precautions to safeguard against terrorism, piracy and armed robbery;
	.4 methods of pest control, fumigation of holds and living spaces, safeguards in applying various methods;
	.5 Organize and manage the provision of medical care on board:
	.1 International Medical Guide for Ships or equivalent national publications;
	.2 medical section of the International Code of Signals;
	.3 Medical First Aid Guide for Use in Accidents Involving Dangerous Goods.


	4.5 Legislative Requirements
	.1 knowledge and application of Myanmar Merchant Shipping Act,  including the Code of Safe Working Practices for Merchant Seamen and the main elements of Risk Assessment;
	.2 safe manning, crew agreements, conditions of employment, official log book and the law relating to entries;
	.3 knowledge of international conventions relevant to the operation of ships, including certificates and other documents required to be carried on board ships;
	.4 knowledge of international conventions relevant to maritime safety, security and marine environment;
	.5 requirements for statutory and classification surveys;
	.6 reports required by the Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB);
	.7 putting into port with damage to ship and/or cargo, both from business and technical points of view, safeguarding of cargo;
	.8 towage and salvage agreements;
	.9 obligations with respect to pilotage;
	.10 dealing with Flag State and Port State Control;
	.11 maritime declarations of health and requirements of the international health regulations;
	.12 purpose and application of the International Safety Management (ISM) Code and ISPS Code.




	D2.2 DKO I & II Syllabus
	ANNEX (D2.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR COMBINED WRITTEN EXAMINATION OF
	DECK OFFICER CLASS I & II - CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY
	Master and Chief Mate on ships of 3,000 gross tonnage or more
	(STCW Regulation II/2)
	Sustainable development
	Understanding marine ecosystem
	global regulatory framework
	technical panorama

	SYLLABUSES FOR ORAL EXAMINATION
	DECK OFFICER CLASS II - CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY
	Chief Mate on ships of 3,000 gross tonnage or more
	(STCW Regulation II/2)
	1. NAVIGATION
	1.1 Plan and Conduct Safe Navigation
	.1 passage planning with respect to the use of navigational publications including navigational charts (including ECDIS and RCDS), sailing directions, light lists, tide tables, radio navigational warnings and ships’ routeing information;
	.2 the requirements of ship routeing and mandatory reporting systems and VTS procedures;
	.3 IALA systems of buoyage;
	.4 electronic navigational systems - limitations and sources of error, methods of correction;
	.5 radar and ARPA - practical use of, modes of operation, limitations, sources of error and parallel indexing;
	.6 specific knowledge of modern electronic navigational aids (GPS, DGPS, LORAN,GNSS, GLONASS. Galileo, AIS, LRIT, INS, IBS, VDR, SVDR, BNWAS), methods of correction and accuracy of  position fixing methods;
	.7 sources of meteorological information, ability to use and interpret information obtained from ship borne meteorological instruments, (the instruments supplied by the Meteorological Office will be taken as standard), knowledge of characteristics of...

	1.2 Establishing Safe Navigational Watch-keeping Arrangements and Procedures
	.1 a thorough knowledge of the principles of navigational watch-keeping at sea, including under pilotage, and watch-keeping at anchor and in port;
	.2 a thorough knowledge of the content, application and intent of the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea;
	.3 conduct in and near traffic separation schemes and vessel traffic service (VTS) areas;
	.4 understand the use of bridge equipment, including rate of turn indicators, course recorders, echo sounders and NAVTEX;
	.5 knowledge of steering control systems, including automatic pilot, operational procedures and change-over from manual to automatic control and vice-versa, adjustment of controls for optimum performance;
	.6 knowledge and application of the ICS Bridge Procedures Guide;
	.7 a knowledge of principles of establishing a safe engineering watch at sea, anchor and in port.

	1.3 Compasses
	.1 use, care and limitations of the magnetic and gyro compasses, and associated equipment including automatic pilot.

	1.4 Coordinate search and rescue operations
	.1 A thorough knowledge of and ability to apply the procedures contained in the International Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue (IAMSAR) Manual.

	1.5 Manoeuvre the Ship
	.1 conning the ship, effects of wind and current, effects of dead-weight, draft, trim, speed and under-keel clearance on turning circles and stopping distances; interaction and squat;
	.2 berthing and unberthing at jetties, quays, mooring buoys and single-point moorings with/without tugs, with/without tidal stream, with/without wind;
	.3 manoeuvres in restricted waters and open ocean waters;
	.4 embarking and disembarking pilots;
	.5 limitations of remote control operation of marine power plant and auxiliary machinery;
	.6 anchors: different types of anchors and their advantages and disadvantages, preparation for anchoring, anchoring in a tideway and in confined water, operation of anchoring with a single anchor and use of a second anchor, dragging anchor, clearing ...
	.7 navigation in the vicinity of ice, ice reporting and steps to be taken in the event of ice accretion;
	.8 manoeuvres to launch and recover rescue boats/survival craft.

	2. CARGO HANDLING AND STOWAGE
	2.1
	Loading and Unloading of Cargoes
	.1 use, maintenance and testing of cargo handling equipment on board the vessel concerned;
	.2 application of the contents of relevant codes and guidelines concerning the safe handling of cargoes on board the vessel concerned;
	.3 knowledge of the effect on trim and stability, of cargoes and cargo operations on board the vessel concerned;
	.4 use of stability and trim information, use of stress-calculating equipment, knowledge of loading cargoes and ballasting with respect to stability and hull stress.

	2.2 Stowage, Securing and Care of Cargoes
	.1 application of the contents of relevant regulations, codes and guidelines concerning the safe stowage, securing and carriage of cargoes.

	2.3 Assess reported defects and damage to cargo spaces hatch covers and ballast tanks and take appropriate action
	.1 knowledge of the limitations on strength of the vital constructional parts of a standard bulk carrier and ability to interpret given figures for bending moments and shear forces;
	.2 ability to explain how to avoid the detrimental effects on bulk carriers of corrosion, fatigue and inadequate cargo handling.

	2.4 Carriage of dangerous goods
	.1 International regulations, standards, codes and recommendations on the carriage of dangerous cargoes, including the lnternational Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG) Code and the International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes (IMSBC) Code;
	.2 Carriage of dangerous, hazardous and harmful cargoes; precautions during loading and unloading and care during the voyage.

	3.1
	Response to Navigational Emergencies
	.1 measures to be taken following: accidental damage including collision, grounding, flooding or major mechanical damage, including the possibility of beaching a ship; protection of the marine environment;
	.2 knowledge of the effect on trim and stability, and subsequent actions in the event of damage to and consequent flooding of a compartment;
	.3 preparations and precautions for towing and being towed;
	.4 use of the International Aeronautical and Marine Search and Rescue (IAMSAR) Manual (Volume III), distress and emergency signals; Search and Rescue (SAR) worldwide;
	.5 SAR and rescue plans for passenger ships;
	.6 knowledge of the operation of emergency steering systems.

	3.2 Response to Other Emergencies
	.1 the organisation and direction of fire-fighting and abandon ship parties;
	.2 methods of dealing with fire on board ship; prevention of fire at sea and in port;
	.3 action to be taken to prevent the spread of fire;
	.4 operation, maintenance and testing of fire fighting equipment, fire doors, dampers, screens and detection equipment;
	.5 operation, maintenance and testing of watertight doors, sidescuttles and scuppers;
	.6 launch, manage and ensure survival in survival craft, recover survival craft at sea and beach or land survival craft;
	.7 operation, maintenance and testing of lifesaving appliances;
	.8 knowledge of the contents of SOLAS training manuals;
	.9 action to be taken when disabled and in distress;
	.10 assisting a ship or aircraft in distress; rescuing the passengers and crew of a disabled ship or ditched aircraft;
	.11 safety during helicopter operations.

	3.3 Communications
	.1 correct use of distress signals and awareness of penalties for misuse;
	.2 emergency communications within the GMDSS regulations;
	.3 sources of radio medical advice.

	4. SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
	4.1
	Compliance with Pollution Prevention Requirements
	.1 measures to be taken to prevent pollution in port and at sea;
	.2 take appropriate action in response to pollution incidents on board and found at sea;
	.3 knowledge of the contents of the SOPEP manual, Garbage Management Plan and use of provided anti-pollution equipment;
	.4 practical knowledge of the requirements of MARPOL Conventions;
	.5 knowledge of responsibilities, duties, obligations and liabilities in respect of pollution.

	4.2 Seaworthiness of the Ship
	.1 preparations for sea prior to sailing with respect to watertight integrity and additional precautions to be taken before the onset of heavy weather;
	.2 practical knowledge of the particular loadline items affecting seaworthiness;
	.3 action in event of cargo shift, damage to hull or hatches, loss of cargo overboard or ingress of water into hull;
	.4 preparation for dry-docking and undocking with and without cargo/damage; general procedure and precautions to be observed;
	.5 use and care of deck machinery commonly fitted.

	4.3 Crew Management
	.1 knowledge of personnel management, organisation and training including disciplinary procedures;
	.2 application of hours of work and rest legislation.

	4.4 Maintain Safety of Ships Crew and Passengers
	.1 master’s responsibility with respect to stowaways and prevention of smuggling;
	.2 precautions to safeguard against terrorism, piracy and armed robbery;
	.3 methods of pest control - fumigation of holds and living spaces; safeguards in applying various methods.

	4.5 Legislative Requirements
	.1 knowledge of the application of Myanmar Merchant Shipping Act, including the Code of Safe Working Practices for Merchant Seamen and the main elements of Risk Assessment;
	.2 Improvement and Prohibition Notices;
	.3 safe manning, crew agreements, conditions of employment, official log book and the law relating to entries;
	.4 understanding of load line marks, entries and reports in respect of freeboard, draft and allowances;
	.5 routine inspection of living quarters and store rooms, and complaints procedure;
	.6 requirements for records including Oil Record Book;
	.7 requirements for drills and training;
	.8 the requirements of the regulations concerning fire-fighting appliances;
	.9 knowledge of the requirements of the regulations concerning life-saving appliances;
	.10 knowledge of the international conventions relevant to the operation of ships including certificates and other documents required to be carried on board ships;
	.11 requirements for statutory and classification surveys;
	.12 reports required by the Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB);
	.13 putting into port with damage to ship and/or cargo, both from business and technical points of view - safeguarding of cargo;
	.14 obligations with respect to pilotage;
	.15 towage and salvage agreements;
	.16 purpose of Flag State and Port State Control;
	.17 purpose and application of the International Safety Management (ISM) Code and ISPS Code.




	D3.2 DKO III Syllabus
	ANNEX (D3.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR WRITTEN EXAMINATION OF
	DECK OFFICER CLASS III - CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY
	Officer in Charge of a Navigational Watch on ships of
	500 gross tonnage or more
	(Under STCW Convention, Regulation II/1)
	SYLLABUSES FOR ORAL EXAMINATION OF
	DECK OFFICER CLASS III
	CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY
	(Under STCW Convention, Regulation II/1)
	1. NAVIGATION
	1.1 Plan and Conduct a Passage Including Position Determination
	.1 passage planning with respect to the use of navigational publications including navigational charts (including ECDIS and RCDS), sailing directions, light lists, tide tables, radio navigational warnings and ships’ routeing information;
	.2 the requirements of ship routeing and mandatory reporting systems;
	.3 IALA systems of buoyage;
	.4 electronic navigational systems - limitations and sources of error, methods of correction;
	.5 limitations of electronic chart systems including ECDIS and RCDS navigational chart systems;
	.6 radar and ARPA - practical use of, modes of operation, limitations, sources of error and parallel indexing;
	.7 to use an azimuth mirror for taking bearings, including the determination of compass errors;
	.8 to use a sextant, identify and correct errors;
	.9 sources of meteorological information, ability to use and interpret information obtained from ship borne meteorological instruments (the instruments supplied by the Meteorological Office will be taken as standard), knowledge of characteristics of ...

	1.2 Maintain a Safe Navigational Watch
	.1 a thorough knowledge of the principles of navigational watch-keeping at sea, including under pilotage, and watch-keeping at anchor and in port;
	.2  a thorough knowledge of the content, application and intent of the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea;
	.3 knowledge of bridge resource management principles;
	.4 radar and ARPA - practical use of, modes of operation, limitations, sources of error, plotting and parallel indexing;
	.5 understand the use of bridge equipment, including rate of turn indicators, course recorders, echo sounders and NAVTEX;
	.6 knowledge of steering control systems, including automatic pilot, operational procedures and change-over from manual to automatic control and vice-versa - adjustment of controls for optimum performance;
	.7 knowledge and application of the ICS Bridge Procedures Guide.

	1.3 Compasses
	.1 use, care and limitations of the magnetic and gyro compasses, and associated equipment, including automatic pilot.

	1.4 Manoeuvre the Ship
	.1 preparation for getting under way, duties prior to proceeding to sea, making harbour, entering a dock, berthing alongside quays, jetties, or other ships, and securing to buoys;
	.2 use and care of mooring lines and associated equipment;
	.3 helm orders, conning the ship, effects of propellers on the steering of a ship, effects of wind and current, stopping, going astern, turning short round, interaction and squat, manoeuvring in the vicinity of pilot vessels and other craft, embarkin...
	.4 action in event of failure of:- bridge control, telegraph or steering; emergency steering arrangements;
	.5 manoeuvres and procedures for the rescue of person overboard;
	.6 proper procedures for anchoring.


	2. CARGO HANDLING  AND  STOWAGE
	2.1 Loading and Unloading of Cargoes
	.1 use and care of synthetic fibre and wire ropes, ascertaining of safe-working loads;
	.2 knowledge of safe handling, stowage and securing of cargoes, including dangerous, hazardous and harmful cargoes, and their effect on the safety of life and of the ship;
	.3 knowledge and  ability to explain where to look for damage and defects most commonly encountered due to:
	.4 loading and unloading operations;
	.5 corrosion;
	.6 severe weather corrosion.
	.7 use of the hydrometer.

	3.1 Response to Navigational Emergencies
	.1 initial action following: man overboard, collision, grounding, flooding or major mechanical damage, and receipt of a distress message; initial damage assessment and control, protection of the marine environment;
	.2 precautions for the protection and safety of passengers in emergency situations;
	.3 use of the International Aeronautical and Marine Search and Rescue (IAMSAR) Manual (Volume III), distress and emergency signals; Search And Rescue worldwide.

	3.2 Response to Other Emergencies
	.1 understanding of the organisational procedures for emergency parties and drills;
	.2 knowledge of fire prevention, use and care of fire-fighting appliances, the shut-down and isolation of plant and equipment, escape and breathing apparatus, fire and safety plans;
	.3 knowledge of classes and chemistry of fire;
	.4 understanding of action to be taken in the event of fire including fires involving oil;
	.5 use and care of life-saving appliances and equipment including hand held radios, EPIRBs, SARTs, immersion suits and thermal protective aids, and rocket line throwing apparatus;
	.6 meaning of markings on survival craft and associated equipment;
	.7 correct use of distress signals and awareness of penalties for misuse;
	.8 launch and manage survival craft, recover rescue boats at sea;
	.9 precautions for the protection and safety of passengers in emergencies;
	.10 knowledge of the contents of SOLAS training manuals and maintenance logs;
	.11 basic principles of survival;
	.12 appreciation of action to be taken when emergencies arise in port;
	.13 sources of medical information available.

	3.3 Communications
	.1 use of distress and emergency signals, International Code of Signals and the IMO Standard Marine Communication Phrases;
	.2 emergency communications within the GMDSS regulations.


	4. SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
	4.1 Pollution Prevention Requirements
	.1 precautions to be taken to prevent pollution of the marine environment as required by the MARPOL conventions, including Restricted Areas and the disposal of pollutants;
	.2 basic understanding of the SOPEP manual, Garbage Management Plan and anti-pollution equipment.

	4.2 Seaworthiness of the Ship
	.1 understand fundamentals of watertight integrity, and the closing of all openings including hatch covers, access hatches and watertight doors;
	.2 preparations for heavy weather.

	4.3 Legislative Requirements
	.1 contents and use of Merchant Shipping Notices, Annual Summary and Admiralty Notices to Mariners;
	.2 knowledge and application of current Merchant Shipping Act, and the Code of Safe Working Practices for Merchant Seamen;
	.3 basic knowledge of relevant IMO conventions concerning safety of life at sea, and protection of the marine environment;
	.4 purpose and application of the International Safety Management (ISM )Code and ISPS Code;
	.5 purpose of Flag State and Port State Control;
	.6 application of leadership and team-working skills.




	D4.2 DKO IV Syllabus
	ANNEX (D4.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR COMBINED WRITTEN EXAMINATION OF
	DECK OFFICER CLASS IV & V - CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY
	Master on a seagoing ship of between 500 and 3,000 gross tonnage
	engaged on near-coastal voyages
	(STCW Regulation II/2)
	Sustainable development
	Understanding marine ecosystem
	global regulatory framework
	technical panorama


	SYLLABUSES FOR ORAL EXAMINATION
	DECK OFFICER CLASS IV- CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY
	Master on a seagoing ship of between 500 and 3,000 gross tonnage
	engaged on near-coastal voyages

	(STCW Regulation II/2)
	1. NAVIGATION
	1.1 Plan and Conduct Safe Navigation
	.1 demonstrate an ability to undertake voyage planning, taking into consideration:
	.1 restricted waters;
	.2 meteorological conditions, through the interpretation of a synoptic chart, and to forecast local area weather, the characteristics of various weather systems;
	.3 restricted visibility;
	.4 the requirements of ship routeing and mandatory reporting systems;
	.5 reporting in accordance with ship reporting systems;

	.2 limitations of electronic chart systems including ECDIS and RCDS;
	.3 port radio information services: knowledge of available services for vessels entering ports, berthing, as indicated in ALRS - VTS, Port Operations and Pilot Stations;
	.4 maritime buoyage systems - IALA region ‘A’.

	1.2 Establish & Maintain Safe Watch-keeping Arrangements and Procedures
	.1 a thorough knowledge of the principles of navigational watch-keeping at sea, including under pilotage, and watch-keeping at anchor and in port;
	.2 a thorough knowledge of the content, application and intent of the COLREGS;
	.3 knowledge of principles of establishing a safe engineering watch at sea, anchor and in port.

	1.3 Compasses
	.1 compasses commonly fitted on board the ships concerned - variation and deviation, causes and effects, sitting of other equipment with reference to magnetic compasses;
	.2 knowledge of the purpose of correctors/corrections.

	1.4 Manoeuvre the Ship and Operate Small Ship Power Plants
	.1 anchoring and working anchors and cables in all circumstances;
	.2 proper procedures for berthing and unberthing;
	.3 knowledge of factors affecting safe manoeuvring and handling;
	.4 knowledge of the operation of small ship power plants and auxiliaries.


	CARGO HANDLING AND STOWAGE
	2.1 Cargo Handling, Stowage, Securing and Care
	.1 knowledge of the regulations and recommendations affecting cargo handling, stowage, securing and carriage;
	.2 use of the IMDG Code

	3.1 Response to Navigational Emergencies
	.1 action to be taken when disabled and in distress, abandoning ship, survival procedure, use of rockets and rocket apparatus;
	.2 measures to be taken following collision, grounding, heavy weather damage and leaks including the possibility of beaching a ship;
	.3 towing and being towed;
	.4 knowledge of emergency steering systems;
	.5 knowledge of search and rescue procedures, assisting a ship or aircraft in distress, rescuing the passengers and crew of a disabled ship or ditched aircraft;
	.6 use of the International Aeronautical and Marine Search and Rescue (IAMSAR) Manual (Volume III), distress and emergency signals;
	.7 Search and Rescue (SAR) plans for passenger ships;
	.8 emergency communications within the GMDSS regulations.

	3.2 Response to Other Emergencies
	.1 methods of dealing with fire onboard ship; prevention of fire at sea and in port;
	.2 use and maintenance of fire-fighting equipment, fire dampers, doors and screens, and detection equipment;
	.3 the organisation and direction of fire-fighting drill training;
	.4 launch and manage survival craft, recover rescue boats at sea;
	.5 the organisation and direction of life-boat and life-raft drill training;
	.6 understand the fundamental actions to be taken in the event of partial loss of intact buoyancy;
	.7 precautions for the protection and safety of passengers in emergencies;
	.8 appreciation of action to be taken when emergencies arise in port;
	.9 sources of medical information available.


	4. SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
	4.1 Pollution Prevention Requirements
	.1 precautions to be taken to prevent pollution of the marine environment as required by the MARPOL Conventions, including Restricted Areas;
	.2 take appropriate action in response to pollution incidents onboard and found at sea;
	.3 knowledge of the contents of the SOPEP manual, Garbage Management Plans, and antipollution equipment;
	.4 master’s duties, obligations and liabilities, including the keeping of records.

	4.2 Seaworthiness of the Ship
	.1 precautions to be taken before the onset of heavy weather, management of small ships in heavy weather, handling a disabled ship;
	.2 understand the fundamentals of water tight integrity;
	.3 preparation for dry-docking and undocking, with and without cargo/damage – general procedure and precautions to be observed;
	.4 working knowledge of stability and trim information.

	4.3 Legislative Requirements
	.1 contents and use of Merchant Shipping Notices, Marine Guidance Notes, Marine Information Notes and the Annual Summary of Admiralty Notices to Mariners;
	.2 knowledge of the application of current Merchant Shipping Health and Safety legislation, including the Code of Safe Working Practices for Merchant Seamen, and the main elements of Risk Assessment;
	.3 knowledge of the relevant IMO conventions concerning safety of life at sea and protection of the marine environment;
	.4 crew agreements, the official log book and the law relating to entries, inspection of living quarters and storerooms, complaints procedure;
	.5 reports required by the Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB);
	.6 Load line marks - entries and reports in respect of freeboard, draft and allowances;
	.7 the requirements of the regulations concerning life-saving and fire-fighting appliances;
	.8 application of hours of work and rest legislation;
	.9 the law relating to the reporting of dangers to navigation;
	.10 a knowledge of the master’s obligations with respect to pilotage;
	.11 purpose and application of the International Safety Management (ISM) Code and of the International Ship and Port Facility Security (ISPS) Code;




	D5.2 DKO V Syllabus
	ANNEX (D5.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR COMBINED WRITTEN EXAMINATION OF
	DECK OFFICER CLASS IV & V - CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY
	Master and Chief Mate on a seagoing ship of between 500 and
	3,000 gross tonnage engaged on near-coastal voyages
	(STCW Regulation II/2)
	Sustainable development
	Understanding marine ecosystem
	global regulatory framework
	technical panorama

	SYLLABUSES FOR ORAL EXAMINATION
	DECK OFFICER CLASS V - CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY
	Chief Mate on a seagoing ship of between 500 and 3,000 gross tonnage
	engaged on near-coastal voyages
	(STCW Regulation II/2)
	1. NAVIGATION
	1.1 Plan and Conduct a Passage Including Position Determination
	.1 passage planning with respect to the use of navigational publications including navigational charts, sailing directions, light lists, tide tables, radio navigational warnings and ships’ routeing information;
	.2 the requirements of ship routeing and mandatory reporting systems;
	.3 buoyage systems - IALA region ‘A’;
	.4 radar - practical use of, modes of operation, sources of error and parallel indexing;
	.5 to use an azimuth mirror for taking bearings, including the determination of compass errors;
	.6 operational limitations of the navigational equipment commonly fitted on board.

	1.2 Maintain a Safe Navigational Watch
	.1 a thorough knowledge of the principles of navigational watch-keeping at sea, including under pilotage, and watch-keeping at anchor and in port;
	.2 a thorough knowledge of the content, application and intent of the COLREGS;
	.3 knowledge of steering control systems, including autopilot, change-over procedures from manual to automatic & vice-versa and, adjustment of controls for optimum performance;
	.4 radar - practical use of, modes of operation, sources of error, plotting and parallel indexing;
	.5 meteorology: ability to use and interpret information obtained from ship borne meteorological instruments, knowledge of the characteristics of the various weather systems, reporting procedures and recording systems, ability to apply the meteorolog...
	.6 the use of all bridge equipment commonly fitted on board the ships concerned.

	1.3 Compasses
	.1 use and limitations of compasses commonly fitted on board the ship concerned.

	1.4 Manoeuvre the Ship
	.1 preparation for getting under way, duties prior to proceeding to sea, making harbour, entering a dock, berthing alongside quays, jetties, or other ships, and securing to buoys;
	.2 helm orders, conning the ship, effects of propellers on the steering of a ship, effects of wind and current, stopping, going astern, turning short round, interaction and squat;
	.3 action in event of failure of: - bridge control, telegraph or steering; emergency steering arrangements;
	.4 onboard procedures for anchoring.


	2. CARGO HANDLING AND STOWAGE
	2.1 Loading and Unloading of Cargoes
	.1 use and care of synthetic fibre and wire ropes, ascertaining of safe-working loads;
	.2 basic knowledge of regulations and recommendations affecting cargo handling, stowage, securing and carriage, including the IMDG Code;
	.3 use of the hydrometer.

	3.1 Response to Navigational Emergencies
	.1 initial action following: man overboard, collision, grounding, flooding or major mechanical damage and receipt of a distress message; initial damage assessment and control, protection of the marine environment;
	.2 precautions for the protection and safety of passengers in emergency situations;
	.3 use of the International Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue (IAMSAR) Manual (Volume III), distress and emergency signals;
	.4 use of International Code of Signals;
	.5 emergency communications within the GMDSS regulations.

	3.2 Response to Other Emergencies
	.1 emergency organizational procedures commonly found on board the ships concerned;
	.2 knowledge of fire prevention;
	.3 knowledge of classes and chemistry of fire;
	.4 knowledge of fire-fighting systems commonly found on board the ships concerned;
	.5 understanding of action to be taken in the event of fire, including fires involving oil;
	.6 use and care of life-saving appliances and equipment including portable radios, EPIRBs, SARTs, immersion suits and thermal protective aids, and rocket line throwing apparatus;
	.7 correct use of distress signals and awareness of penalties for misuse;
	.8 operation of survival craft and rescue boats;
	.9 Knowledge of survival at sea techniques;
	.10 knowledge of contents of LSA training manuals;
	.11 ability to organize abandon ship drills;
	.12 sources of medical information available.


	4. SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
	4.1 Pollution Prevention Requirements
	.1 precautions to be taken to prevent pollution of the marine environment as required by the MARPOL Conventions, including Restricted Areas;
	.2 basic understanding of the SOPEP manual and Garbage Management Plans.

	4.2 Seaworthiness of the Ship
	.1 understand fundamentals of water tight integrity, and the closing of all openings including hatch covers, access hatches and watertight doors;
	.2 preparations for heavy-weather;
	.3 working knowledge of the use of stability and trim information on board small vessels.

	4.3 Legislative Requirements
	.1 contents and use of Merchant Shipping Notices, Marine Guidance Notes, Marine Information Notes and the Annual Summary of Admiralty Notices to Mariners;
	.2 knowledge and application of current Merchant Shipping Health and Safety legislation and the Code of Safe Working Practices for Merchant Seamen;
	.3 purpose of the International Safety Management (ISM) Code;
	.4 purpose of Flag State and Port State Control.




	D6.2 DKO III under 3000 Chief Mate Syllabus
	ANNEX (D6.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR WRITTEN ASSESSMENT & ORAL EXAMINATION OF
	DECK OFFICER CLASS III - CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY FOR
	ENDORSEMENT OF CHIEF MATE UNDER 3000GT AND
	MATER UNDER 500 GT
	(STCW Regulation II/1 & II/2)
	FUNCTION 1 – NAVIGATION
	Determine position and the accuracy of resultant position fix by any means
	Modern electronic navigational aids with specific knowledge of their operating principles, limitations, sources of error, detection of misrepresentation of information and methods of correction to obtain accurate position fixing



	Global Positioning System (GPS)
	Differential GPS (DGPS) including other satellite navigation systems
	Automatic Identification System (AIS)
	Long Range Identification and Tracking (LRIT)
	Integrated Navigation system (INS) and Integrated
	Bridge system (IBS)
	Voyage Data Recorder (VDR) and Simplified Voyage
	Data Recorder (S-VDR)
	Bridge Navigational watch alarm system (BNWAS)
	Determine and allow for compass errors
	The Parts of the Magnetic Compass and their Function
	The Principles of Gyro-Compass
	Gyro-Compass Errors and Corrections

	Forecast weather and oceanographic conditions
	Knowledge of characteristics of various weather systems, including tropical revolving storms, the avoidance of storm centres and dangerous quadrants;
	The Formation, Structure and Weather Associated with The Principal Frontal Systems
	The Formation of, and Weather Associated with, Frontal and Non-Frontal Depressions
	The Formation and Weather Characteristics of Non-Frontal Weather Systems

	Tropical Revolving Storms (TRS)
	Operate remote controls of propulsion plant and engineering systems and services
	Operating Principles of Marine Power Plants

	Steam Turbine Systems
	Gas Turbine System
	Propeller and Propeller Shaft
	Bridge Control2
	Ship’s Auxiliary Machinery
	Distillation and Fresh-water Systems
	Pumps and Pumping Systems
	Steering Gear
	Generators, Alternators and Electrical Distribution
	Refrigeration, Air-conditioning and Ventilation
	Stabilizers
	Sewage Treatment Plants
	describes the operation of a chemical sewage treatment plant
	describes the operation of a biological sewage treatment plant
	Oily-water Separators and Oil Filtering Equipment
	describes the operation of an oily-water separator (producing effluent that contains less than 100 ppm of oil)
	describes the operation of oil filtering equipment (producing effluent that contains not more than 15 ppm of oil)
	Incinerators
	describes the functioning of a waste incinerator
	Deck Machinery
	Hydraulic Systems
	General knowledge  of marine engineering terms

	defines the Admiralty coefficient (AC) as:
	defines the fuel coefficient (FC) as:
	explains that for a given period of time:
	explains that:
	Engine room watchkeeping
	FUNCTION 2 – CARGO HANDLING AND STOWAGE
	Plan and ensure safe loading, stowage, securing, care during voyage and unloading of cargoes
	Knowledge and ability to apply relevant international regulations, codes and guidelines concerning the safe handling, stowage, securing and transport of cargoes.


	Plans and Actions Conform with International Regulations
	plans passage to comply with Load line Convention correctly conforming with:
	vessel loading
	seasonal restrictions
	zones
	bunker requirements
	expected weather patterns
	plans cargo stowage and carriage in compliance with the Code of Safe Practice for cargo stowage and securing
	states that an approved cargo securing manual is required to be carried onboard all ships except those engaged solely in the carriage of bulk cargoes
	lists the information provided in the cargo securing manual
	uses data from the cargo securing manual to plan securing a range of cargo types
	lists the certificates required for inspection by port state control officers
	Effect on trim and stability of cargoes and cargo operations draught, trim and stability

	given the draughts forward, aft and amidships, calculates the draught to use with the deadweight scale, making allowance for trim, deflection and density of the water
	given a ship's hydrostatic data, the weight and the intended disposition of cargo, stores, fuel and water, calculates the draughts, allowing for trim, deflection and water density
	calculates changes of draught resulting from change in distribution of masses
	calculates changes of draught resulting from change in water density
	calculates the quantity of cargo to move between given locations to produce a required trim or maximum draught
	calculates how to divide a given mass between two given locations to produce a required trim or maximum draught after loading
	calculates the locations at which to load a given mass so as to leave the after draught unchanged
	given a ship's hydrostatic data and the disposition of cargo, fuel and water, calculates the metacentric height (GM)
	calculates the arrival GM from the conditions at departure and the consumption of fuel and water
	identifies when the ship will have the worst stability conditions during the passage
	calculates the maximum weight which can be loaded at a given height above the keel to ensure a given minimum GM
	constructs a GZ curve for a given displacement and KG and checks that the ship meets the minimum intact stability requirements
	determines the list resulting from a change in distribution of masses
	determines the expected maximum heel during the loading or discharging of a heavy lift with the ship's gear
	calculates the increased draught resulting from the heel
	Stowage and securing of cargoes on board ship, cargo-handling gear and securing and lashing equipment
	Timber Deck Cargoes


	outlines the contents of the Code of Safe Practice for Ships Carrying Timber Deck Cargoes with respect to:
	stowage of sawn timber, logs, cants and wood pulp
	fitting of uprights
	lashings and the arrangements for tightening them, including the use of a wiggle wire
	states that inspections of lashings should be entered in the log-book
	explains the dangers of heavy seas breaking aboard and how to minimize that risk
	states the action to take if cargo is lost overboard or jettisoned
	states the maximum height of cargo permitted on deck in a seasonal winter zone in winter
	explains when the worst stability conditions during a voyage are likely to occur
	describes the rolling period test for the approximate determination of a ship's stability and the limitations of the method
	explains the actions to take in the event of the ship developing an angle of loll
	Procedures for Receiving, Tallying and Delivering Cargo

	states that the ship's tally should be compared with that of the cargo interests and agreed or any differences investigated
	explains that bills of lading are drawn up from mate's receipts and the importance of endorsing mate's receipts for the condition of goods and packages
	describes the endorsement of mate's receipts for goods in dispute
	describes the endorsement of mate's receipts for cargoes where the weight and quality are not known to the ship
	describes the documentation which should accompany dangerous goods and is required before loading
	Care of Cargo During Carriage

	states which cargoes are particularly liable to damage by ship or cargo sweat and explains how to minimize the risk of sweat damage
	explains that overheating may occur in cargo stowed against engine-room bulkheads, heated double-bottom tanks and deep tanks carrying heated cargoes
	describes how to protect cargoes which must be kept from freezing
	describes the measures to take to prevent pilferage of cargo during loading, discharging and carriage
	describes the damage to cargo which can result from the use of fork-lift truck sand similar machinery in cargo spaces and methods of preventing it
	Requirements Applicable to Cargo-handling Gear

	outlines the requirements of ILO Convention 152, the Occupational Safety and Health (Dock Work) Convention, 1979, which apply to ships
	defines the terms:
	competent person
	responsible person
	authorized person
	lifting appliance
	loose gear
	states that national laws or regulations should prescribe measures to cover, amongst others:
	safe means of access to ships, holds, staging, equipment and lifting appliances
	opening and closing of hatches, protection of hatchways and work in holds
	construction, maintenance and use of lifting and other cargo- handling appliances
	rigging and use of ship's derricks
	testing, examination, inspection and certification, as appropriate, of lifting appliances, of loose gear (including chains and ropes) and of slings and other lifting devices which form an integral part of the load
	handling different types of cargo
	dangerous substances and other hazards in the working environment
	describes the requirements for guarding dangerous parts of machinery
	states that machinery includes mechanized hatch covers and lifting appliances
	states the requirements for the marking of beams and portable hatch covers
	states that only an authorized person, preferably a member of the ship's crew, should be permitted to open or close power-operated hatch covers and equipment such as doors in hull, ramps and car decks
	describes the requirements for the testing of lifting appliances and loose gear before they are used for the first time
	describes the requirements for periodic thorough examination and inspection of lifting appliances and loose gear
	explains what is meant by a thorough examination
	describes the records and certificates which should be kept in respect of tests, thorough examinations and inspections of lifting appliances and loose gear
	describes the marking of safe working loads required on lifting appliances and loose gear
	states that every ship must have a rigging plan and relevant information necessary for the safe rigging of derricks and accessory gear
	Maintenance of Cargo Gear

	states that the plan should be amended when any changes to the attached gear are made
	describes the maintenance of wire ropes used with lifting appliances
	describes the care of fiber guy ropes
	describes the maintenance of cargo blocks
	states that loose gear should be checked to see that there is no distortion to such items as chain links or shackles
	states that all gear should be checked to ensure that the safe working load and, where appropriate, identification marks are readable
	describes the precautions to be taken when working aloft for the overhaul of cargo gear
	Maintenance of Hatch Covers

	states that track ways should be cleaned of loose material before closing hatches
	states that the tension of draw chains should be adjusted as required
	states that wheels, gears, racks and pinions and other moving parts should be kept lubricated
	states that side cleats and cross-joint wedge mechanisms should be kept greased
	explains that hydraulic systems should be checked for leakage, especially in 'tween-decks where leaked fluid may damage cargo
	states that drainage channels should be cleaned out and drainage holes checked on weather-deck hatches
	describes how to check that compression bars are making complete contact with sealing gaskets
	Loading and unloading operations, with special regard to the transport of cargoes identified in the code of safe practice for cargo stowage and securing
	Loading, Stowage and Discharge of Heavy Weights


	explains how a load should be spread over an area of deck or tank top by the use of Dunn age to avoid heavy point loading between beams and floors
	states that special supports or cradles will need to be built for awkwardly shaped lifts
	explains the use of shoring in a tween-deck to spread the load over a larger part of the ship's structure
	states that the ship's stability should be checked to ensure that the resulting list will be acceptable
	states that the weight of the lifting gear should be included in the weight of the lift, both for stability calculations and during consideration of safe working loads
	explains why double-bottom tanks should be full or empty and the ship upright before starting to load or to discharge
	describes the rigging of a heavy-lift derrick
	states that additional stays may need setting up to a mast or kingpost
	states that all shrouds should be checked and set up to carry an equal load
	states that the derrick and all attachments should be thoroughly inspected before use
	states that winches should be put in double gear, where appropriate
	states that the derrick should be slewed to its full out-reach and back to ensure that the heel fitting is free and that guy leads are clear before lifting the load
	describes the arrangement and rigging of a Stülken derrick
	describes the use of two derrick cranes in tandem and methods of ensuring that the load is equalized between them
	states that only experienced winch drivers should be allowed to handle heavy lifts
	states that all movements should be controlled and steady, avoiding rapid stops and starts
	explains how slewing guys attached to the lower cargo block produce lower stresses than guys at the derrick head
	states that the guys should not be allowed to become slack
	states that steadying lines should be attached to the load when possible
	states that lifting should be stopped as soon as the weight is taken, to check the slinging arrangements and the derrick gear under load
	describes methods of securing heavy lifts in the hold or on deck
	Care of Cargo During Carriage

	outlines the content of the Code of Safe Practice for Cargo Stowage and Securing
	describes how to stow and secure containers on deck on vessels which are not specially designed and fitted for the purpose of carrying containers
	describes the stowage and securing of containers and other cargo units in ships other than cellular container ships
	describes the contents of the cargo-securing manual and its use
	lists the elements to be considered by the master when accepting cargo units or vehicles for shipment
	states that cargo spaces should be regularly inspected to ensure that the cargo, cargo units and vehicles remain safely secured throughout the voyage
	describes the stowage and securing of road vehicles on ro-ro ships
	describes recommended methods for the safe stowage and securing of:
	portable tanks
	portable receptacles
	wheel-based (rolling) cargoes
	coiled sheet steel
	heavy metal products
	anchor chains
	metal scrap in bulk
	flexible intermediate bulk containers
	unit loads
	summarizes the guidelines for the under-deck stowage of logs
	describes actions which may be taken in heavy weather to reduce stresses on securing arrangements induced by excessive accelerations
	describes actions which may be taken once cargo has shifted
	Methods and Safeguards When Fumigating Holds
	General knowledge of tankers and tanker operations
	Terms and definitions
	Contents and Application of the International Safety Guide for Oil Tankers and Terminals (ISGOTT)
	Oil Tanker Operations and Related Pollution-prevention Regulations
	Chemical Tankers


	states that the IMO Conventions covering the carriage of chemicals in bulk are:
	the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS),1974, as amended, Chapter VII
	the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973, as modified by the 1978 Protocol (MARPOL 73/78), as amended, Annex II
	states that the most important Codes and standards covering the transport of liquid chemicals are:
	the Bulk Chemical Codes
	Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk (BCH Code)
	International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk (IBC) Code
	Standards for Procedures and Arrangements for the discharge of Noxious Liquid Substances (P and A Standards)
	states that safety hazards may be one or more of the following:
	fire hazard in excess of that of petroleum products
	toxicity
	corrosively
	reactivity with water, air or other chemicals or self-reaction(polymerization, decomposition)
	Tank Cleaning and Control of Pollution in Chemical Tankers
	Gas Tankers

	states that Chapter VII of the IMO International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), 1974, as amended, makes the provisions of the International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Liquefied Gases in Bulk (IGC Code)...
	states that a liquefied gas is the liquid form of a substance that at normal atmospheric temperatures and pressures would be a gas
	states that liquefied gas products transported by gas tankers are listed in Chapter 19 of the IGC Code
	states that some of those substances are also covered by the IBC Code
	divides gas cargoes into four groups as:
	liquefied natural gas (LNG)
	liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)
	liquefied ethylene gas (LEG)
	chemical gases
	Cargo Operations in Gas Tankers
	Knowledge   of   the   operational   and   design limitations of bulk carriers

	Operational and design limitations of Bulk carriers
	Limitations on strength of the vital constructional parts of a standard bulk carrier and interpret given figures for bending moments and shear
	Methods to avoid the detrimental effects on bulk carriers of corrosion, fatigue and inadequate cargo handling
	International regulations, standards, codes including the international maritime dangerous goods (IMDG) code and the international maritime solid bulk cargoes (IMSBC) code and recommendations on carriage of dangerous cargoes
	Carriage of dangerous, hazardous and harmful cargoes; precautions during loading and unloading and care during the voyage

	lists the 9 classes of dangerous goods in the IMDG code, which are:
	class 1 explosives
	class 2 gases
	class 3 flammable liquids
	class 4 flammable solids
	class 5 oxidizing substances and organicperoxides
	class 6 toxic and infectious substances
	class 7 radioactive material
	class 8 corrosive substances
	class 9 miscellaneous dangerous substances and articles
	states that the 9 hazard classes have been established internationally by a United Nations (UN) committee to ensure that all modes of transport (road, rail, air and sea) classify dangerous goods in the same way
	states why damaged or leaking packages should not be accepted until they have been checked and repaired anddeclared to be in satisfactory condition for carriage
	describes the contents of the shipper’s declaration of dangerous goods
	states that by testing the dangerous goods according to UN test procedures, a shipper is able to classify dangerous goods according to the 9 hazard classes
	explains that the hazard presented by each class is identified by an internationally accepted hazard warning label (diamond)
	states that this hazard warning label appears on the outer packaging of the dangerous goods when they are being transported as a warning to all those working within the transport chain or coming into contact with them
	states that these hazard warning labels are pictured inside the front cover of Volume 1 of the IMDG Code
	states that the dangerous goods, within each of the 9 hazard classes, are uniquely identified by two pieces of information:
	a four-digit number known as the UN number which is preceded by the letters UN
	the corresponding proper shipping name (PSN)
	for example, kerosene is identified in the IMDG Code by its UN number UN 1223 and the PSN Kerosene
	Solid Bulk Cargoes

	International Code for the Safe Carriage of Grain in Bulk (International Grain Code)
	FUNCTION : 3 - CONTROLLING THE OPERATION OF SHIP AND CARE FOR PERSONS ON BOARD
	Control trim, stability and stress
	Fundamental principles of ship construction, trim and stability



	Shipbuilding Materials
	Welding
	Watertight and Weather tight doors
	Corrosion and its Prevention
	Surveys and Dry-docking
	Stability at Moderate and Large Angles of Heel
	Dynamical Stability
	Intact Stability Requirements for the Carriage of Grain
	Rolling of Ships
	Dry-docking and Grounding
	Shear Force, Bending Moments and Torsional Stress
	Effect on trim and stability in the event of damage and flooding


	states that free surface moments for any compartment that is flooded by salt water can be approximated by
	states that virtual loss of GM = Umoment
	Effect of Flooding on Trim

	calculates the movement of the center of flotation (CF), given:
	Movement of CF = moment of lost area about original CF / intact waterplane area
	explains how the reduction in intact waterplane reduces the MCT 1cm
	calculates the reduction of BML, given the following corrections:
	second   moment of  lost  area   about   its   centroids/ displaced volume;
	states that the trimming moment is calculated from: trimming moment = lost buoyancy x distance from new CF
	Theories Affecting Trim and Stability
	Knowledge of IMO recommendations concerning ship stabilityResponsibilities under the International Conventions and Codes

	states minimum stability requirements required by Load   R Line Rules 1966
	demonstrates correct use of IMO Grain Regulations
	explains how grain heeling moment information is used
	describes the requirements for passenger ship stability after damage
	explains how the effects of steady and gusting winds are determined
	states the minimum IMO stability requirements with respect to wind heeling under current regulations
	Effect of heavy weather on the ship’s structure;

	describes the provisions of additional structural strength to with stand pounding
	describes and illustrates the structural arrangements forward to withstand panting
	Effect upon ship behavior of lists, stiff and tender stability conditions, large angles of heel and associated righting precautions: the effect upon different cargoes;
	Initial Stability
	Angle of Loll

	The importance of free surface effects and the identification and correction of an angle of loll;

	Effect of Slack Tanks
	Monitor and control compliance with legislative requirements and measures to ensure safety of life at sea and the protection of the marine environment
	International maritime law embodied in international agreements and conventions
	Certificates and Other Documents Required to be Carried on Board Ships by International Conventions


	lists the following certificates and other documents required to be carried on-board ships by international conventions and states their periods of validity:
	Damage control plans and booklets
	Fire safety training manual
	Fire Control plan / booklet
	On board training and drills record
	Fire safety operational booklet
	Certificates for masters, officers or ratings
	International Oil Pollution Prevention Certificate
	Oil Record Book
	Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plan
	International  Sewage Pollution Prevention Certificate
	Garbage Management Plan
	Garbage Record Book
	Voyage  data recorder system-certificate of compliance
	Cargo Securing Manual
	Document of Compliance
	Safety Management Certificate
	International Ship Security Certificate (ISSC) or Interim International Ship Security Certificate
	Ship Security Plan and associated records
	Continuous Synopsis Record (CSR)
	Section 2 - In addition to the certificates listed in section 1 above, passenger ships shall carry:
	Section 3 - In addition to the certificates listed in section 1 above, cargo ships shall carry:

	Dedicated Clean Ballast Tank Operation Manual
	Crude Oil Washing Operation and Equipment Manual (COW Manual)
	Section 4 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1 and 3 above, where appropriate, any ship carrying noxious liquid chemical substances in bulk shall carry:

	Cargo record book
	Section 5 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1 and 3 above, where applicable, any chemical tanker shall carry:
	Section 6 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1 and 3 above, where applicable, any gas carrier shall carry:

	Certificate of Fitness for the Carriage of LiquefiedGases in Bulkto be issued after an initial or periodical survey to a gas carrier which complies with the relevant requirements of the Code. (GC Code, section 1.6)
	Section 7 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1, and 2 or 3 above, where applicable, any high-speed craft shall carry:
	Section 8 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1, and 2 or 3 above, where applicable, any ship carrying dangerous goods shall carry:
	Section 9 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1, and 2 or 3 above, where applicable, any ship carrying dangerous goods in packaged form shall carry:
	Section 10 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1, and 2 or 3 above, where applicable, any ship carrying INF cargo shall carry:
	Section 11 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1, and 2 or 3 above, where applicable, any Nuclear Ship shall carry:
	Responsibilities under the Relevant Requirements ofthe International Convention on Load Lines, 1966, as amended
	Knowledge and application of Myanmar Merchant Shipping Act, including the Code of Safe Working Practices for Merchant Seamen and the main elements of Risk Assessment;

	Merchant Shipping Acts
	Requirements for statutory and classification surveys;

	Surveys and certificates
	Dealing with Flag State and Port State Control;
	Purpose and application of the International Safety Management (ISM) Code and ISPS Code.

	Flooding of Compartments

	D7.2 DKO III under 500 Master Syllabus
	ANNEX (D7.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR WRITTEN ASSESSMENT & ORAL EXAMINATION OF
	DECK OFFICER CLASS III - CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY FOR
	ENDORSEMENT OF CHIEF MATE UNDER 3000GT AND
	MATER UNDER 500 GT
	(STCW Regulation II/1 & II/2)
	FUNCTION 1 – NAVIGATION
	Determine position and the accuracy of resultant position fix by any means
	Modern electronic navigational aids with specific knowledge of their operating principles, limitations, sources of error, detection of misrepresentation of information and methods of correction to obtain accurate position fixing



	Global Positioning System (GPS)
	Differential GPS (DGPS) including other satellite navigation systems
	Automatic Identification System (AIS)
	Long Range Identification and Tracking (LRIT)
	Integrated Navigation system (INS) and Integrated
	Bridge system (IBS)
	Voyage Data Recorder (VDR) and Simplified Voyage
	Data Recorder (S-VDR)
	Bridge Navigational watch alarm system (BNWAS)
	Determine and allow for compass errors
	The Parts of the Magnetic Compass and their Function
	The Principles of Gyro-Compass
	Gyro-Compass Errors and Corrections

	Forecast weather and oceanographic conditions
	Knowledge of characteristics of various weather systems, including tropical revolving storms, the avoidance of storm centres and dangerous quadrants;
	The Formation, Structure and Weather Associated with The Principal Frontal Systems
	The Formation of, and Weather Associated with, Frontal and Non-Frontal Depressions
	The Formation and Weather Characteristics of Non-Frontal Weather Systems

	Tropical Revolving Storms (TRS)
	Operate remote controls of propulsion plant and engineering systems and services
	Operating Principles of Marine Power Plants

	Steam Turbine Systems
	Gas Turbine System
	Propeller and Propeller Shaft
	Bridge Control2
	Ship’s Auxiliary Machinery
	Distillation and Fresh-water Systems
	Pumps and Pumping Systems
	Steering Gear
	Generators, Alternators and Electrical Distribution
	Refrigeration, Air-conditioning and Ventilation
	Stabilizers
	Sewage Treatment Plants
	describes the operation of a chemical sewage treatment plant
	describes the operation of a biological sewage treatment plant
	Oily-water Separators and Oil Filtering Equipment
	describes the operation of an oily-water separator (producing effluent that contains less than 100 ppm of oil)
	describes the operation of oil filtering equipment (producing effluent that contains not more than 15 ppm of oil)
	Incinerators
	describes the functioning of a waste incinerator
	Deck Machinery
	Hydraulic Systems
	General knowledge  of marine engineering terms

	defines the Admiralty coefficient (AC) as:
	defines the fuel coefficient (FC) as:
	explains that for a given period of time:
	explains that:
	Engine room watchkeeping
	FUNCTION 2 – CARGO HANDLING AND STOWAGE
	Plan and ensure safe loading, stowage, securing, care during voyage and unloading of cargoes
	Knowledge and ability to apply relevant international regulations, codes and guidelines concerning the safe handling, stowage, securing and transport of cargoes.


	Plans and Actions Conform with International Regulations
	plans passage to comply with Load line Convention correctly conforming with:
	vessel loading
	seasonal restrictions
	zones
	bunker requirements
	expected weather patterns
	plans cargo stowage and carriage in compliance with the Code of Safe Practice for cargo stowage and securing
	states that an approved cargo securing manual is required to be carried onboard all ships except those engaged solely in the carriage of bulk cargoes
	lists the information provided in the cargo securing manual
	uses data from the cargo securing manual to plan securing a range of cargo types
	lists the certificates required for inspection by port state control officers
	Effect on trim and stability of cargoes and cargo operations draught, trim and stability

	given the draughts forward, aft and amidships, calculates the draught to use with the deadweight scale, making allowance for trim, deflection and density of the water
	given a ship's hydrostatic data, the weight and the intended disposition of cargo, stores, fuel and water, calculates the draughts, allowing for trim, deflection and water density
	calculates changes of draught resulting from change in distribution of masses
	calculates changes of draught resulting from change in water density
	calculates the quantity of cargo to move between given locations to produce a required trim or maximum draught
	calculates how to divide a given mass between two given locations to produce a required trim or maximum draught after loading
	calculates the locations at which to load a given mass so as to leave the after draught unchanged
	given a ship's hydrostatic data and the disposition of cargo, fuel and water, calculates the metacentric height (GM)
	calculates the arrival GM from the conditions at departure and the consumption of fuel and water
	identifies when the ship will have the worst stability conditions during the passage
	calculates the maximum weight which can be loaded at a given height above the keel to ensure a given minimum GM
	constructs a GZ curve for a given displacement and KG and checks that the ship meets the minimum intact stability requirements
	determines the list resulting from a change in distribution of masses
	determines the expected maximum heel during the loading or discharging of a heavy lift with the ship's gear
	calculates the increased draught resulting from the heel
	Stowage and securing of cargoes on board ship, cargo-handling gear and securing and lashing equipment
	Timber Deck Cargoes


	outlines the contents of the Code of Safe Practice for Ships Carrying Timber Deck Cargoes with respect to:
	stowage of sawn timber, logs, cants and wood pulp
	fitting of uprights
	lashings and the arrangements for tightening them, including the use of a wiggle wire
	states that inspections of lashings should be entered in the log-book
	explains the dangers of heavy seas breaking aboard and how to minimize that risk
	states the action to take if cargo is lost overboard or jettisoned
	states the maximum height of cargo permitted on deck in a seasonal winter zone in winter
	explains when the worst stability conditions during a voyage are likely to occur
	describes the rolling period test for the approximate determination of a ship's stability and the limitations of the method
	explains the actions to take in the event of the ship developing an angle of loll
	Procedures for Receiving, Tallying and Delivering Cargo

	states that the ship's tally should be compared with that of the cargo interests and agreed or any differences investigated
	explains that bills of lading are drawn up from mate's receipts and the importance of endorsing mate's receipts for the condition of goods and packages
	describes the endorsement of mate's receipts for goods in dispute
	describes the endorsement of mate's receipts for cargoes where the weight and quality are not known to the ship
	describes the documentation which should accompany dangerous goods and is required before loading
	Care of Cargo During Carriage

	states which cargoes are particularly liable to damage by ship or cargo sweat and explains how to minimize the risk of sweat damage
	explains that overheating may occur in cargo stowed against engine-room bulkheads, heated double-bottom tanks and deep tanks carrying heated cargoes
	describes how to protect cargoes which must be kept from freezing
	describes the measures to take to prevent pilferage of cargo during loading, discharging and carriage
	describes the damage to cargo which can result from the use of fork-lift truck sand similar machinery in cargo spaces and methods of preventing it
	Requirements Applicable to Cargo-handling Gear

	outlines the requirements of ILO Convention 152, the Occupational Safety and Health (Dock Work) Convention, 1979, which apply to ships
	defines the terms:
	competent person
	responsible person
	authorized person
	lifting appliance
	loose gear
	states that national laws or regulations should prescribe measures to cover, amongst others:
	safe means of access to ships, holds, staging, equipment and lifting appliances
	opening and closing of hatches, protection of hatchways and work in holds
	construction, maintenance and use of lifting and other cargo- handling appliances
	rigging and use of ship's derricks
	testing, examination, inspection and certification, as appropriate, of lifting appliances, of loose gear (including chains and ropes) and of slings and other lifting devices which form an integral part of the load
	handling different types of cargo
	dangerous substances and other hazards in the working environment
	describes the requirements for guarding dangerous parts of machinery
	states that machinery includes mechanized hatch covers and lifting appliances
	states the requirements for the marking of beams and portable hatch covers
	states that only an authorized person, preferably a member of the ship's crew, should be permitted to open or close power-operated hatch covers and equipment such as doors in hull, ramps and car decks
	describes the requirements for the testing of lifting appliances and loose gear before they are used for the first time
	describes the requirements for periodic thorough examination and inspection of lifting appliances and loose gear
	explains what is meant by a thorough examination
	describes the records and certificates which should be kept in respect of tests, thorough examinations and inspections of lifting appliances and loose gear
	describes the marking of safe working loads required on lifting appliances and loose gear
	states that every ship must have a rigging plan and relevant information necessary for the safe rigging of derricks and accessory gear
	Maintenance of Cargo Gear

	states that the plan should be amended when any changes to the attached gear are made
	describes the maintenance of wire ropes used with lifting appliances
	describes the care of fiber guy ropes
	describes the maintenance of cargo blocks
	states that loose gear should be checked to see that there is no distortion to such items as chain links or shackles
	states that all gear should be checked to ensure that the safe working load and, where appropriate, identification marks are readable
	describes the precautions to be taken when working aloft for the overhaul of cargo gear
	Maintenance of Hatch Covers

	states that track ways should be cleaned of loose material before closing hatches
	states that the tension of draw chains should be adjusted as required
	states that wheels, gears, racks and pinions and other moving parts should be kept lubricated
	states that side cleats and cross-joint wedge mechanisms should be kept greased
	explains that hydraulic systems should be checked for leakage, especially in 'tween-decks where leaked fluid may damage cargo
	states that drainage channels should be cleaned out and drainage holes checked on weather-deck hatches
	describes how to check that compression bars are making complete contact with sealing gaskets
	Loading and unloading operations, with special regard to the transport of cargoes identified in the code of safe practice for cargo stowage and securing
	Loading, Stowage and Discharge of Heavy Weights


	explains how a load should be spread over an area of deck or tank top by the use of Dunn age to avoid heavy point loading between beams and floors
	states that special supports or cradles will need to be built for awkwardly shaped lifts
	explains the use of shoring in a tween-deck to spread the load over a larger part of the ship's structure
	states that the ship's stability should be checked to ensure that the resulting list will be acceptable
	states that the weight of the lifting gear should be included in the weight of the lift, both for stability calculations and during consideration of safe working loads
	explains why double-bottom tanks should be full or empty and the ship upright before starting to load or to discharge
	describes the rigging of a heavy-lift derrick
	states that additional stays may need setting up to a mast or kingpost
	states that all shrouds should be checked and set up to carry an equal load
	states that the derrick and all attachments should be thoroughly inspected before use
	states that winches should be put in double gear, where appropriate
	states that the derrick should be slewed to its full out-reach and back to ensure that the heel fitting is free and that guy leads are clear before lifting the load
	describes the arrangement and rigging of a Stülken derrick
	describes the use of two derrick cranes in tandem and methods of ensuring that the load is equalized between them
	states that only experienced winch drivers should be allowed to handle heavy lifts
	states that all movements should be controlled and steady, avoiding rapid stops and starts
	explains how slewing guys attached to the lower cargo block produce lower stresses than guys at the derrick head
	states that the guys should not be allowed to become slack
	states that steadying lines should be attached to the load when possible
	states that lifting should be stopped as soon as the weight is taken, to check the slinging arrangements and the derrick gear under load
	describes methods of securing heavy lifts in the hold or on deck
	Care of Cargo During Carriage

	outlines the content of the Code of Safe Practice for Cargo Stowage and Securing
	describes how to stow and secure containers on deck on vessels which are not specially designed and fitted for the purpose of carrying containers
	describes the stowage and securing of containers and other cargo units in ships other than cellular container ships
	describes the contents of the cargo-securing manual and its use
	lists the elements to be considered by the master when accepting cargo units or vehicles for shipment
	states that cargo spaces should be regularly inspected to ensure that the cargo, cargo units and vehicles remain safely secured throughout the voyage
	describes the stowage and securing of road vehicles on ro-ro ships
	describes recommended methods for the safe stowage and securing of:
	portable tanks
	portable receptacles
	wheel-based (rolling) cargoes
	coiled sheet steel
	heavy metal products
	anchor chains
	metal scrap in bulk
	flexible intermediate bulk containers
	unit loads
	summarizes the guidelines for the under-deck stowage of logs
	describes actions which may be taken in heavy weather to reduce stresses on securing arrangements induced by excessive accelerations
	describes actions which may be taken once cargo has shifted
	Methods and Safeguards When Fumigating Holds
	General knowledge of tankers and tanker operations
	Terms and definitions
	Contents and Application of the International Safety Guide for Oil Tankers and Terminals (ISGOTT)
	Oil Tanker Operations and Related Pollution-prevention Regulations
	Chemical Tankers


	states that the IMO Conventions covering the carriage of chemicals in bulk are:
	the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS),1974, as amended, Chapter VII
	the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973, as modified by the 1978 Protocol (MARPOL 73/78), as amended, Annex II
	states that the most important Codes and standards covering the transport of liquid chemicals are:
	the Bulk Chemical Codes
	Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk (BCH Code)
	International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk (IBC) Code
	Standards for Procedures and Arrangements for the discharge of Noxious Liquid Substances (P and A Standards)
	states that safety hazards may be one or more of the following:
	fire hazard in excess of that of petroleum products
	toxicity
	corrosively
	reactivity with water, air or other chemicals or self-reaction(polymerization, decomposition)
	Tank Cleaning and Control of Pollution in Chemical Tankers
	Gas Tankers

	states that Chapter VII of the IMO International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), 1974, as amended, makes the provisions of the International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Liquefied Gases in Bulk (IGC Code)...
	states that a liquefied gas is the liquid form of a substance that at normal atmospheric temperatures and pressures would be a gas
	states that liquefied gas products transported by gas tankers are listed in Chapter 19 of the IGC Code
	states that some of those substances are also covered by the IBC Code
	divides gas cargoes into four groups as:
	liquefied natural gas (LNG)
	liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)
	liquefied ethylene gas (LEG)
	chemical gases
	Cargo Operations in Gas Tankers
	Knowledge   of   the   operational   and   design limitations of bulk carriers

	Operational and design limitations of Bulk carriers
	Limitations on strength of the vital constructional parts of a standard bulk carrier and interpret given figures for bending moments and shear
	Methods to avoid the detrimental effects on bulk carriers of corrosion, fatigue and inadequate cargo handling
	International regulations, standards, codes including the international maritime dangerous goods (IMDG) code and the international maritime solid bulk cargoes (IMSBC) code and recommendations on carriage of dangerous cargoes
	Carriage of dangerous, hazardous and harmful cargoes; precautions during loading and unloading and care during the voyage

	lists the 9 classes of dangerous goods in the IMDG code, which are:
	class 1 explosives
	class 2 gases
	class 3 flammable liquids
	class 4 flammable solids
	class 5 oxidizing substances and organicperoxides
	class 6 toxic and infectious substances
	class 7 radioactive material
	class 8 corrosive substances
	class 9 miscellaneous dangerous substances and articles
	states that the 9 hazard classes have been established internationally by a United Nations (UN) committee to ensure that all modes of transport (road, rail, air and sea) classify dangerous goods in the same way
	states why damaged or leaking packages should not be accepted until they have been checked and repaired anddeclared to be in satisfactory condition for carriage
	describes the contents of the shipper’s declaration of dangerous goods
	states that by testing the dangerous goods according to UN test procedures, a shipper is able to classify dangerous goods according to the 9 hazard classes
	explains that the hazard presented by each class is identified by an internationally accepted hazard warning label (diamond)
	states that this hazard warning label appears on the outer packaging of the dangerous goods when they are being transported as a warning to all those working within the transport chain or coming into contact with them
	states that these hazard warning labels are pictured inside the front cover of Volume 1 of the IMDG Code
	states that the dangerous goods, within each of the 9 hazard classes, are uniquely identified by two pieces of information:
	a four-digit number known as the UN number which is preceded by the letters UN
	the corresponding proper shipping name (PSN)
	for example, kerosene is identified in the IMDG Code by its UN number UN 1223 and the PSN Kerosene
	Solid Bulk Cargoes

	International Code for the Safe Carriage of Grain in Bulk (International Grain Code)
	FUNCTION : 3 - CONTROLLING THE OPERATION OF SHIP AND CARE FOR PERSONS ON BOARD
	Control trim, stability and stress
	Fundamental principles of ship construction, trim and stability



	Shipbuilding Materials
	Welding
	Watertight and Weather tight doors
	Corrosion and its Prevention
	Surveys and Dry-docking
	Stability at Moderate and Large Angles of Heel
	Dynamical Stability
	Intact Stability Requirements for the Carriage of Grain
	Rolling of Ships
	Dry-docking and Grounding
	Shear Force, Bending Moments and Torsional Stress
	Effect on trim and stability in the event of damage and flooding


	states that free surface moments for any compartment that is flooded by salt water can be approximated by
	states that virtual loss of GM = Umoment
	Effect of Flooding on Trim

	calculates the movement of the center of flotation (CF), given:
	Movement of CF = moment of lost area about original CF / intact waterplane area
	explains how the reduction in intact waterplane reduces the MCT 1cm
	calculates the reduction of BML, given the following corrections:
	second   moment of  lost  area   about   its   centroids/ displaced volume;
	states that the trimming moment is calculated from: trimming moment = lost buoyancy x distance from new CF
	Theories Affecting Trim and Stability
	Knowledge of IMO recommendations concerning ship stabilityResponsibilities under the International Conventions and Codes

	states minimum stability requirements required by Load   R Line Rules 1966
	demonstrates correct use of IMO Grain Regulations
	explains how grain heeling moment information is used
	describes the requirements for passenger ship stability after damage
	explains how the effects of steady and gusting winds are determined
	states the minimum IMO stability requirements with respect to wind heeling under current regulations
	Effect of heavy weather on the ship’s structure;

	describes the provisions of additional structural strength to with stand pounding
	describes and illustrates the structural arrangements forward to withstand panting
	Effect upon ship behavior of lists, stiff and tender stability conditions, large angles of heel and associated righting precautions: the effect upon different cargoes;
	Initial Stability
	Angle of Loll

	The importance of free surface effects and the identification and correction of an angle of loll;

	Effect of Slack Tanks
	Monitor and control compliance with legislative requirements and measures to ensure safety of life at sea and the protection of the marine environment
	International maritime law embodied in international agreements and conventions
	Certificates and Other Documents Required to be Carried on Board Ships by International Conventions


	lists the following certificates and other documents required to be carried on-board ships by international conventions and states their periods of validity:
	Damage control plans and booklets
	Fire safety training manual
	Fire Control plan / booklet
	On board training and drills record
	Fire safety operational booklet
	Certificates for masters, officers or ratings
	International Oil Pollution Prevention Certificate
	Oil Record Book
	Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plan
	International  Sewage Pollution Prevention Certificate
	Garbage Management Plan
	Garbage Record Book
	Voyage  data recorder system-certificate of compliance
	Cargo Securing Manual
	Document of Compliance
	Safety Management Certificate
	International Ship Security Certificate (ISSC) or Interim International Ship Security Certificate
	Ship Security Plan and associated records
	Continuous Synopsis Record (CSR)
	Section 2 - In addition to the certificates listed in section 1 above, passenger ships shall carry:
	Section 3 - In addition to the certificates listed in section 1 above, cargo ships shall carry:

	Dedicated Clean Ballast Tank Operation Manual
	Crude Oil Washing Operation and Equipment Manual (COW Manual)
	Section 4 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1 and 3 above, where appropriate, any ship carrying noxious liquid chemical substances in bulk shall carry:

	Cargo record book
	Section 5 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1 and 3 above, where applicable, any chemical tanker shall carry:
	Section 6 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1 and 3 above, where applicable, any gas carrier shall carry:

	Certificate of Fitness for the Carriage of LiquefiedGases in Bulkto be issued after an initial or periodical survey to a gas carrier which complies with the relevant requirements of the Code. (GC Code, section 1.6)
	Section 7 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1, and 2 or 3 above, where applicable, any high-speed craft shall carry:
	Section 8 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1, and 2 or 3 above, where applicable, any ship carrying dangerous goods shall carry:
	Section 9 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1, and 2 or 3 above, where applicable, any ship carrying dangerous goods in packaged form shall carry:
	Section 10 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1, and 2 or 3 above, where applicable, any ship carrying INF cargo shall carry:
	Section 11 - In addition to the certificates listed in sections 1, and 2 or 3 above, where applicable, any Nuclear Ship shall carry:
	Responsibilities under the Relevant Requirements ofthe International Convention on Load Lines, 1966, as amended
	Knowledge and application of Myanmar Merchant Shipping Act, including the Code of Safe Working Practices for Merchant Seamen and the main elements of Risk Assessment;

	Merchant Shipping Acts
	Requirements for statutory and classification surveys;

	Surveys and certificates
	Dealing with Flag State and Port State Control;
	Purpose and application of the International Safety Management (ISM) Code and ISPS Code.

	Flooding of Compartments

	D8.2 GOC Syllabus
	ANNEX (D8.2)
	SYLLABUS OF WRITTEN AND ORAL EXAMINATIONS FOR
	GMDSS RADIO OPERATOR – CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY
	GENERAL OPERATOR’S CERTIFICATE
	(STCW Regulation IV/2)



	2.1 Cover MEO Syllabus
	2.2 MEO Syllabus
	E1.2 MEO I Syllabus
	ANNEX (E1.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR WRITTEN EXAMINATION OF
	Marine Engineer Officer Class I - Certificate of Competency
	(Chief Engineer Officer on a seagoing ships powered by main propulsion machinery of 3,000 kW propulsion power or more)
	(STCW Regulation III/2)
	The syllabus for the Oral Examination shall cover the following functions;
	Function 1. Marine engineering at the management level
	Function 2. Electrical, electronic and control engineering at the management level
	Function 3. Maintenance and repair at the management level
	Function 4. Controlling the operation of ship and care for persons on board at the management level.
	General outlines for Oral Syllabus


	SYLLABUS FOR ORAL EXAMINATION OF
	MARINE ENGINEER OFFICER CLASS I
	CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY
	1.  Boilers
	2.  Diesel Propulsion
	3. Steam Propulsion
	4. Water Treatment
	5. Feed Systems
	6.  Steering Gear & Rudders
	7. Air Compressors
	8. Fire
	9. Pumping Systems
	10.  Refrigeration Systems
	11.   Materials
	12. Propellers & Thrusters
	13.  Dry Docking
	14.  Tanks
	15. Stability
	16. Electricity
	17. Deck Machinery
	18. Automation & Control
	19. Machinery Records
	20. Maritime Law
	21. Management


	E2.2 MEO II Syllabus
	ANNEX (E2.2)
	System of Maritime Education & Training, Examination and Certification for
	Marine Engineer Officer Class II - Certificate of Competency
	(Second Engineer Officer on a seagoing ship powered by main propulsion machinery of 3,000 kW propulsion power or more)
	(STCW Regulation III/2)
	The syllabus for the oral examination shall cover the following functions;
	Function 1. Marine engineering at the management level
	Function 2. Electrical, electronic and control engineering at the management level
	Function 3. Maintenance and repair at the management level
	Function 4. Controlling the operation of ship and care for persons on board at the management level.
	General outlines for Oral Syllabus


	SYLLABUS FOR ORAL EXAMINATION OF
	MARINE ENGINEER OFFICER CLASS II
	CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY
	1. Boilers
	2. Diesel Propulsion
	3. Steam Propulsion
	4. Water Treatment
	5. Feed Systems
	6. Steering Gear & Rudders
	7. Air Compressors
	8. Fire
	9. Pumping Systems
	10. Refrigeration Systems
	11. Materials
	12. Propellers & Thrusters
	13. Dry Docking
	14. Tanks
	15. Stability
	16. Electricity
	17. Deck Machinery
	18. Automation & Control
	19. Machinery Records
	20. International Conventions and Maritime Law
	21. Management


	E3.2 MEO III Syllabus
	ANNEX (E3.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR WRITTEN EXAMINATION OF
	Marine Engineer Officer Class III - Certificate of Competency
	(Officer in charge of an engineering watch on a seagoing ship powered by main propulsion machinery of 750 kW propulsion power or more)
	(Workshop Skill Training Course)
	(STCW Regulation III/1)
	.1 Alignment
	.1  Principles
	.2 Annex II - Noxious Liquid Substances in Bulk
	.4  Annex IV - Sewage
	.5  Annex V - Garbage

	(Under STCW Convention, Regulation III/1)
	Function 1. Marine engineering at operational level
	Function 2. Electrical, electronic and control engineering at operation level
	Function 3. Maintenance and repair at operational level
	Function 4. Controlling the operation of ship and care for persons on board at
	operational level.
	General outlines for Oral Syllabus
	(Under STCW Convention, Regulation III/1)
	1. Boilers
	2.  Diesel Propulsion
	3. Steam Propulsion
	4. Water Treatment
	5. Feed Systems
	6. Steering Gear & Rudders
	7. Air Compressors
	8. Fire
	9. Pumping Systems
	10. Refrigeration Systems
	11. Materials
	12. Propellers & Thrusters
	13. Dry Docking
	14. Tanks
	15. Stability
	16. Electricity
	17. Deck Machinery
	18. Automation & Control
	19. Machinery Records
	20. International Conventions and Maritime Law
	21. Management



	E4.2 MEO IV Syllabus
	SYLLABUS FOR WRITTEN EXAMINATION OF
	Marine Engineer Officer Class IV & V - Certificate of Competency
	(Chief Engineer and Second Engineer on a seagoing ships powered by main propulsion machinery of between 750 kW and 3,000 kW propulsion power)
	(STCW Regulation III/3)
	.2  Planned maintenance, dismantling and inspection
	.3  Planned maintenance assembly and testing
	.1 Unplanned maintenance

	SYLLABUS FOR ORAL EXAMINATION OF
	Marine Engineer Officer Class IV - Certificate of Competency
	(Chief Engineer on a seagoing ships powered by main propulsion machinery of between 750 kW and 3,000 kW propulsion power)
	(STCW Regulation III/3)
	Function 1. Marine engineering at the management level
	Function 2. Electrical, electronic and control engineering at the management level
	Function 3. Maintenance and repair at the management level
	Function 4. Controlling the operation of ship and care for persons on board at the management level.
	General outlines for Oral Syllabus

	SYLLABUS FOR ORAL EXAMINATION OF
	Marine Engineer Officer Class IV - Certificate of Competency
	(Chief Engineer on a seagoing ships powered by main propulsion machinery of between 750 kW and 3,000 kW propulsion power)
	(STCW Regulation III/3)
	1. Boilers
	2. Diesel Propulsion
	3. Steam Propulsion
	4.  Water Treatment
	5. Feed Systems
	6. Steering Gear & Rudders
	7.  Air Compressors
	8. Fire
	9. Pumping Systems
	10. Refrigeration Systems
	11. Materials
	13. Dry Docking
	14. Tanks
	15. Stability
	16. Electricity
	17. Deck Machinery
	18. Automation & Control
	19. Machinery Records
	20. Maritime Law
	21. Management


	E5.2 MEO V Sylabus
	Marine Engineer Officer Class IV & V - Certificate of Competency
	(Chief Engineer and Second Engineer on a seagoing ships powered by main propulsion machinery of between 750 kW and 3,000 kW propulsion power)
	(STCW Regulation III/3)
	.2  Planned maintenance, dismantling and inspection
	.3  Planned maintenance assembly and testing
	.1 Unplanned maintenance

	SYLLABUS FOR ORAL EXAMINATION OF
	Marine Engineer Officer Class V - Certificate of Competency
	(Second Engineer on a seagoing ships powered by main propulsion machinery of between 750 kW and 3,000 kW propulsion power)
	(STCW Regulation III/3)
	Function 1. Marine engineering at the management level
	Function 2. Electrical, electronic and control engineering at the management level
	Function 3. Maintenance and repair at the management level
	Function 4. Controlling the operation of ship and care for persons on board at the
	management level.
	General outlines for Oral Syllabus

	SYLLABUS FOR ORAL EXAMINATION OF
	Marine Engineer Officer Class V - Certificate of Competency
	(Second Engineer on a seagoing ships powered by main propulsion machinery of between 750 kW and 3,000 kW propulsion power)
	(STCW Regulation III/3)
	1. Boilers
	2. Diesel Propulsion
	3. Steam Propulsion
	4. Water Treatment
	5. Feed Systems
	6.  Steering Gear & Rudders
	7. Air Compressors
	8.  Fire
	9. Pumping Systems
	10. Refrigeration Systems
	11. Materials
	12. Propellers & Thrusters
	13.  Dry Docking
	15. Stability
	16.  Electricity
	17. Deck Machinery
	18. Automation & Control
	19.  Machinery Records
	20. Maritime Law
	21. Management


	E6.2 ETO Syllabus
	ANNEX (E6.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR WRITTEN EXAMINATION OF
	Electro – Technical Officer (ETO) - Certificate of Competency
	(serving on a seagoing ship powered by main propulsion machinery of
	750 kW propulsion power or more)
	(Workshop skills Training Course)
	(STCW Regulation III/6)
	SYLLABUS FOR WRITTEN EXAMINATION OF
	Electro – Technical Officer (ETO) - Certificate of Competency
	(serving on a seagoing ships powered by main propulsion machinery of
	750 kW propulsion power or more)
	(Preparatory Course)
	(STCW Regulation III/6)
	SYLLABUS FOR ORAL EXAMINATION OF
	Electro – Technical Officer (ETO) - Certificate of Competency
	(serving on a seagoing ships powered by main propulsion machinery of
	750 kW propulsion power or more)
	(STCW Regulation III/6)


	E7.2 ERT Syllabus
	E8.2 ERM Syllabus
	E9.2 HVM Sylabus
	E10.2 HVO Syllabus
	E11.2 HVE Sylabus

	3.1 Cover COP Syllabus
	3.2 COP Syllabus
	P1.2 BST Syllabus
	SYLLABUS FOR
	PROFICIENCY IN SAFETY FAMILIARIZATION AND BASIC TRAINING
	(STCW Regulation VI/1)
	COMPETENCE 1: SURVIVE AT SEA IN THE EVENT OF SHIP ABANDONMENT
	COMPETENCE 2: MINIMIZE THE RISK OF FIRE AND MAINTAIN A STATE OF READINESS TO RESPOND TO EMERGENCY SITUATIONS INVOLVING FIRE
	COMPETENCE 3: FIGHT AND EXTINGUISH FIRES
	COMPETENCE 4: TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION UPON ENCOUNTERING AN ACCIDENT OR OTHER MEDICAL EMERGENCY
	COMPETENCE 5: COMPLY WITH EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
	COMPETENCE 6: TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT POLLUTION OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT
	COMPETENCE 7: OBSERVE SAFE WORKING PRACTICES
	COMPETENCE 8: CONTRIBUTE TO EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS ONBOARD SHIP
	COMPETENCE 9: CONTRIBUTE TO EFFECTIVE HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS ON BOARD SHIP
	COMPETENCE 10: UNDERSTAND AND TAKE NECESSARY ACTIONS TO CONTROL FATIGUE
	Importance of obtaining the necessary rest
	Effects of sleep, schedules, and the circadian rhythm on fatigue
	Effects of physical stressors on seafarers
	Effects of environmental stressors in and outside the ship and their impact on Seafarers
	Effects of schedule changes on seafarer fatigue



	P2.2 PSCRB Syllabus
	SYLLABUS FOR
	PROFICIENCY IN SURVIVAL CRAFT AND RESCUE BOATS OTHER THAN FAST RESCUE BOATS
	(STCW Regulation VI/2-1)
	COMPETENCE 1: TAKE CHARGE OF A SURVIVAL CRAFT OR RESCUE BOAT DURING AND AFTER LAUNCH
	COMPETENCE 2: OPERATE A SUVIVAL CRAFT ENGINE
	COMPETENCE 3: MANAGE SUVIVORS AND SURVIVAL CRAFT AFTER ABANDONING SHIP
	COMPETENCE 4: USE LOCATING DEVICES, INCLUDING OMMUNICATION AND SIGNALLING APPARATUS AND PYROTECHNICS
	COMPETENCE 5: APPLY FIRST AID TO SURVIVORS


	P3.2 PFRB Syllabus
	ANNEX (P3.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR
	PROFICIENCY IN FAST RESCUE BOAT
	(STCW Regulation VI/2)
	Competence 1: Understand the construction, maintenance, repair and outfitting of fast rescue boats
	Construction and outfitting of fast rescue boats and individual items of their equipment
	Construction and Outfitting
	Individual items of their equipment
	Knowledge of the maintenance and emergency repairs of fast rescue boats and the normal inflation and deflation of buoyancy compartments of inflated fast rescue boats
	Maintenance and emergency repair, normal inflation and deflation of buoyancy compartments of inflated fast rescue boat
	Particular characteristic of fast rescue boat
	Normal inflation and deflation of buoyancy compartments of inflated fast rescue boat
	Competence 2: Take charge of the launching equipment and appliance as commonly fitted, during launching and recovery

	Assessment of the readiness of launching equipment and launching appliance of fast rescue boats for immediate launching and operation
	Readiness of launching equipment and launching appliances for immediate launching and operation
	Understand the operation and limitations of the winch, brakes, falls, painters, motion-compensation and other equipment as commonly fitted
	Operation and limitations of the winch, brakes, painters, motion-compensation and other equipment
	Safety precautions during launching and recovery of a fast rescue boat
	Safety precaution during launching and recovery
	Launching and recovery of a fast rescue boat in prevailing and adverse weather and sea conditions
	How to reduce the risk of danger to fast rescue boats or injury to occupants during lowering if the ship is rolling heavily and the use of on-load release
	Arrangements for recovery strops and the method of  recovery of fast rescue boats in rough seas
	Competence 3: Take charge of a fast rescue boat as commonly fitted, during launching and recovery

	Assessment of the readiness of fast rescue boats and related equipment for immediate launching and operation
	Boat Readiness and safety checks
	Equipment Readiness
	Safety precautions during launching and recovery of a fast rescue boat
	Launching and recovery of a fast rescue boat in prevailing and adverse weather and sea conditions
	Competence 4: Take charge of a fast rescue boat after launching

	Particular characteristics, facilities and limitations of fast rescue boats
	Procedures for the righting of a capsized fast rescue boat
	Probable causes to capsize a fast rescue boat and actions to be taken in the event of capsize
	Drills in righting capsized rescue boats
	How to handle a fast rescue boat in prevailing and adverse weather and sea conditions
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	Manoeuvring at slow speed
	Manoeuvring at fast speed
	Boat handling in adverse weather
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	Helicopter operation
	Drills in boat handling
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	P4.2 AFF Syllabus
	ANNEX (P4.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR
	PROFICIENCY IN ADVANCED FIRE FIGHTING
	CERTIFICATE OF PROFICIENCY
	(STCW Regulation VI/3)
	Competence 1: Control fire-fighting operations aboard ship
	Introduction
	Fire precautions
	Dry distillation
	Chemical reactions
	Boiler uptake fires and exhaust fires in prime movers and auxiliary exhausts
	Fires in water-tube boilers
	Fire-fighting procedures at sea and in port, with particular emphasis on organization, tactics and command
	Tactics and procedure of fire control while ship is at sea
	Tactics and procedure of fire control while ship is in port
	Tactics and procedure of fire control while ship is carrying dangerous goods
	Tactics and procedure of fire control for oil, chemical and gas tankers
	Use of water for fire-extinguishing, the effect on ship stability, precautions and corrective procedures
	Use of water for fire extinguishing, the effect on stability, precautions and corrective procedures
	Communication and coordination during fire-fighting operations
	Communication and co co-ordination during fire fire-fighting operations
	Ventilation control, including smoke extraction
	Ventilation control including smoke extractor
	Control of fuel and electrical systems
	Control of fuel and electrical systems
	Fire-fighting process hazards (dry distillation, chemical reactions, boiler uptake fires, etc.)
	Fire fighting involving dangerous goods
	Fire precautions and hazards associated with the storage and handling of materials (paints, etc.)
	Fire precautions and hazards associated with the storage and handling of materials (paints etc.)
	Management and control of injured persons
	Management and control of injured persons
	Procedures for coordination with shore-based fire fighters
	Procedures for co-ordination with shore- based fire fighters
	Competence 2: Organize and train fire parties

	Preparation of contingency plans
	Preparation of contingency plans
	Composition and allocation of personnel to fire parties
	Composition and allocation of personnel to fire parties
	Training of seafarers in fire fighting
	Fire control plans
	Organization of fire and abandon ship drills
	Strategies and tactics for control of fires in various parts of the ship
	Strategies and tactics for control of fires in various parts of the ship
	Competence 3: Inspect and service detection and extinguishing systems and equipment

	Fire-detection systems; fixed fire-extinguishing systems; portable and mobile fire-extinguishing equipment, including appliances, pumps and rescue, salvage, life-support, personal protective and communication equipment
	Fire alarms
	Fire detection equipment
	Fixed fire extinguishing equipment
	Fire main, hydrants, hoses and nozzles and pumps
	Portable and mobile fire extinguishing equipment including appliances
	Firefighter’s outfits and other personal protective equipment
	Rescue and life support equipment
	Salvage equipment
	Communication equipment
	Requirements for statutory and classification surveys
	Requirements for statutory and classification surveys
	Competence 4: Investigate and compile reports on incidents involving fire

	Assessment of cause of incidents involving fire
	Fire investigation and reporting
	Trainee's experience of fires on ships
	Documented reports of fires on ships and lessons learned



	P5.2 SSO Syllabus
	P6.2 SSA Syllabus
	P7.2 DSD Syllabus
	P8.2 MFA Syllabus
	SYLLABUS FOR seafarers designated to provide
	medical first aid on board ship –
	CERTIFICATE OF PROFICIENCY
	(STCW Regulation VI/4-1)

	P9.2 AMC Syllabus
	SYLLABUS FOR seafarers designated to take charge of medical care on board ship – CERTIFICATE OF PROFICIENCY
	(STCW Regulation VI/4-2)

	P10.2 TF Syllabus
	P11.2 TFG Syllabus
	P12.2 AOT Syllabus
	ANNEX (P12.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR CERTIFICATE OF PROFICIENCY IN
	ADVANCED TRAINING FOR OIL TANKER CARGO OPERATIONS
	(STCW Regulation V/1-1-2)
	SPECIFICATION OF MINIMUM STANDARD OF COMPETENCE IN ADVANCED TRAINING FOR OIL TANKER CARGO OPERATION
	Competence-1: ABILITY TO SAFELY PERFORM AND MONITOR ALL CARGO OPERATIONS
	Design and characteristic of an oil tanker
	Knowledge of oil tanker design, systems and equipment, including
	general arrangement and construction
	pumping arrangement and equipment
	tanker arrangement, pipeline system and tank venting arrangement
	gauging systems and alarms
	cargo heating systems
	tank cleaning, gas-freeing and inerting systems
	ballast system
	cargo area venting and accommodation ventilation
	slop arrangements
	vapour recovery system
	cargo-related electric and electronic control system
	environmental protection equipment, including Oil Discharge Monitoring Equipment
	tank coating
	tank temperature and pressure control systems
	fire-fighting system
	Knowledge of pump theory and characteristic, including types of cargo pumps and their          safe operation
	Proficiency in tanker safety culture and implementation of safety-management system
	Knowledge and understanding of monitoring and safety systems, including the emergency  shutdown
	Loading, unloading, care and handling of cargo
	Ability to perform cargo measurements and calculation
	Knowledge of the effect of bulk liquid cargoes on trim, stability and structural integrity
	Knowledge and understanding of oil cargo-related operations, including:
	loading and unloading plans
	ballasting and deballasting
	tank cleaning operations
	inerting
	gas-freeing
	ship-to-ship transfers
	load on top
	crude oil washing
	Development and application of cargo-related operation plans, procedures and checklists
	Ability to calibrate and use monitoring and gas-detection system, instruments and               Equipment
	Ability to manage and supervise personnel with cargo-related responsibilities

	Competence 2:  FAMILIARITY WITH PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF OIL CARGOES
	Knowledge and understanding of the physical and chemical properties of oil cargoes
	Understanding the information contained in a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)

	Competence 3: TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT HAZARDS
	Knowledge and understanding of the hazards and control measures  associated with oil
	toxicity
	flammability and explosion
	health hazards
	inert gas composition
	electrostatic hazards
	Knowledge and understanding of dangers of non-compliance with relevant rules/regulations

	Competence-4:  APPLY OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND MEASURE
	Knowledge and understanding of safe working practices including risk assessment and            personal shipboard safety relevant to oil tankers:
	Precautions to be taken when entering enclosed spaces, including   correct use of different types of breathing apparatus
	Precautions to be taken before and during repair and maintenance work
	Precautions for hot and cold work
	Precautions for electrical safety
	Use of appropriate Personal Protective equipment (PPE)

	Competence-5: RESPOND TO EMERGENCY
	Knowledge and understanding of oil tanker emergency procedures, including:
	ship emergency response plans
	cargo operations emergency shutdown
	actions to be taken in the event of failure of systems or services essential to cargo
	fire fighting on oil tankers (Advanced Tanker Fire Fighting - ATFF)
	enclosed space rescue
	use of a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
	Actions to be taken following collision, grounding, or spillage
	Knowledge of medical first aid procedures on board oil tankers

	Competence-6: TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT POLLUTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
	Understanding of procedures to prevent pollution of the atmosphere and the environment

	Competence-7: MONITOR AND CONTROL COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS
	Knowledge and understanding of relevant provisions of the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from ships (MARPOL), as amended, and other relevant IMO          instruments, industry guidelines and Port regulations as commonly applied





	P13.2 ACT Syllabus
	SYLLABUS FOR CERTIFICATE OF PROFICIENCY IN
	ADVANCED TRAINING FOR CHEMICAL TANKER CARGO OPERATIONS
	(STCW Regulation V/1-1-3)
	Competence No.1: ABILITY TO SAFELY PERFORM AND MONITOR ALL CARGO OPERATIONS
	Design and characteristic of an chemical tanker
	Knowledge of chemical tanker design, systems and equipment, including
	Knowledge of pump theory and characteristic, including types of cargo pumps and their
	Proficiency in tanker safety culture and implementation of safety-management system
	Knowledge and understanding of monitoring and safety systems, including the emergency shutdown
	Loading, unloading, care and handling of cargo
	Ability to perform cargo measurements and calculation
	Knowledge of the effect of bulk liquid cargoes on trim, stability and structural integrity
	Knowledge and understanding of oil cargo-related operations, including:
	Development and application of cargo-related operation plans, procedures and checklists
	Ability to calibrate and use monitoring and gas-detection system, instruments and               Equipment
	Ability to manage and supervise personnel with cargo-related responsibilities

	Competence No.2: FAMILIARITY WITH PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF CHEMICAL CARGOES
	Knowledge and understanding of the chemical and the physical properties of noxious liquid substances, including:
	Understanding the information contained in a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)

	Competence No.3: TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT HAZARDS
	Knowledge and understanding of the hazards and control measures  associated with chemical  tanker cargo operations, including:
	Knowledge and understanding of dangers of non-compliance with relevant rules/regulations

	Competence No.4: APPLY OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
	Knowledge and understanding of safe working practices including risk assessment and personal shipboard safety relevant to chemical tankers:
	Knowledge and understanding of chemical tanker emergency procedures, including:
	Actions to be taken following collision, grounding, or spillage
	Knowledge of medical first aid procedures on board chemical tankers, with reference to the Medical First Aid Guide for use in Accidents involving Dangerous Goods(MFAG)

	Competence No.6: TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT POLLUTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
	Understanding of procedures to prevent pollution of the atmosphere and the environment

	Competence No.7: MONITOR AND CONTROL COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS
	Knowledge and understanding of relevant provisions of the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from ships (MARPOL) and other relevant IMO instruments, industry guidelines and Port regulations as commonly applied
	Proficiency in the use of the IBC Code and related documents


	P14.2 AGT Syllabus
	P15.2 II-4 Syllabus
	P16.2 II-5 Syllabus
	P17.2 EDH Syllabus
	ANNEX (P17.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR EFFICIENT DECK HAND COURSE
	Competence No.1: THE MEANING AND USE OF COMMON NAUTICAL TERMS
	Competence No.2: KNOWLEDGE OF THE USE OF LIFESAVING AND FIRE-FIGHTING APPLIANCES


	P18.2 CMC Syllabus
	1.   AWARENESS OF LIFE-SAVING APPLIANCE AND CONTROL PLANS, INCLUDING
	2.  THE  ABILITY  TO  ASSIST  PASSENGERS  EN ROUTE TO  MUSTER AND  EMBARKATION  STATIONS; INCLUDING
	3.  MUSTERING PROCEDURES, INCLUDING
	4. Communication

	P19.2 CMH Syllabus
	P20.2 SCK Syllabus
	ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR SHIP’S COOK CERTIFICATE
	FOOD SAFETY IN CATERING
	HEALTH AND SAFETY IN CATERING IN THE MARITIME INDUSTRY
	APPLYING WORK PLACE SKILLS
	PREPARE AND COOK SOUPS AND SAUCES
	PREPARE AND COOK FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
	PREPARE AND COOK MEAT AND OFFAL
	PREPARE AND COOK POULTRY
	PREPARE AND COOK FISH AND SHELLFISH
	PREPARE AND COOK RICE, PASTA, GRAINS AND EGG DISHES
	PREPARE AND COOK DESSERTS AND PUDDINGS
	PREPARE AND COOK BAKERY PRODUCTS
	HEALTHIER FOODS AND SPECIAL DIETS
	CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS CATERING REQUIREMENTS
	DIETARY REQUIREMENTS OF SHIFT WORKERS



	P21.2 SBO Syllabus
	Topic 1 - General provisions
	Topic 2 - Provisions on occupational accidents, injuries and diseases
	Topic 3 - Environmental stress and fatigue and its impact on safety
	Topic 4 - Reporting and collection of statistics
	Topic 5 - Accident prevention, emergency and accident response
	Topic 6 - Accident investigation
	Topic 7 - Responsibilities and duties of the Shipboard Safety Officer
	Topic 8 - Conducting Safety Meetings and safety culture on board
	Topic 9 – Risk assessment
	Topic 10 – Undergoing Audits


	4.2 COPE Syllabus
	EP1.2 III-4.1 Syllabus ER (WIPER)
	SYLLABUS FOR EXAMINATION OF
	RATINGS FORMING PART OF AN ENGINE-ROOM WATCH IN ON A SEAGOING SHIP POWERED BY MAIN PROPULSION MACHINERY OF 750 KW PROPULSION POWER OR MORE
	(STCW Regulation III/4)

	EP2.2 III-4.2 Syllabus ER (8th Std passed)
	SYLLABUS FOR EXAMINATION OF
	RATINGS FORMING PART OF AN ENGINE-ROOM WATCH
	ON A SEAGOING SHIP POWERED BY MAIN PROPULSION MACHINERY OF 750 KW PROPULSION POWER OR MORE
	(STCW Regulation III/4)

	EP3.2 III-5 Syllabus ABE
	ANNEX (EP3.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR EXAMINATION OF
	ABLE SEAFARER ENGINE – CERTIFICATE OF PROFICIENCY
	(ABLE SEAFARER ENGINE ON A SEAGOING SHIP POWERED BY MAIN PROPULSION MACHINERY OF 750 KW PROPULSION POWER)
	(STCW Regulation III/5)


	EP4.2 ETR Syllabus ETR WORKSHOP SKILLS TRAINING COURSE
	ANNEX (EP4.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR EXAMINATION OF
	ELECTRO-TECHNICAL RATING – CERTIFICATE OF PROFICIENCY
	(ELECTRO-TECHNICAL RATINGON A SEAGOING SHIP POWERED BY MAIN PROPULSION MACHINERY OF 750 KWPROPULSION POWER OR MORE)
	(STCW Regulation III/7)


	5.1 Cover Revalid Syllabus
	5.2 Revalid(ND) Syllabus
	DR1.2 II-2(R) Syllabus
	ANNEX (DR1.2)
	SYLLABUS FOR
	MANAGEMENT LEVEL REVALIDATION COURSE
	(STCW Regulation I/11 & II/2)
	Scope
	Introduction
	Course overview
	IMO structure
	Changes to Myanmar maritime legislation
	Introduction and changes to STCW Convention
	Course overview
	Describes the topics and emphasis of the course
	Describes the competences that will be achieved through completion of the updating/ revalidation course.

	Changes to STCW Convention
	2010 Manila amendments – salient changes
	requirements of revalidation of CoC;
	Security related courses
	Assembly related to STCW Convention
	Related Codes/ Guidelines to STCW Convention
	International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973
	Assembly resolutions, MEPC Resolutions from 2010 onwards related to  MARPOL Convention

	Changes to Function 1 – Navigation at management level
	Reporting in accordance with the general principles for ship reporting
	VTS system

	Changes to Function 1 – Navigation at management level
	Use of all modern navigational aids including operational, maintenance and understanding of their errors
	Detection of errors, know the source of errors and methods of corrections  to obtain accurate position
	Integrated Navigation System (INS) and Integrated Bridge System (IBS)
	Introduction to E-Navigation

	Changes to Function 1 – Navigation at management level
	Bridge navigational watch-keeping and equipment

	Changes to Function 1 – Navigation at management level
	Modern ENA/ online navigational information
	Modern navigational equipment and its maintenance
	Integrated Navigation System (INS) and Integrated Bridge system (IBS)
	Error detection and and application of such equipment
	Introduction to E-Navigation
	Safe navigational watch-keeping
	Ship reporting system and Vessel Traffic System
	Use and maintenance of Voyage Data Recorder (VDR)
	Use and maintenance of Bridge Navigational Watch-keeping Alarm System (BNWAS)
	Manoeuvre and handle a ship in all conditions
	Ship handling in heavy weather
	importance of navigating at reduced speed to avoid damage caused by own ship’s bow wave and stern wave

	Forecast weather and oceanographic conditions
	Synoptic charts and weather forecasting, range of information available through fax transmission, internet and e-mail
	Appropriate nautical publications on tides and currents – Nautical publications on tides and currents and information which can be obtained via internet and e-mail
	Forecast weather and oceanographic conditions
	Synoptic charts and weather forecasting – range of information available through fax transmission, internet and e-mail
	Appropriate nautical publications on tides and currents – Nautical publications on tides and currents and information which can be obtained via internet and e-mail

	Changes to Function 2 – Cargo handling and stowage at the management level
	Effect on trim and stability

	Knowledge of the operational and design limitations of bulk carriers
	Operational design limitations of bulk carriers
	SOLAS Chapter XII Additional Safety measures for Bulk carriers
	Common Structural Rules (CSR) for Bulk Carriers
	Code of practice for the safe loading and unloading of bulk carriers (BLU Code)
	Updating knowledge on IMDG Code
	Updating knowledge of IMSBC Code
	Understanding of MARPOL Annex III and V
	Basic principles for establishing effective communications and improving working relationship between ship and terminal personnel.

	Changes to Function 2 – Cargo handling and stowage at the management level
	Limitations on strength of the vital constructional parts of a standard bulk  carrier and interpret given figures for bending moments and shearing  forces
	Methods to avoid the detrimental effects on bulk carriers of corrosion,  fatigue and inadequate cargo handling
	Introduction to International regulations, standards, codes and  recommendations on carriage of Dangerous goods
	International Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG) Code and International  Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes (IMSBC) Code
	International Code for the Safe Carriage of Grain in Bulk (IGC)

	Changes to Function 3 – Controlling the operation of ship and care for persons on board at the management level
	Intact stability code
	Effect on trim and stability of a ship in the event of damage to and  consequent flooding of a compartment and counter-measures to be taken  (Damage control)

	Changes to Function 3 – Controlling the operation of ship and care for persons on board at the management level
	Understanding UNCLOS
	Changes to SOLAS
	Changes to MARPOL and Ballast water management
	Changes to STCW
	Maritime Labour Convention 2006 (MLC 2006)
	Basic concept and principles of MLC 2006 Convention
	DMLC 1 and DMLC 2
	Shipboard requirements for DMLC 1 and DMLC 2
	Casualty Investigation Code
	Port State control
	Liability for maritime claims
	SCOPIC Clause
	Liability for maritime claims
	Stowaways
	Ship’s agents and agencies
	FAL Convention

	Marine environmental awareness
	Sustainable development
	Understanding marine ecosystem
	global regulatory framework
	technical panorama

	Organize and manage the provision of medical care on board
	Requirements under MLC 2006
	Standard medical report form for use by the ship’s Master and relevant onshore and on-board medical personnel.
	Medicine chest, medical equipment and medical guide prescribed and subject to regular inspection
	Medical advice by radio or satellite communication to ships at sea, including specialist advice
	MFAG for DG the relevant procedures and antidotes, personal protective devices required to carry onboard.
	STCW Circular Guidelines on Medical examination of Seafarers

	Course wind-up and assessment & review.



	DR2.2 II-1(R) Syllabus
	DR3.2 Ship Haldling (R) Syllabus
	DR4.2 ABD ( 3 Days) Syllabus
	1.  Contribute to a safe navigational watch
	2.  Contribute to berthing, anchoring and other mooring operations
	3. Contribute to the handling of cargo and stores
	4. Contribute to the safe operation of deck equipment and machinery
	5. Apply occupational health and safety precautions
	6. Apply precautions and contribute to the prevention of pollution of the marine environment
	7.  Operate survival craft and rescue boats
	8.  Contribute to shipboard maintenance and repair

	PR1.2 BST(R) Syllabus
	Personal life-saving Appliances (Demonstrations)
	Survival at Sea
	Actions to be taken when
	Minimize the risk of fire
	Maintain a state of readiness to respond to emergency situations involving fires
	Fight and extinguish fires
	Positioning of Casualty

	PR2.2 PSCRB(R) Syllabus
	PR3.2 AFF(R) Syllabus
	PR4.2 MFA(R) Syllabus
	PR5.2 AMC(R) SYllabus
	PR6.2 CMC(R) Sylabus
	1.   AWARENESS OF LIFE-SAVING APPLIANCE AND CONTROL PLANS, INCLUDING
	2.  THE  ABILITY  TO  ASSIST  PASSENGERS  EN ROUTE TO  MUSTER AND  EMBARKATION  STATIONS; INCLUDING
	3.  MUSTERING PROCEDURES ,INCLUDING

	PR7.2 TF(R) Syllabus
	PR8.2 TFG (R) Syllabus
	PR9.2 ACT(R) Syllabus
	Competence No.1: ABILITY TO SAFELY PERFORM AND MONITOR ALL CARGO OPERATIONS
	Knowledge of chemical tanker design, systems and equipment, including
	Knowledge of pump theory and characteristic, including types of cargo pumps and their
	Proficiency in tanker safety culture and implementation of safety-management system
	Knowledge and understanding of monitoring and safety systems, including the emergency shutdown
	Loading, unloading, care and handling of cargo
	Ability to perform cargo measurements and calculation
	Knowledge of the effect of bulk liquid cargoes on trim, stability and structural integrity
	Knowledge and understanding of oil cargo-related operations, including:
	Development and application of cargo-related operation plans, procedures and checklists
	Ability to calibrate and use monitoring and gas-detection system, instruments and               Equipment
	Ability to manage and supervise personnel with cargo-related responsibilities

	Competence No.2: FAMILIARITY WITH PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF CHEMICAL CARGOES
	Knowledge and understanding of the chemical and the physical properties of noxious liquid substances, including:
	Understanding the information contained in a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)

	Competence No.3: TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT HAZARDS
	Knowledge and understanding of the hazards and control measures  associated with chemical  tanker cargo operations, including:
	Knowledge and understanding of dangers of non-compliance with relevant rules/regulations

	Competence No.4: APPLY OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
	Knowledge and understanding of safe working practices including risk assessment and personal shipboard safety relevant to chemical tankers:
	Knowledge and understanding of chemical tanker emergency procedures, including:
	Actions to be taken following collision, grounding, or spillage
	Knowledge of medical first aid procedures on board chemical tankers, with reference to the Medical First Aid Guide for use in Accidents involving Dangerous Goods(MFAG)

	Competence No.6: TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT POLLUTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
	Understanding of procedures to prevent pollution of the atmosphere and the environment

	Competence No.7: MONITOR AND CONTROL COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS
	Knowledge and understanding of relevant provisions of the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from ships (MARPOL) and other relevant IMO instruments, industry guidelines and Port regulations as commonly applied
	Proficiency in the use of the IBC Code and related documents


	PR10.2 AOT(R) Syllabus
	ANNEX (PR10.2)
	SYLLABUS OF REVALIDATION COURSE FOR
	CERTIFICATE OF PROFICIENCY IN
	ADVANCED TRAINING FOR OIL TANKER CARGO OPERATIONS
	(STCW Regulation V/1-1-2)
	SPECIFICATION OF MINIMUM STANDARD OF COMPETENCE IN ADVANCED TRAINING FOR OIL TANKER CARGO OPERATION
	Competence-1: ABILITY TO SAFELY PERFORM AND MONITOR ALL CARGO OPERATIONS
	Knowledge of oil tanker design, systems and equipment, including
	cargo area venting and accommodation ventilation
	vapour recovery system
	cargo-related electric and electronic control system
	environmental protection equipment, including Oil Discharge Monitoring Equipment
	tank coating
	tank temperature and pressure control systems
	Proficiency in tanker safety culture and implementation of safety-management system
	Knowledge and understanding of monitoring and safety systems, including the emergency  shutdown
	Loading, unloading, care and handling of cargo
	Knowledge of the effect of bulk liquid cargoes on trim, stability and structural integrity
	Knowledge and understanding of oil cargo-related operations, including:
	loading and unloading plans
	ballasting and deballasting
	tank cleaning operations
	inerting
	gas-freeing
	ship-to-ship transfers
	load on top
	crude oil washing
	Ability to calibrate and use monitoring and gas-detection system, instruments and               Equipment
	Ability to manage and supervise personnel with cargo-related responsibilities

	Competence 2:  FAMILIARITY WITH PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF OIL CARGOES
	Understanding the information contained in a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)

	Competence 3: TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT HAZARDS
	Knowledge and understanding of the hazards and control measures  associated with oil
	toxicity
	flammability and explosion
	health hazards
	inert gas composition
	electrostatic hazards
	Knowledge and understanding of dangers of non-compliance with relevant rules/regulations

	Competence-4:  APPLY OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND MEASURE
	Knowledge and understanding of safe working practices including risk assessment and            personal shipboard safety relevant to oil tankers:
	Precautions to be taken when entering enclosed spaces, including   correct use of different types of breathing apparatus
	Precautions to be taken before and during repair and maintenance work
	Use of appropriate Personal Protective equipment (PPE)

	Competence-5: RESPOND TO EMERGENCY
	Knowledge and understanding of oil tanker emergency procedures, including:
	ship emergency response plans
	cargo operations emergency shutdown
	enclosed space rescue
	use of a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
	Actions to be taken following collision, grounding, or spillage
	Knowledge of medical first aid procedures on board oil tankers

	Competence-6: TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT POLLUTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
	Understanding of procedures to prevent pollution of the atmosphere and the environment

	Competence-7: MONITOR AND CONTROL COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS
	Knowledge and understanding of relevant provisions of the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from ships (MARPOL), as amended, and other relevant IMO          instruments, industry guidelines and Port regulations as commonly applied.
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